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PREFACE

This research was conducted in cooperation with the NASA Langley Research

Center (Fluid Mechanics Division - Theoretical Flow Physics Branch) and the Institute
for Computational and Applied Mechanics (ICAM) of Old Dominion University during

the period 1984 through 1990. The work on basic formulations and computational

procedures was completed by the end of 1985 and was published as a progress

report "Radiative Interactions in Transient Energy Transfer in Gaseous Systems,"
NASA CR-176644, December 1985.

The formulations and procedures developed in this study were applied to solve

several realistic problems during 1985-1990. This resulted in various publications in
forms of technical reports, technical papers (presented at national and international

conferences), and journal articles. Selected articles are included in the appendices of
this report to demonstrate the applications of the developed techniques in various

fields involving radiative interactions in molecular gases. The procedures developed
are being used at present to investigate radiative interactions in other challenging

problems.
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ABSTRACT

Analyses and numerical procedures are presented to investigate the radiative
interactions in various energy transfer processes in gaseous systems. Both gray and
nongray radiative formulations for absorption and emission by molecular gases are
presented. The gray gas formulations are based on the Planck mean absorption
coefficient and the nongray formulations are based on the wide-band model
correlations for molecular absorption. Various relations for the radiative flux and
divergence of radiative flux are developed. These are useful for different flow
conditions and physical problems. Specific plans for obtaining extensive results for
different cases are presented. The procedure developed has been applied to several
realistic problems. Results of selected studies are presented in the appendices of this
report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, a tremendous progress has been made In the

field of radiative energy transfer in nonhomogeneous nongray gaseous systems.

As a result, several useful books [1-18] and review artlcles [19-26] have

become available for engineering, meteorologl cal, and astrophysical

appIIcations. In the sixties and early seventies, radiative transfer analyses

were limited to one-dimensional cases, Multldimenslonal analyses and

sophisticated numerical procedures emerged In the mid-to-late seventies.

Today, the field of radiative energy transfer in gaseous systems Is getting an

ever increasing attention because of its applications In the areas of the

earth's radiation budget studies and climate modeling, fire and combustion

research, entry and reentry phenomena, hypersonic propulsion and defense-

oriented research.

In most studies involving combined mass, momentum, and energy transfer,

the radiative transfer formulation has been coupled only with the steady

processes. The goal of this research is to Include the nongray radiative

formulation in the general unsteady governing equations and provide the step-

by-step analysis and solution procedure for several reallstic problems. The

specific objective of the present study is to Investigate the one-dimensional

transient radiative transfer in a nongray gaseous system. In the future work,

the present analysis will be extended (in a systematic manner) to the problems

of combined transfer processes in chemically reacting flows.

For the present study, the Information on band absorption and correlation

is summarized in section 2 and fundamental radiative flux equations are

presented In section 3. The basic formulation for the transient radiation is

given in section 4, and this is applied to a special case in section 5. The



solutton procedures are described in section 6, and plans for obtaining

specific results are presented in section 7.

2. BAND ABSORPTION AND CORRELATIONS

The study of radiative transmission in nonhomgeneous gaseous systems

requires a detailed knowledge of the absorption, emission, and scattering

characteristics of the specific species under investigation. In absorbing and

emitting mediums, an accurate model for the spectral absorption coefficient Is

of vital importance in the correct Formulation of the radiative Flux

equations. A systematic representation of the absorption by a gas, in the

Infrared, requires the Indentlflcatlon of the major Infrared bands and

evaluation of the llne parameters (llne intensity, llne half-width, and

spacing between the llnes) of these bands. The llne parameters depend upon

the temperature, pressure and concentration of the absorbing molecules and, In

general, these quantities vary continuously along a nonhomogeneous path In the

medium. In recent years, considerable efforts have been expended in obtaining

the llne parameters and absorption coefflcents of important atomic and

molecular species [27-30].

For an accurate evaluation of the transmittance (or absorptance) of a

molecular band, a convenient llne model is used to represent the variation of

the spectral absorption coefficient. The llne models usually employed are

Lorentz, Doppler, and Vofgt llne profiles. A complete formulation (and

comparison) of the transmittance and absorptance by these llne profiles is

given In [22-26]. In a particular band consisting of many lines, the

absorption coefficient varies very rapldly wlth the frequency• Thus, it

becomes very difficult and tlme-consumlng task to evaluate the total band

absorptance over the actual band contour by employlng an appropriate llne



profile model. Consequently, several approximate band models (narrow as well

as wide) have been proposed which represent absorption from an actual band

wlth reasonable accuracy [22-26, 31-40]. Several continuous correlations for

the total band absorption are available In llterature [22-26, 36-40]. These

have been employed In many nongray radiative transfer analyses wlth varying

degree of success [22-26, 41]. A brief discussion Is presented here on the

total band absorption, band models, and band absorptance correlations.

The absorption within a narrow spectral Interval of a vibration rotation

band can quite accurately be represented by the so-called "narrow band

For a homogeneous path, the total absorptance of a narrow band ismode Is."

glyen by

AN = / [1-exp(k X)] d_ (2.1)
t_o

where k is the volumetric absorption coefficient, _ Is the wave number,

and X = py is the pressure path length. The limits of integration in Eq.

(2.1) are over the narrow band pass considered. The total band absorptance of

the so-called "wide band models" Is given by

A = f [1-exp(-k X)] d(w-_o) (2.2)

where the limits of integration are over the entire band pass and _o is the

wave number at the center of the wlde band. In actual radiative transfer

analyses, the quantity of frequent interest Is the derivative of Eqs. (2.1)

and (2.2).

Four commonly used narrow band models are Elsasser, Statistical, Random

Elsasser, and Quasl-Random. The application of a model to a particular case

depends upon the nature of the absorbing emitting molecule. Complete

discussion on narrow bands models, and expressions for transmittance and



integrated absorptance are available in the literature [22-26, 31-33].

Detailed discussions on the wide bandmodels are given in [22-26, 34-40]. The

relations for total band absorptance of a wide band are obtained from the

absorptance formulations of narrow band models by employing the relations for

the variation of llne intensity as [22-26, 37-40]

Sj/d = (S/Ao)eXp{[-boJ_-_oJ]/Ao} (2.3)

where Sj is the intensity of the jth spectral 11he, d is the llne spacing, S

is the integrated intensity of a wlde band, Ao is the band width parameter,

and bo = 2 for a symmetrical band and bo = I for bands with upper and lower

wave number heads at _o" The total absorptance of an exponential wlde band,

in turn, may be expressed by

_(u,B) ---A(u,B)IA o = 7_ fwlde [AN(U'_))]d(_-_o) (2.4)

o band

where u = SX/Ao is the nondlmenslonal path length, B = 2XYLld is the 11ne

structure parameter, YL is the Lorentz llne half-wldth, and AN(U,B) repre-

sents the mean absorptance of a narrow band.

By employing the Elsasser narrow band absorptance relation and Eq. (2.3)

the expression for the exponential wide band absorptance Is obtained as

[25,16]

tI

 (u,131 = y ÷ J
0

[In _ + EI (¢)] dz (2.5)

where _ - u stnh B/(cosh B- cos z), y - 0.5772156 is the Euler's constant,

and EI(_) is the exponential integral of the first order. Analytic solution

of Eq. (2.5) can be obtained tn a series form as [25, 26]

¢o

A(u,l))- _ {-(A)n[SUM(mn)]/[n(B+l)nn!(n-l)!]} (2.6)
n-1



J where

SUM (mn) -- z

m--o

[(n+m-I)t(2m-1)!cm]/(2m(m!) 2]

A = - u tanhp, B = 1/coshP,

C = 2/(t+coshP) = 2B/(B+I).

The series in Eq. (2.6) converges rapidly. When the weak llne approximation

for the Elsasser model Is valid (i.e. B Is large), then Eq. (2.5) reduces to

_(u) = y + In(u) + Et(u). (2.7)

In the linear limit, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) reduce to A = u, and in the

logarithmic limit they reduce to _ = y + In(u). It can be shown that Eq.

(2.5) reduces to the correct limiting form in the square-root limit. Results

of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) are found to be Identical for all pressures and

pathlengths. For p > I arm, results of Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) are in good agreement

for all path lengths.

By employing the uniform statistical, general statistical, and random

Elsasser narrow band models absorptance relations and Eq. (2.3), three

additional expessions for the exponential wide band absorptance were obtained

In [25, 26]. The absorptance results of the four wlde band models are

discussed In detall In [26]. The expression obtained by employing the uniform

statistlcal model also reduces to the relation (2.7) for large B.

Several continuous correlations for the total absorptance of a wide band,

which are va1|d over different values of path length and line structure

parameter, are available In the 11terature. These are discussed, In detail,

In [22-26, 37-40] and are presented here in the sequence that they became

available in the literature. Most of these correlations are developed to



satisfy at least some of the limiting conditions (nonoverlapplng llne, llenar,

weak line, and strong llne approximations, and square-root, large pressure,

and large path length limits) for the total band absorptance [23-26]. Some of

the correlations even have experimental Justifications [22,35].

The first correlation for the exponential wide band absorptance (a three

piece correlation) was proposed by Edwards et al. [34, 35]. The first

continuous correlation was proposed by Tlen and Lowder [22], and this is of

the form

_(u,2) = In(uf(t){u+2)/[u+2f(t)]}+l) (2.8)

where

fit) = 2.g4[l-exp(-2.6Ot)], t : B/2.

This correlation does not reduce to the correct limiting form in the square-

root limit [23,26], and its use should be made for 2 )0. I. Another

continuous correlation was proposed by Goody and Belton [39], and in terms of

the present nomenclature, this is given by

A(u,2) = 2 ln{1+u/C4+(_u/4t)]I/2}, 2 = 2t. (2.9)

Use of this corelatlon is restricted to relatively small 2 values [23-26].

Tlen and Ling [40] have proposed a simple two parameter correlation for

X(u,2) as

X(u) - stnh -! (u) (2.10)

which is valid only for the limit of large 2. A relatively simple

continuous correlation was introduced by Cess and Tiwarl [23], and this is of

the form



X(u,B) = 2 In(1+ul(2+[u(l+11_)]112}) (2.Zl)

where B - 4t/_ = 2B/_. By slightly modifying Eq. (2.11), another Form of

the wide band absorptance is ob_fned as [25, 26]

A(u,B) = 2 In(I+ul{2+[u(c+_/2B)]I/2}] (2.12)

where

0.1, f3 < 1 and all u valuesc -- 0.1, B > 1 and u < 1
0.25, _) > 1 and u > 1.

Equations (2.11) and (2.12) reduce to all the limiting Forms [23]. Based on

the formulations of slab band absorptance. Edwards and Balakrishnan [37] have

proposed the correlation

A(u) = In(u) + El(U) + y ÷ ½ - E3(u) (2.13)

which is valid for large B. For present application, this correlation

should be modified by using the technique discussed In [25, 26]. Based upon

the formulation of the total band absorptance from the general statistical

model, Felske and T|en [38] have proposed a continuous correlation for

_(u,B) as

where

A(u,13) = 2E1(tP u) + El(Pu/2) - E1[(Pu/2)(I+2t)]

+ In[tPu)2/(l+2t)] ÷ 2y

Pu = ((t/u)[1 + (t/u)]}- 1/2

(2.14)



The absorptance relation given by Eq. (2.7) is another simple correlation

which Is valid for all path lengths and for t - (B/2)) I. The relation of

Eq. (2.6) can be treated as another correlation applicable to gases whose

spectral behavior can be described by the Elsasser model. In [26] Tlwarl has

shown that the Elsasser as well as random band model formulations for the

total band absorptance reduce to Eq. (2.7) for t ) I.

Band absorptance results of various correlations are compared and

discussed In some detail in [25, 26, 41]. It was found that results of these

correlations could be In error by as much as 40% when compared with the exact

solutions based on different band models. Felske and Tlen's correlation was

found to give the least error when compared with the exact solutlon based on

the general statlstlcal model while Tien and Lowder's correlation gave the

least error when compared with the exact solutlon based on the Elsasser model.

The results of Cess and Tiwarl's correlations followed the trend of general

statistical model. Tiwarl and Batki's correlation [Eq. 2.6 or 2.7] was found

to provide a uniformly better approximation for the total band absorptance at

relatlvely hlgh pressures. The sole motivation In presenting the various

correlations here Is to see If their use In actual radiative processes made

any significant difference In the final results.

In reference 41, use of several continuous correlations for total band

absorptance was made to two problems to investigate their influence on the

final results of actual radiative processes. For the case of radiative

transfer In a gas with Internal heat source, It was found that actual center-

llne temperature results obtained by using the different correlations follow

the same general trend as the results of total band absorptance by these

correlatlons. From these results, it may be concluded that use of the Tien

and Lowder's correlatlon should be avoided at lower pressures, but its use Is



justified (at moderate and high pressures) to gases whose spectral behavior

can be described by the regular E1asasser band model. For all pressures and

path length condlt|ons, use of the Cess and Tiwari's correlatlons could be

made to gases with bands of hlghly overlapplng 1|nes. In a more reallstlc

problem Involvlng flow of an absorbing emitting gas, results of different

correlations (except the Tien and Lowder's correlation) differ from each other

by less than 6% For all pressures and path lengths. Use of TIen and Lowder's

correlations is Justified for gases llke CO at moderate and high pressures.

For gases like CO2, use of any other correlation is recommended. While Felske

and Tien's correlation is useful For a11 pressures and path lengths to gases

having random band structure. Tiwarl and Batki's simple correlatlon could be

employed to gases with regular or random band structure but for P ) 1.0 atm.

3. RADIATIVE FLUX EQUATIONS

For n_ny engineering and astrophysical applications, the radiative

transfer equations are Formulated for one-dimenslonal planar systems (Fig.

3.1). For diffuse boundaries and in the abscence of scattering, expressions

for the radiative flux and its derivative are given as [8]

qRX(_X) = 2 BIX E3(_X) - 2 B2X E3(_oL - _X)

and

eb}(t) E2(x _ - t)dt _ -jXo_ebx(t)E2(t _ x})dt]

dqRx

= 2 BIL E2(__) + 2 B2X E2(_oX - _X)

+ 2 eb} (t)El(l_},
0

(3.1)



r_
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Figure 3.1 Plane radiating layer between parallel boundaries.
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where

L

¢X = fy kX dy , "_o_, = f
0 0

1

En(t) = f n-2 e-t/l_ dlA
0

kA dy (3.3a)

(3.3b)

In the preceding equations, En(t) are the exponential integral functions, and

"_Xand _oX represent the optlcal coordinate and optical path, respectively.

The quantltftes BIX and B2X represent the spectral surface radlosltles and

for nonreflectlng surfaces, BIX = elk --ClX ebl X etc. Thus, for non-

reflecting boundaries, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) are expressed in terms of the wave

number as (see Appendix A)

qR_('_ ) = elu - e2,.,

and

+ 2 If coF1co(t) E2 (¢co-t)dt - f ocoF2(t ) E2 (t-ico)dt]
0 co

dqRu

-.-d-_x = - 2 [Ftco(zco) + F2co(_co)]

(3.4)

where

+ 2 [f w Ftw(t) Et (_co-t)dt + fz°coF2co(t) E1(t-_co)dt]
0 co

(3.5)

F1co(t) = eu(t) - elco; F2co(t) = eco(t) - e2c°

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) are the general equations for one-dlmenslonal

absorblng-emlttlng medium with diffuse non-reflectlng boundaries. For nongray

analyses, it is often convenient to replace the exponential integrals by
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appropriate exponential

kernal approximation [8]

functions [6, 8]. Upon employing the exponential

E2(t) = _exp (- _ t); El(t) = _ exp (-_ t)

Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are expressed in physical coordlnatates as

qR_ (y) = elu " e2_

3 L

- _r f F2_ (z) k exp [- _ kw(z-y)] dz
Y

dqRw

- y_ = - 2 [Fl_(y) + F2_(y)]

(3.6)

fY
+ o FI_ (z) k2 exp[- _ k (y-z)]dz_)

L

Y
F2_(z) k2 exp[-._ k o (z-y)]dz(d (3.7)

where z is a dummy variable for y.

directly, there is obtained

_k w [Flu(Y) + F2w(y)]

However, by differentiating Eq. (3.6)

y
o Fl°) (z) k2 exp[- _ ku(y-z)]dzo)

L

Y
F2u (z) k2 exp[- _ k_(z-y)]dz(d (3.8)



IZ

The slight difference in Eqs, (3.7) and (3.B) should be noted. This fs a

consequence of using the exponential kernal approximation. If one has to make

decision as which equation to use, it is recommended to use Eq. (3.81.

The total band absorptance, as given by Eq. (2.2), can be expressed in a

slightly different form as

-1
A(y) = f It - exp(- k y)] du~ cm

0

(3.9a)

where both kw and w have units of cm-1. Differentiation of Eq. (3.gaS gives

O0

A'(y) = f kW exp(- k y) d_ ~ cm"2 (3.gb)
0

and

A"(y) = f - k 2 exp(- k y) dw ~ cm-3 (3.9c)
_J (d

0

Equations (3.9) are employed to express Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8) in terms of the

band absorptance.

The total radiative flux ts given by

qR(y) • f= qRco(y) du
0

(3.10)

such that

dqR(Y) _ dqRwT " f _ d= = _y f® qR_ d=
0

(3.tt)
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Upon substituting Eq. (3.6) Into Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.11)

there Is obtained for a multlband gaseous system

qR(y) = e I - e2

i

; I (s k, xpC  ,(,zlldz
I=I A_I o

L

- S F2wi(z) k i exp[- _ k i(z-y)]dz)d_ i
Y

(3.12)

dqR(Y)

Ty
3 n

r S
I=1 A_i

k_i[Fl_ I(y) + F2_ i(y)]d_ i

+_ "E S
I-- 1 A_I

Sy k2 exp[- _ k i{ Ft_l(z) _i (y-z) ]dz
0

L 2 exp[- _ k i+ S F2_I(Z) k_l (z-Y)]dz}dw i
Y

(3.13)

It should be pointed out that the following relations have been used in

obtaining Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13)

S elw dw = el; S e2_ dw = e2
0 0

S® (Sy Flu(Z) k exp[- _ k (y-z)]dz}d_
0 0

n Sy= I: S ( FI_I(z) k t exp[-
I= 1 A_I o

k_i (Y-Z) dz}d_ t

where n represents the number of bands in a multiband system.
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By utltztng the definitions of the band absorptance and its derivatives

as given by Eqs. (3.9) and evaluating the value of the Planck function at the

center of each band, Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) are expressed as

qR (y) = el - e2

(I A; ( -z jdz

L

- f F2_oI(Z) A_ [_ (z-y)]dz}
Y

(3,14)

dqR(Y) 3 n

T = _ £ {[FI_oI(Y) + F2_ot(Y)] f1=I A_I
kwt dwi)

+_ n£ {fY F1_of(z) A'_ [_ (y-z)]dz1=1 o

L
÷f

Y
F2%l(z)A';[_ (z-y)]dz} (3.15)

where mol represents the center of the Ith band.

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are In proper form for obtaining the nongray

solutions of molecular species. However, in order to be able to use the band

model correlations, these equations must be transformed In terms of the

correlation quantities defined In Eq. (2.4). The following quantities,

therefore, are needed for the transformation

u - (S/Ao) py; uo - (S/Ao) PL; PS = / k d_ (3.16)

Now, by using the deflnltlon _ = A/Ao, Eq. (3.9b) Is written as
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_y 1 dA(y)A'(Y) = [A(Y)] =X---'d_
0

-1
= A'___(y)/A0 ,-., cm

Thus,

dA(y) , rdA(u) du
A'(y) = Ao _ = _oL---d-_---_] = P SiT) A'(u) (3.17a)

Similarly

A"(y) = [P S(T)] 2 (1/Ao) A"(u) (3.17b)

The dimensions of both sides In Eqs. (3.17a) and (3.17b) agree with the

dimensions given In Eqs. (3.9b) and (3.gc). By employing the definitions of

Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are expressed as

qR(u) = e I - e 2

1 uI+_ I- A°i {fo

- su°_ (u}lx;c_(.; - °_lJdu;_
u t F2_t

dqR(u) n

T" _ i=£1AoI [Fluf(u} * F2=I(u)]

(3.18)

° ;+_ ,=_Ao,(I' u'

• su°_ (o)_'; c._(u;-_,)jd._)
uI F2_I

(3.tg)

where u' ts the dummy variable for u and A' (u) = dA/du. It should be noted

that Flu I and F2w I In Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) represent the values of
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FI_ and F2_ at the center of the ith band, and

[P S(T)/A o] (dqR/dU)-

By defining the new independent variables as

dqR/dY = (dqR/dU)(du/dy) =

= u/u o = y/L; _' = u'/u o = z/L (3.20)

Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) can be expressed as

qR ({) = el - e2

n ¢

i=IEAol Uot {So Flul({
÷

!

(3.21)

dqR({) 3 n
E

I=I ([Ftui({) + F2ul(E)] (Aoi Uof)}

n 2 iS{
F1=i({') A'} [_ Uol({-{')]d{'

I

÷f F2_ i(_') X'_ [_ Uoi({'-{)]d{'} (3.22)

where again X'(u) dentoes the derivative of A(u) with respect to u, and

dqR/dU = (dqR/d{) (d{/du) = (I/uo) (dqR/d{).

Equations (3.18) through (3.22) allow us to make use of the band model

correlations for the wlde-band absorptance because these correlations are

expressed in terms of u and B. However, it is often desirable and

convenient to express the relatlons for qR and dlv qR which only involve

X(u) and X'(u) but not _"(u). This is accomplished by Integrating the
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Integrals in the expressions for qR and dlv qR by parts. This results in

slmpler integrals. Upon performing the integration by parts on the integrals

in Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22), the equations can be expressed in alternate forms

as (see Appendix B)

qR({) = eI - e2

n

I=I
Aol (f

0
[de_i({')/d{'] Ai [_ Uoi({-{') d{'

I

÷/
[de_i ({°)/d{'] Ai [_ Uol ({'-{)]d{'}

(3.23)

dqR(_.) n _,

= _ £ (f [deI=I A°i u°I o

I

-/
[de_i({')/d{'] A_ [_ Uoi({'-{)]d{'}

(3.24)

It should be noted that Eq. (3.24) can be obtained directly by differentiating

Eq. (3.23) with respect to { using the Leibnitz formula. This Is shown in

Appendix B.

Equations(3.21), (3.23), and (3.24) are the most convenient equations to

use when employlng the band-model correlatlons in radiative transfer analyses.



4. BASIC FORMULATION FOR TRANSIENT PROCESSES

The interaction of radiation in transient transfer processes has received

very ]Ittle attention in the literature. Yet, the transient approach appears

to be the 1oglcal way of formulatlng a problem In general sense for elegant

numerical and computational solutions. The steady-state solutions can be

obtained as limiting solutions for large times.

A few studies available on radiative Ineractlons reveal that the

transient behavior of a physical system can be influenced significantly in the

presence of radiation [42-45]. Lick investigated the transient energy

transfer by radiation and conduction through a seml-flnlte medium [42]. A

kernal substitution technique was used to obtain analytic solutions and

display the main features and parameters of the poblem. Doornlnk and Herlng

studied the transient radiative transfer in a stationary plane layer of a

nonconducting medium bounded by black walls [43]. A rectangular Milne-

Eddlngton type relation was used to describe the frequency dependence of the

absorption coefficient. It was found that the cooling of the layer initially

at a uniform temperature is strongly dependent on the absorption coefficient

model employed. Larson and Vlskanta investigated the problem of transient

combined laminar free convection and radiation in a rectangular enclosure

[44]. It was demonstrated that the radiation dominates the heat transfer in

the enclosure and alters the convective flow patterns significantly. The

transient heat exchange between a radlatl_ plate and a hlgh-temperature gas

flow was investigated by Melnlkov and Sukhovlch [45]. Only the radiative

interaction from the plate was considered; the gas was treated as a non-

participating medium. It was proved that the surface temperature is a

function of tlme and of 1ongltudlnal coordinate.
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The objective of this study ts to investigate the interaction of nongray

radiation in transient transfer processes in a general sense. Attention,

however, will be directed first to a simple problem of the transient radiative

exchange between two parallel plates. In subsequent studies, the present

analysis and numerical techniques will be extended to include the flow of

homogeneous, nonhomogeneous, and chemically reacting species in one- and

multi-dimensional systems.

The physical model considered for the present study is the transient

energy transfer by radiation in absorblng-emlttlng gases bounded by two

parallel gray plates (Fig. 4.1). In general, TI and T2 can be a function of

time and position and there may exist an Inltlal temperature distribution in

the gas. It is assumed that the radiative energy transfer In the axial

direction is negligible in comparison to that In the normal direction.

For radiation participating medium, the equations expressing conservation

of mass and momentum remain unaltered, while the conservation of energy, in

general, is expressed as [8]

oTp Cp _ = div (k grad T) + 13T ÷ _ _ - div qR (4.11

where i3 Is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid and ¢ is the

Rayleigh dissipation function. For a seml-lnfinlte medium capable of

transferring energy only by radiation and conduction, Eq. (4.1) reduces to

p Cp _-_ _ - (4.2)

where q is the sum of the conductive heat flux qc = -k (OT/Oy) and the

radiative flux qR" For the physical model where radiation Is the only mode of

energy transfer, the energy equation can be written as
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Figure 4.1 Physical model and coordinate system.
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_T OqR

p Cp _'E -- - _ (4.3)

Use of this simplified equation is made to investigate the transient behavior

of a radiation participating medium.

As pointed out tn the previous section (Sec. 3), Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23)

are convenient equations for the radiative flux. Equations (3.22) and (3.24)

are two expresssfons for the div qR(y), but Eq. (3.24) is preferred because it

only involves the first derivative of A and avoids singularities in the

large path length limit.

Upon defining nondtmensfonal radiative heat flux by

Q ({,t) - qR({,t)/[el(t) - e2 (t)] (4.4)

Eq. (3.21) can be written as

n
- 3

3 {/ ({' t)A; [_Uol ({-{')]d{'Q ({,t) = I +_ £ Aol Uol :II '
I--i o

1

-/ - 3

{2I ({',t)A' I [_ Uol (_'-{)]d_'} (4.5)

where

;...l; N,_ ¢ rp_,,,s,'o...X _ /_oz _" ;" ..o.,a,'..,.._ wwz "" e_,_r).., w...-¢.

{i ({,t) - F i ({,t)/[el(t) - e2(t)] ] _; _ e---w

L (Z_ _ e z. .-_. _lot+._e;

Equation (4.5) provides the general expression for the radiative flux in the

nondlmenslonal form. A similar nondlmenslonai form can be obtained also from

Eq. (3.23).

By defining ¢ ({,t)=, T({,t)/T o with TO representing some constant

reference temperature, Eqs. (4.3) and (3.24) can be combined to yield the

energy equation tn nondtmenstonal form as



"}I '

n

cs
|=I o

(_-_')d_0

I

-S

where

(4.6)
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Swi({'t) = {PSI(T)(5 ewi(¢,t)lS¢]l(p Cp Toltm)}

The time t in Eq. (4.6) is defined as t* = t/tm with tm representing some

characteristic time scale of the physical problem; however, for the sake of

convenience, the asterisk is left out here as well as in further developments.

From the definitions of ¢(_,t) and kbwi({,t), it should be noted that Eq.

(4.6) is a nonlinear equation in T({,t). Equation (4.6), therefore,

represents a general case of the transient energy by radiation between two

seml-lnfinlte parallel plates. A similar expression can be obtained also by

combining Eqs. (4.3) and (3.22).

5. A SPECIAL CASE OF TRANSIENT INTERACTION

As a specla] case, it is assumed that the entire system initially is at

the fixed (reference) temperature To. For a11 time, the temperature of the

upper plate Is maintained at the constant temperature equal to the reference

temperature, i.e., T2 = TO. The temperature of the lower plate is suddenly

decreased to a lower but constant temperture, i.e., TI < TZ. The problem,

therefore, is to investigate the transient coollng rate of the gas for a step

change in temperature of the lower plate.

Since small temperature differences have been assumed and the absorption

coefficient has been taken as independent of temperature one may _Y_-'_'
#

additionally the llnearlza tlon, ¢_)(_'"r/_"
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ewi(T) - ewi(T w) --(d ewi/dT) T (T-Tw) (5.1)
W

where again the subscript i refers to the Ith band such that wi is the wave

number location of the band and Tw represents the temperature of the reference

wall which could be either TI or T2. For the special uase considered, since

we are interested in investigating the transient behavior of the gas because

of a step change in temperature of the lower plate, Tw is taken to be equal to

TI. Thus,

ewi(_,t) - e_i(O,t) -- (d ewildT)T1 (T-TI)
(5.2a)

e_l(l,t) - e_i(O,t) --(d e i/dT)Tl (T2-T I)
(5.2b)

e_i({,t) - e_i(l,t) -- (d e i/dT)T (T-T2) (5.2c)

Note that Eq. (5.2c) is obtained by subtracting Eq. (5.2b) from Eq. (5.2a).

Also, for llnearlzed radiation,

T4 - 4 T_ T- 3 T4 (5.3)

Thus, el- o T_, e2- o T_--_ (4 T3 T2- 3 T_) such that

eI - e2 - 4 _ T_ (TI- T2).

It should be pointed out that for a slngle-band gas, the lfnearlzatlon Is

not required because the temperature distribution can be obtained either by

combining Eqs. (3.22) and (4.3) or from Eq. (4.6) and the radiative heat flux

can be calculated from Eqs. (3.21), (3.23), or (4.5). However, for the case

of multlband gases and for systems involving mixtures of gases, it is

convenient to employ the linearizatlon procedure in order to use the

information on band model correlations. The following definition are useful
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I in expressing the governing equations in ltneartzed forms:

8 = (T-T1)/(T2-T 1) (5.4a)

Nll= (Ptm/P Cp) Kll , KII = Si(T) (d e_ildT)Tt
(5.4b)

N1 = (P tm/P Cp) K

n

I ' KI = _ Ktl
I=I

(5.4c)

MI! = (tm/L p Cp) Hll , Htl = Aol (T) (d e i/dT)T1
(5.4d)

n

M1 = (tm/L p Cp) HI , H1 = _
I=1

Htl (5.4e)

Mll Uoi = N11 , u o| Htl = PL K1i (5.4f)

where HI, KI, NI and M 1 represent the values of H, K, N and M evaluated at the

temperature TI. As explained in Refs. 8 and 23, these quantities represent

the properties of the gaseous medium.

By employing the definitions of Eqs. (5.2) - (5.4), relations for the

radiative flux, as given by Eqs. (3.21) and (3.23), are expressed as

q({,t) = 1- (3/8
n
z Uol Hti {f

I=I o
O({',t) A}[_ Uol({-{')]d{'

I

+f [I - e({',t)] A_[_ Uoi({'-{)]d{'} _-- _Jo-J,"....,s,_- J (5.5a)

and

Q({,t} = 1 - (I14 a T_) n S_ i)e(_'F,t) ({-{')]d{'z HI { ' Ai[_ Uol
I=I I o
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- / AiC_ Uoi(_'-_)]d_'} (S.Sb)

Thus, the expressions for the heat flux at the lower wall are given by

n 1

Q(O,t) = I - (3/8 _ T_)iZ=luol Hlt /0

and

[l-e({',t)]Al( _ Uol _')d_'

n 1

Q(O,t) - I + (I14 o T3)_ _ HI J"
ae({',t)

i=1 I o at"

(5.6a)

;s ,',o,,_d, _, r,,,(, ;_,,. ¢

AI(_ Uol {')d{' (5.6b)

It should be pointed out that Eqs. (5.5a) and (5.6a) are convenient forms for

the optically thin and general solutions while Eqs. (5.5b) and (5.6b) are

useful for solutions in the large path length limit. Once the solutions for

e({,t) are known from the energy equation, the appropriate relations for the

heat flux can be obtained from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6).

By employing the definitions of Eqs. (5.2) - (5.4), a combination of

Eqs. (3.22) and (4.3) provides one form of the energy equation and Eq. (4.6)

is transformed to obtain another form; these are expressed as
f

/

Ot / N, l_

n IIt e(F.'" - ,t) A}'[_ Uol ({-{')]d{'; |r-I MII u°_ o

and

I
+/ [O({',t) - I] A'([_ Uol({'-{)]d{'} _,r_,.,d,',,,,,.,,_,,-,,,'.4_' (5.7a)

3 n F, O0({',t)
-) I: Nll (/ 0{'

f'l o

-, 3 ({-{')]d{'
AI[_ Uoi
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_ f ae({',t) -, 3at' Ai[_ Uoi({'-{)]d{'} _'_'_ (5.7b)

The initial and boundary conditions for Eq. (5.7) are specified as

e({,o) = I ; e(o,t) = 0 ; e(l,t) = I (S.8)

The parameters in Eq. (5.7) are NI and uo. For a given gas, the parameters

are the gas pressure and the temperature of the lower wall. Equation (5.7b)

is the convenient form for solutions in the large path length limit.

6. METHOD OF SOLUTIONS

For the general case, the temperature distribution Is obtained from the

solution of the energy equation, Eqs. (5.7). Once e(E,t) is known, the

radiative heat flux is calculated by using the appropriate form of Eq. (5.6).

Before discussing the solution procedure for the general case, however, it is

desirable to obtain the limiting forms of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7) In the

optically thin and large path length limits and investigate the solutions of

resulting equations.

6.1 Optlcally Thin Limit

In the optically thin limit [8, 23], A(u)j = u, A'(u) = 1, and

A"(u) _ O. In this limit, therefore, Eq. (5.7a) reduces to

aO(_,t) + 3 NI O(_,t) -_ NI = 0 (6.1a)Bt

From an examination of Eq. (6.1a) along with the definitions given in Eq.

(5.4), It is evldlent that in the optlcally thin limit the temperature dlstri-

bution in the medium is Independent of the {-coordlnate. This is a

charaterlstic of the optlcally thin radiation [8, 23]. Thus, Eq. (6.1a) can

25
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be written as

de(t)

dt
3 Nl(t ) = O; B({,O) = I-- + 3 Nl(t) @(t) -

Since gas properties are evaluated at known reference conditions,

essentlally constant, and solution of Eq. (6.1b) Is found to be

e(t) =½11 + exp(- 3 N1t)]

(6.1b)

N1 is

(6.2)

In the optically thin limit, Eq. (5.7b) reduces to

n _, I

oe({,t) 3 ( r. ) {/ oe({',t) d_.' - / _e({',t) d{'}
_t = _ Nlt _,' _,'

t=1 o _,

(6.3a)

A differentiation of Eq. (6.3a) wlth respect to { (by using the Lelbnitz's

rule) results tn

roe({'t) + 3 N1 e(_,t)] = 0 (6.3b)

or

oe(F.,t)
_t + 3 NI e({,t) : C(t) (6.3c)

The constant of integration C(t) Is evaluated through the combination of Eqs.

(5.8) and (6.3a) and is found to be C(t) = _ NI. A substitution of thls In

Eq. (6.3c) gives Eq. (6.1a) for which the solution is given by Eq. (6.2).

Thus, as would be expected, both general forms of the energy equation reduce

to the same equation in the optically thin limit.

In the optically thin limit Eqs. (5.5a) and (5.5b) respectively reduce to

I

[3/(8oT_)] (PLK1) {f O(r.',t)d_' + f [1-O(_',t)]dF.'} (6.4a)Q({,t) I
o

and
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{ 1

Q(_,,t) = 1 - [3/8(_T )] (PLK I) (J _ ({-{)d{ + _ _r ({ )d{'}
o {

(6.4b)

Through integration by parts, it can be shown that Eq. (6.4b) reproduces Eq.

(6.4a). By noting that, in the optically thin limit, O({,t) = e(t),....Eqs .........

(6.4) can be expressed as _,. (PZ/(',/_-_') "" /:'
_ono/i _,_r,_S t'a_,_,_ /

Q({,t) = I - [3/(8oT )] (PLKI) [(I-4) + (2{-I) o(t)] ___--(6;5)

It should be pointed out that Eq. (6.5) can be obtained directly from Eq.

(6.4b) without performing the fnegration by parts. The heat transfer from the

lower surface in the optlcally thin limit, therefore, is given by

I - [3/(8oT3,)]z(PLK1)[I - e(t)] .'_ (6.6)Q(O,t)

The result of Eq. (6.6) can be obtained directly by lettlng { = 0 in either

of Eqs. (6.4). The relation For Bit) in Eq. (6.6) is obtained From Eq.

(6.2). Thus, evaluation of the temperature distribution and radiative heat

flux in the optically thin limit does not require numerical solutions.

6.2 Large Path Length Limit

In the large path length limit (i.e., for Uoi >> 1 for each band), one

has A(u) = _n(u), _'(u) • l/u, and A"(u) = - 1/u 2 [8, 23]. Thus, in the

large path length limit, Eq. (5.7a) reduces to

ae({,t)st+ 3 NI e({,t) - _ NI

/,/o_ e :

d{' I
= M1 {S e({°,t) + f

o ({_¢,)z ¢
[e({',t) - I] d{' }

({,_{)z

(6.7a)

It should be noted that for any fixed value TI and a given gas, NI and MI are

/
/
/
/

/

/
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constants; but, O(E,t) does depend on E. For a given gas and with known

values of T2 and t m, the solution of Eq. (6.7a) can be obtained by specifying

T 1. Equation (6.7a) involves singular integrals with Cauchy type kernals and,

therefore, a closed form solution does not appear to be possible; numerical

solutions, however, can be obtained by the variation of parameter technique.

Because of the singular nature of integrals, Eq. (6.7a) is not a convenient

equation for the large path length limit solutions.

In the large path length limit, Eq. (S.7b) reduces to

1 _e({' t) dE'
Be(E,t) - M1 f ' (6.7b)bt = BE'

o

Equation (6.7b) Is a convenient form for solution in the large path length

limit. An analytical solution of Eq. (6.7b) may be possible, but numerical

solut|on can be obtained quite easily.

In the large path length limit, Eqs. (5.Sa) and (5.5b) reduce

respectively to

and

1 1

1 dE' dE' 1q(E,t) = I - (I/4T) Hi[ f O({',t) _ - f
C o ¢

Q(E,t) - 1 - (I/4oT_)

n E

Hli{ / BO(E' ,t)
t=1 o

X/o_( : H,/(cT _)

(6.8a) __

3

_n [_ Uol(E-¢')]d¢'

1

+j

E
ae(E', t) _.n[._. (¢'-¢) ]dE'}a{' Uol

(6.8b)

The expressions for dimensionless radiative heat flux from or to the wall

are obtained by setting E = 0 in Eqs. (6.8) as
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L

and

1

Q(O,t) = 1 - (HI/4_T _) /
0

d{'
[1 - e(¢',t)]_

n 1 00(4',t) _n(_ _')dE'Q(O,t) -I (114_T) E H / bE' Uol
I=I II o

(6.9a)

/_'T'_ , -/
H,

(6.9b)

Thus, once the temperature distribution is known from solutulons of Eq. (6.7),

the wall heat flux can be calculated by using the corresponding form of Eqs.

(6.9).

6.3 Numerical Solutions of Governing Equations

General solutions of Eqs. (5.7a) and (5.7b) are obtained numerically by

employing the method of variation of parameters. For this, a polynomial form

for 9({,t) is assumed in powers of { with time dependent coefficients as

n

O({,t) = E Cm(t ) {m
m=o

(6.10)

By considering only the quadratic solution in

conditions of Eq. (5.8), one finds

O({,t) = _2 + g(t) ({__2)

{, and satisfying the boundary

(6.Z])

where g(t) represents the time dependent coefficient.

of Eqs. (5.8) and (6.11) yields the result

g(O) - (1-_2)/(¢-_2)

At t = O, a combination

(6.12)

Also, from Eq. (6.11) there is obtained

be({,t) = (___2) dg(t)
Ot dt

__. (__¢2) g'(t) (6.13)
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and
_e(_,t)

- 2 { + g(t) (I-26) (6.14)

Equations (6.11) - (6.14) are employed to obtain specific solutions of Eqs.

(5.5) and (5.7).

By substituting Eqs. (6.11) and (6.13) in Eq. (5.7a), there Is obtained

g'(t) + GI({) g(t) --G2({) (6.15)

where the integral functions GI({) and G2({) are defined In Appendix C. The

solution of Eq. (6.15) Is given by

g(t) = c exp[- Gl({)t] + G2({)/GI({) (6.16a)

Since at t = O, g(t) = g(O), then c = g(O) - G2({)/GI({). Thus, Eq. (6.16a)

becomes

g(t) = [g(O) - G2(_)/GI(_)] exp[- G1(_)t] + G2(_)/GI(_) (6.16b)

where g(O) Is given by Eq. (6.12). The integrals in functions GI({) and

G2({) can be evaluated easily by numerical means, after substituting the

relation for A"(u).

In

A substitution of Eqs. (6.11), (6.13) and (6.14) tnto Eq. (5.7b) results

g'(t) + G3({) g(t) = G4({)

where the Integral functions G3({) and G4({) are defined in Appendix C.

solution of Eq. (6.17) Is found to be

g(t) = [g(O) - G4 (E)/G3(E)] exp[- G3(E)t] + G4(E)/G3(E)

(6.17)

The

(6.18)
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where again g(O) is given by Eq. (6.12).

The solutions of Eqs. (5.7a) and (5.7b) can be expressed in a convenient

form as

gg12(t)'O(_,t) = _2 + [ (t) ] (___2) (6.1g)

In Eq. (6.19), gl(t) is given by Eq. (6.16b) and Is used for the solution of

Eq. (5.7a) and g2(t) is given by Eq. (6.18) and is used in obtaining the

solution of Eq. (5.7b). The both approach should result In the same final

solution.

For the steady state case, the solution again is given by Eq. (6.19), but

functions gt(t) and g2(t) are no longer a function of time and are given by

gl = G2({)/GI({); g2 = G4({)/G3({) (6.20)

The solutions for the steady case are available in the literature and are

useful in comparing the results of this study in the limit of t ÷ =.

The expressions for the nondlmenslonal radiative flux are obtained from a

combination of Eqs. (5.5), (6.11) and (6.14) such that

and

Q(r.,t) - I - GS(_,)gl(t) - G6({) (6.21a)

Q({,t) - I - G7({) g2(t)

where GS({) through G8({)

are given respectively by

- G8(E) (6.21b)

'[ _"

are defined in Appendix C, and qi(t) and i_(t)

Eqs. (6.16b) and 6.18). Consequently, the

expressions for the radiative heat flux at the lower wall are obtained as
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Q(O,t) = i + Ggql(t) - GIO (6.22a)

and

Q(O,t) = I + G11g2(t) + G12 (6.22b)

where G9 through G12 are defined in Appendix C and are not function of {.

It should be noted that the solutions presented in Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22)

require the solution of the energy equation as given by Eqs. (6.19)

6.4 Numerical Solutions of Large Path Length Equations

As mentioned earller, Eqs. (6.7b), (6.8b) and (6.9b) are the most appro-

priate equations to use In the large path length IJmlt. However, numerical

procedure is presented for both forms of the energy and radiative flux

equations. Once again Eqs. (6.11) through (6.14) provld_ the basis for

numerlcal solutions also in the large path length limlt. For this limit, the

solution given by Eq. (6.19) is expressed as

.g3(t),

O({,t) = {2 + Lg4(t) ] (E,{2)
(6.23)

where g3(t) is used for the solution of EQ. (6.7a) and g4(t) for Eq. (6.7b).

A substitution of Eq. (6_23) into EQ. (6.;_a)results in

g_(t) + G13(_) g3(t) = G14(E)

where integral functions G13({) and G14(_)

solution of EQ. (6.24) is found to be

g3(t) - [g(O) - GI4({)/GI3({)] exp[- G13(E)t] + GI4(¢)/GI3(¢)

(6.24)

are defined in Appendix C. The

(6.2S)
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t_
where g(O) is defined again by Eq. (6.12). Equation (6.23) along with Eq.

(6.25) provides the solution of the energy equation, Eq. (6.7a).

A combination of Eqs. (6.23) and (6.7b) results in

g_ (t) + GI5({) g4(t) = G16({) (6.26)

The integral functlns G15({) and G16({) appearing in Eq. (6.26) are defined

in Appendix C. These, however, can be evaluated easily with the results

G15(_) = [MI/(_-{2)]{2 + (2{-I) _n[({-1)/{)} (6.27a)

G16({) = 2 [M1/({-{2)]{1 + { _n[({-1)/{]} (6.27b)

The solution of Eq. (6.26) Is found to be

g4(t) = [g(O) - GI6({)/GI5({)] exp[- Gls({)t] + GI6({)/G16({)
(6.28)

where again g(O) is defined by Eq. (6.12). A combination of Eqs. (6.23),

(6.27) and (6.28) provides the solution of the energy equation, Eq. (6.7b).

The only parameter appearing in the solution of Eq. (6.7b) is MI.

The expesslons for the nondlmenslonal heat flux in this case is obtained

from a combination of Eqs. (6.8) and (6.23) as

Q({,t) = I - G17({) g3(t) - G18(_) (6.29a)

and Q({,t) = I - G19({) g4(t) - G20({) (6.2gb)

where G17({) through G20({) are defined in Appendix C and can be evaluated

in closed forms. The corresponding expressions for the radiative heat flux at

the lower wall are found from Eqs. (6.9) and (6.23) as

Q(O,t) = I - G21 g3(t) - G22 (6.30a)
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and Q(O,t) - I - G23 g4(t) - G24 (6.30b)

where again G2I through G24 are defined in Appendix C and are not functions of
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7. RADIATIVE INTERACTION IN LAMINAR FLOWS

The physical system considered is the energy transfer in laminar, in-

.con_Jressible, constant properties, fully-developed flow of absorbing-emit-

ting gases between parallel plates (Fig. 7.1). The condition of uniform

surface heat flux for each plate is assumed such that the temperature of the

plates varies in the axial direction. Fully developed heat transfer is

considered, and axial conduction and radiation is assumed to be negligible

as compared with the normal components. Consistent with the constant prop-

erties flow, the absorption coefficient is taken to be independent of temp-

erature and radiation can be linearlzed. Extensive treatment of this prob-

lem is available in the literature [23, 41]. The primary motivation of

studying the problem here is to investigate the extent of radiative inter-

action for high temperature flow conditions.

7.1 Basic Formulation

For the physical problem considered, the energy equation, Eq. (4.1),

can be expressed as [8J

pCp{_ + uLT + v_T)__k___2T+ _Tu__dP+ u{_u)2_divqR
_t _x _y 3y2 dx _y

(7.1)

where u and v denote x and y components of velocity, respectively. In de-

riving Eq. (7.1) it has been assumed that the net conduction heat transfer

in the x direction is negligible compared with the net conduction in the y

direction. This represents the physical condition of a large value of the

Peclet number. By an analogous reasoning, the radiative heat transfer in

the x direction can be neglected in c_nparison to that transferred in the y

direction. If, in addition, it is assumed that the Eckert number of the
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flow is sma11, then Eq. (7.1) reduces to [8]

36

_)2T I _qR
_T + u _T ÷ v _T = _ __ __

_t _x _y _y2 OCp _y

(7.2)

where _ = (k/OCp) represents the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

For a steady fully-developed flow, v = O, and u is given by the well-

known parabolic profile as

u = 6 u (E - E2); E = y/L
m

(7.3)

where um represents the mean fluid velocity. Also, for the flow of a per-

fect gas with uniform wall heat flux, _T/_x is constant and is given by

_TI}x = (2eqw)/(UmL/k) (7.4)

Now, by combining Eqs. (7.2) - (7.4), the energy equation is expressed in

nondimenslonal form as

where

4-

_r

_2e I _qR

_2 qw _

r = et/L2 ; e = (T - Tt)/(qwL/k)

(7.5)

The expression for _qR/_ in Eq. (7.5) is obtained from either Eq. (3.22) or

Eq. (3.24).

By assuming that the Inltial temperature distribution in the gas is
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some uniform value To = TI, the initial and boundary conditions for this

problem can be expressed as

e(E,o) : o

e(O, T) : e (1, T) : 0

eE(E : 1/2) : 0 ; eE(E : O) : - eE(E : I)

(7.6a)

(7.6b)

(7.6c)

It should be noted that all the boundary conditions given in Eqs. (7.6) are

not independent and any two convenient conditions can be used to obtain

solutions. Also, the initial temperature distribution can be any specified

or calculated value of e(E, O) : f(E).

For flow problems, the quantity of primary Interest is the bulk temper-

ature of the gas, which may be expressed as [41]

I
= e(E T) (E - E2) dE (7.7)

eb (Tb-T1)/(qwL/k) = 6 [0 '

The heat transfer qw is given by the expression, qw = hc (TI-Tb)' where hc

is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/cm2-K). In general, the heat

transfer results are expressed in terms of the Nusselt number Nu = hc Dh/k.

Here, Dh represents the hydraulic diameter, and for the parallel plate geom-

etry it equals twice the plate separation, i.e., Dh = 2L. Upon eliminating

the convective heat transfer coefficient hc from the expressions for qw and

Nu, a relation between the Nusselt number and the bulk ten_)erature is

obtained as

Nu = 2 Lqw/k(TI-T b) = -2/ob (7.8)
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The heat transfer results, therefore, can be expressed either in terms of Nu

or 0b .

7.1.1 Stead_, Laminar Flow

For steady-state conditions, _OI_T = 0 and Eq. (7.5) becomes

e" - 12 ((__2) = (i/qw) dqR/d_ (7.g)

By integrating Eq. (7.9) once and using the conditions that at ( = 1/2,

qR(() and (de/d() are equal to zero, one obtains

e' - 2(3( 2 - 2(3) + 1 = qR({)/q w (7.1o)

The expression for qR(() in Eq. (7.10) is obtained from either Eq. (3.21) or

Eq. (3.23).

= = . Thus, for
For the present physical problem, eI e2 and FI_ i F2_ i

the case of linearized radiation, a combination of Eqs. (3.21), (5.2a), and

(7.10) results in

e' - 2 (3_ 2 - 2_3) + 1

n

=23 (L/k) I=IHlluOi£ [f(0e((') AIC_2Uol(('(')] d('

, E3_- .f 0((') X( uOl (('-()] d('} (7.11a)
( 2

A combination of Eqs. (3.23), (5.2a), and (7.10) gives an alternate form of

the energy equation for the steady case as
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0 ! 2(3_2 2_3) + 1

n

--(L/k) I:i_lHll[f(° (d0/d(')AI[_U0i((-(')] d_'

[_3+ (dOld_') Ai uOl(_ )] d_'} (7.11b)
2

Note that this equation can be obtained directly by integrating the left-

hand side of Eq. (7.11a) by parts. Equations (7.11) provide two forms of

the energy equation for the steady-state conditions.

For the case of negligible radiation, Eqs. (7.11) reduce to

o' = 2 (3_2 - 2_3) - I (7.12)

The solution of Eqs. (7.12) is found to be

: (7.13)

Thus, a combination of Eqs. (7.7) and (7.13) gives the result for the bulk

temperature for the steady case with no radiation as

- eb = 17/70 (7.14)

This result is useful in determining the extent of radiative contributions.

7.1.2 Transient Radiative Interactions

For the transient case, a combination of Eqs. (3.22), (5.2a), and (7.5)

gives the energy equation for the llnearized radiation as
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o_{ -a T - 3No - 12 (_.(2)
n

:_9 (L/k) £ H1iu_i ( r_ o((,, ,) A-'_[-3Uoi(_-_')] d{'
4 i:l 0 2

where

/.l , _, [3_ (E'-_)] dE' )+ e(_ ' T) Uoi
2

N = (pL2/k) KI = (pL2/k)

n

I:
I=I Si(T) (de_i/dT) T

(7.15a)

Note that this definition of N is slightly different than the definition of

NI in Eq. (5.4c). The dimensionless gas property N characterizes the rela-

tive importance of radiation versus conduction within the gas under opti-

cal]y thin conditions [23, 41]. Also, by combining Eqs. (3.24), (5.2a), and

(7.5) another form of the transient energy equation is obtained as

e_{ - eT " 12 (___2)
n

= _ (L/k) z HliUoi lf((@e/a(') A_ [_ ' '
2 i=l 0 2 Uoi(('6 )] dE

l -
-f E (_e/_(') A( 2 uOl (('-6)] dE°) (7.15b)

Note again that Eq. (7.15b) can be obtained directly by integrating the

left-hand side of Eq. (7.15a) by parts. Quite often, Eq. (7.15b) is the

convenient form to use in radiative transfer analyses.

For the case of negligible radiation, N = 0 and both forms of Eq.

(7.15) reduce to
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e_{ - eT = 12 (___2) (7.16)

By employing the product solution procedure, the solution of Eq. (7.16) can

be obtained and the result can be expressed in terms of the bulk temperature

through use of Eq. (7.7).

The solution of Eq. (7.16) is assumed to be of the form

O(_,T) -"g({) ÷ h({,T) (7.17)

From Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17), there is obtained two separate equations as

g" = 12({-{2) (7.18)

h((-hT = 0 (7.19)

The solution of Eq. (7.18) is obtained by direct integration as

= (7.20)

This Is the same result as given by Eq. (7.13) for the steady case if g(_)

is replaced by e(_). The solution of Eq. (7.19) is found to be (see Sec.

7.2)

where

n

h({,T) = Z Cn sin (n_) exp[-(nw)2T] (7.21a)
n=l



Cn = - 2 [1 g(_) sin(n1_) d_, n = 1,2,...
o

Thus, the complete solution of Eq. (7.16) is given by

42

(7.21b)

o(_, T) = _ (2{2-{3 -i)

n

+ r Cn sin (a{) exp(-a2_) ; a = ne
n=1

(7.22)

The expression for Cn is obtained from Eqs. (7.20) and (7.21b) as

Cn --(4/as) [12 - 12a2 + aW) cos(a) - 24] , n = 1,2,.... (7.23)

where a Is defined in Eq. (7.22). By combining Eqs. (7.7) and (7.22), the

expression for the bulk temperature is obtained as

eb -- -17170 + 6 E Cn [(11a) + (41a3)] exp (-a2_) (7.24)
n=l

where Cn is given by Eq. (7.23).

7.2 Optically Thin Limit

In the optically thin llmit, the steady-state energy equations, Eqs.

(7.11a) and (7.11b), reduce to

e' - 2(3_2-21_ 3) + 1 ,, 3 NIl e(_') d_' - 6(_') d_']
2

(7.25a)

e' - 2 (3_ 2-2_ 3)+ 1 = 3 N [j'f (_-_') (de/d_')d_'
2 o
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fl+ (('-() (dold(')d(' (7.2Sb)
(

The differentiation of Eqs. (7.25a) and (7.25b) yields the s_ne energy

equation for the optically thin limit as

e" - 3NB : 12 ((_(2) (7.26)

The solution of Eq. (7.26) satisfying the boundary conditions B(O,T) = 0 and

O(I,T) = 0 is found to be

0(() -- (16/3N2) [sinh(-_/_2)/sinh (_/_] cosh[_N'((-I/2)]

+ (4/N)(_2-( + 2/3N) (7.27a)

Alternately, the solution of Eq. (7.26) is written as

e(() = C! exp (V-m-() + C2 exp (-V-m- ()

+ (I/m2) (24-12 m_ + 12 m (2) ; m = 3N

The constants Cl and C2 are obtained by using the boundary conditions 0(0) =

0 and 0'(I/2) t O, and the solution for 0(() is found to be

e(() = (1/m2 ) {-24/(I+e'_-)] (e-_'-e_ -_- _

+ 24 - 12 m ( + 12 m (2}

+ e-V ()

(7.27b)

Equations (7.27a) and (7.27b) should produce identical results. The

expression for the bulk temperature, in this case, is obtained by combining
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Eqs. (7.7) and (7.27b) as

or

where

eb = 576 [(1.e-_/(l+e-i_-)] 288 + 24 12
m7 / 2 hi _ m2 5m

ob = [I/(3N) 3] {576(3N)-I/2(NEXP) - 21.6N 2 + 72N - 288_

NEXP = I1-exp [-(3N)112]}/{1 + exp[-(3N)I/2]}

(7.28a)

(7.28b)

In the optically thin limit, the transient energy equations, Eqs.

(7.15a) and (7.15b), reduce to

e -e - 3Ne = 12 ({__2)
(_ T

(7.2ga)

- 12(( - E2)

= _3 N [rE (_B/_E')dE'- f1(ao/aE') dE']

2 o
(7.Z b)

Note that Eq. (7.29b) is identical to Eq. (7.29a).

The solution of Eq. (7.29) is assumed to be of the form

= g(E)÷ h (7.30)

Thus, Eq. (7.29) can be written as

Consequently,

hE( - hr - 3Nh - - gEE ÷ 3Ng + 12(E - _2) (7.31)
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and

g" - 3Ng = 12(_ - _2)

hEE - h - 3Nh = 0

45

(7.32)

(7.33)

The conditions for Eqs. (7.32) and (7.33) are obtained from Eq. (7.6) as

B(O,T) = h(O,T) + g(O) = O; h(O,T) = O, g(O) = 0

O(I,T) = h(1,T) + g(I) = O; h(I,T) = O, g(1) = 0

= + = O; = -

(7.34a)

(7.34b)

(7.34c)

The solution of Eq. (7.32) satisfying the boundary conditions given by

Eqs. (7.34a) and (7.34b) is identlcal to the solution of Eq. (7.26) as given

by Eq. (7.27) if e(E) is replaced by g({), i.e.,

g({) = (16/3N2) [slnh (-_/_2)/ slnh(_/'_] cosh [_/_ ({-I/2)]

÷ (4/N) ((2 _ (_ + 2/3N) (7.3s)

The solution of Eq. (7.33) is obtained by using the product solution

procedure and implying the conditions h(O,T) = h(1, _) = 0 and h(E,O) =

-g(E). For the product solution, it is assumed that

h(E,,) = F(_) G(T) (7.36)

By using Eq. (7.36), Eq. (7.33) is separated into two ordinary differential

equations which are expressed along with appropriate conditions as

F" + x2 F = 0 ; F(O) = O, F(1) = 0 (7.37)
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+ (3N + ).2) G = 0 ; h((,O) = G(O) = g(E) (7.38)

The solution of Eq. (7.37) 4s gtven by

Fn(_; ) =stn (n,E), n = t,2,...

and the solution of Eq. (7.38) is found to be

Gn(T) = Cn exp {- [3N + (nw) 2] T}

Thus, the complete solution of Eq. (7.33) ts

where

h(E,T) = z: C sin (n_E) exp {-[3N ÷ (mr)2]T} (7.39)
n=l n

Cn = -2 j'] g(E) sin (n_E) d_r, n = 1,2,...
0

(7.40)

Now, the solutlon of Eq. (7.29), as expressed by Eq. (7.30), is written as

B(_,T) = (16/3N2) [slnh (-_/_-/2)/ slnh(_/_] cosh [_/_'(_-I/2)]

+ (4/N)(_2 - _ + 2/3N)

m

+ _ Cn stn (n,_) exp(-[3N + (n_)2]T}
n=l

(7.41)

From Eqs. (7.35) and (7.40), it follows that
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C
n

--0 , for n even

= 3213N+(n.)2]/[3N2(n.) 3] +2(n.)/I3N213N+(n.)2]l , for n odd
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(7.42a)

(7.42b)

By combining Eqs. (7.7) and (7.41), the expression for the bulk

temperature is obtained as

= 6 [(16/3N2)Esinh(-_/_-/2)/sinh(%/-3"N')][(I/3N) cosh(_2)

- (4 +4_-) (3N)-3/2 sinh(%/'_'72)1 + (4/N)[-I/30 + I/(gN)]

¢B

+ I: Cn [i/(n,) + 4/(n_) 3] exp[-(3N + n2w2)_]}
n=1

(7.43)

where Cn is given by Eq. (7.42).

7.3 Large Path Length Limit

In the large path length limit, the steady-state energy equations, Eqs.

(7.11a) and (7.11b), reduce to

e' 2(3_2 - 2_3) + I --MI ] e(_')d_'l(_ -_')
0

O' - 2(3E2 - 2_3) + I

n

-- (L/k) I: Hll{f _ (deld_') _n[3- uOl(_ - _')]d_'
i=l o 2

(7.44a)

where

l c3_
+ [K(dol_') _n Uo|(£' - K)] dK'

2

M = HzL/k = (L/k)

(7.44b)

n

E AOi(demi/dT)T ! (7.44c)
i=I

Through Integration by parts, it can be shown that Eq. (7.44b) reduces to

Eq. (7.44a). The parameter M in Eq. (7.44c) is defined differently than Mz
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in Eq. (5.4e). The nondimensional parameter M constitutes the radiation-

conduction interaction parameter for the large path length llmlt [23, 41].

Equation (7.44a) does not appear to possess a closed form solution; a

numerican solution, however, can be obtained easily.

In the large path length limit, the transient energy equations, Eqs.

(7.15a) and (7.15b), reduce to

e_ - e T - 3Ne - 12 ({ - _2)

= - (NiL/k) [ f B(6,T) d6'/(_ - _')2 + f_ e(_',T) d_'l(_' - _)2] (7.45a)

!

e_6 eT - 12 (6 62 ) = (H]LIk) J" [_)el_6')d_'l(6 - _') (7.45b)
0

Since I,Eq. (7.45a) can be written as

e - e - 3Ne - 12(_ - 6:')
4_6 "r

]

= - (H1L/k) ./" O(6','r) d('/((-4_') 2
0

(7.45c)

Through integration by parts, Eq. (7.45c) can be expressed as

I

e6( - eT - 3_ - 12 (6 - 62 ) = (HiL/k) J"
0

(aela6') d 'l(6 - 6') (7.45d)

Equations (7.45a) - (7.45d) represent different forms of the governing equa-

tions in the large path length 11mit. With the exception of the term (-3Ne)

on the left-hand side, Eq. (7.45d) is identical to Eq. (7.45b). Since N

represents the radJation-conductlon interaction parameter only in the

optically thin 11mit [23], it should not appear in the governing equation
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for the large path length limit. Thus, Eq. (7.45b) is the correct equation

to use for solution in the large path length limit; the solution of this

equation is obtained by numerical techniques.

7.4 Method of Solution

The solution procedures for both steady and unsteady cases are pre-

sented in this section. In principle, the same numerical procedure applies

to both the general and large path length limit cases.

7.4.1 Stead_,-State Solutions

The general solution of Eq. (7.11a) or Eq. (7.11b) is obtained numer-

ically by employing the method of variation of parameters. For this, a

polynomial form for 0(_) is assumed in powers of { as

n

0(_) = r am _m (7.46)
m=O

By considering a five term series solutlon (a quartic solution in _) and

satisfying the boundary conditions e(O)= e'(I/2) = 0 and B'(O) = -e'(1),

one obtains

Thus_

e(_) = al(_ - 2_3 ÷ _)+ a2(_2 - 2_3 + _)

o'(_) = a1(I - 6_2 + 4_3) + a2 (2_ - 6_2 + 4_3)

(7.47)

(7.48)

A substitution of Eq. (7.48) in Eq. (7.11a) results in

a1(l - 6_2 ÷ 4_3) + a2(2_ - 6{2 + 4_3) - 2(3_2 - 2(3) + i



3 n

=--(L/k) E HliUoi(]"E O(E')A_[ 3- ' '
2 t=l 0 2 uOi(E - E )]dE

- fZO(E') X( [3 ' '
E 2 u°i(E - E)l dE }
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(7.49)

where expressions for O(E') are obtained from Eq. (7.47).

The two unknown constants aI and a2 in Eq. (7.49) are evaluated by

satisfying the integral equation at two convenient locations (E=O and E =

I/4 In the present case). The entire procedure for obtaining aland a2 is

described in Appendix E from which it follows that

where

aI = (IIo2 - 16 o_)/DEN

a2 = (16 _) - 11o])/DEN

DEN = 16 (_law - a2_ 3)

(7.50a)

(7.SOb)

(7.50c)

and coefficients _! through a_ are defined in Appendix E.

Now, with known values of aI and a2, Eq. (7.47) provides the general

solution for B(E). The expression for the bulk temperature is obtained by

combining Eqs. (7.7) and (7.47) as

eb = (1170) (17a! + 3a2) (7.51)

Note that for the case of no radiative interaction _2, os, and aw are equal

to zero and _! = I. Thus, _ = 0 and a = -1, and Eq. (7.51) gives the

result of Eq. (7.14).

The governing equation for the large path length limit is Eq. (7.44a).
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For this equation also the solution is given by Eq. (7.47) but the values of

_'s are completely different in this case. There are two approaches to

obtain solutions in the large path length limit. One approach is to make

use of Eq. (7.44a) and go through the entire numerical procedure described

in Appendix E for the general solution. Another approach is to work with

the general solution but evaluate all Ri and Si integrals of Appendix E in

the large path limit. In the large path length limit, the inLegrals can be

evaluated in closed forms. Both procedures are described briefly in Appen-

dix E. lh order to distinguish the large path length limit solution from

the general so]ution, constants aI and a2 are replaced by b! and b2, and

coefficients _I through _4 are replaced by B! through Bw. The solution for

the large path length limit, therefore, is given by

where

e(_) = bI(_-2_3+_ _) + I>2 (_2-2_3_w)

b2 =(IIB 2 - 16Bw)/BOTTOM

b2 = (16_3 - llBl )/BOTTOM

BOTTOM = 16(BIBW - B2B3)

(7.52a)

(7.52b)

(7.52c)

(7.S2d)

and coefficients B] through Bw are defined in Appendix E.

the bulk temperature is given by

eb = (I/70) (17b! + 3b2)

For this case,

(7.53)

Note that in this case the value of coeffients Bl through Bw are obtained in

closed form.
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7.4.2 Transient Solut|ons

The governing energy equations for the transient case are Eqs. (7.15a)

and (7_15b). As in Sec. 6.3, general solutlons of these equations are

obtained numerically by employing the method of variation of parameters.

For the present problem, a polynomial form for B((,t) is assumed as

fl

e({,,) = _. am(T)_m (7.54)
m=O

For a quadratic temperature distribution in _ (with time dependent coeffi-

cients), Eq. (7.54) is written as

B(I,T)= a0(T)÷ at(T)c + a2(T)C2 (7.55a)

By using the boundary conditions B(O,T) = 0 and e (_:I/2) : O, this reduces

to

e({,T)= g(,)(c__2) (7.S5b)

where g(t) represents the time dependent coefficient. Consequently,

e_(_,T) " g(T) (1-21_);e_(Ii,T) = -2g(T); eT(I_,Z) : (_'_2)g'(T) (7.56)

Also, a combination of Eq. (7.6a) and (7.55b) yields the initial condition

e(c,o)- g(O)- o (7.57)

Note that essentlal boundary conditions are used already in obtaining the
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solution represented by Eq. (7.55b).

By employing Eqs. (7.55b) and (7.56), Eqs. (7.15a) and (7.15b) are

transformed in alternate forms which are expressed in a compact form as

J](()'lg'(_)+ J2(()J g(_)+12=°
(7.5B)

where J1(_) and Jz(E) are defined in Appendix F. The function JI(E) is used

for solution of Eq. (7.15a) and J2(E) is used for solution of Eq. (7.15b).

The solution of Eq. (7.58) satisfying the initial conditions of Eq. (7.57)

is given by

g(T) = 121exp [-J(E )T]-I) (7.59)

J(_)

The temperature distribution given by Eq. (7.56b) can be expressed now as

B((,T) = 12 {exp [-J(_)T]-I}((-_ 2) (7.60)

J(_)

The expression for the bulk temperature is obtained through use of Eq. (7.7)

as

0b = 72 /t[((-(2)2/J(()]{exp[-J(()T]-l} (7.61)
0

Note that In Eqs. (7.5g)-(7.61), J(() becomes J1(() for solution of Eq.

(15a) and J2(() for solution of Eq. (15b).

For a quartic solution in _, Eq. (7.54) gives the result identical to
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Thusj

0((,T) = g(T)(( - 2( 3 ÷ (k) ÷ h(T)((2 _ 2(3 + (_)

0(((,T) = (1 - _2 + 4(3)g(T) + 2(( - 3( 2 + 2(3)h(T)

e((((,T) = 12( - E + (2) g(r) + 2(1 6( ÷ 6( 2 ) h(T)

e ((,T) = (( - 2( 3 + (_) g'(T) ÷ ((2 _ 2(3 + (_)h'(T)
T

(7.62)

(7.63a)

(7.63b)

(7.63c)

By substituting Eqs. (7.62) and (7.63) into Eq. (7.15a), one obtains

where

x g'('r)+ J)(() g('r) + yh' + _(() h('t)--- z

x = (( - 2() + (_); y --((2 _ 2(3 + (_); z --12(( - (2)

(7.64)

and functions J)(() and _(() are defined in Appendix F. Equation (7.64)

constitutes one equation in two unknowns, namely g(T) and h(T). However,

since the equation is linear in T, the principle of superposition can be

used to split the solution into two solutions as

x g'(T) + J,(() g(,) = -z/2

yh'(,) + J_(() h(T) = -z/2

(7.65)

(7,66)

The initial condition for this case can be written as

0((,0) - g(O) (( - 2( + _)) + h(0)(( 2 - 2( 3 + (_) = 0

Consequent 1y,

g(O) = O; h(0) = 0

(7.67a)

(7.67b)
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The solutlon of Eqs. (7.65) and (7.66) satisfying the appropriate

initial condition of Eq. (7.67b) is given respectively as

g(T) = [z(E)12J3(E)] {exp[,J)(E)Tlx(E)]-1}

h(T) : [z(E)I2J_(E)] {exp[-J_(E)TIy(E)]-I}

(7.6B)

(7.69)

By substituting Eqs. (7.68) and (7.69) into Eq. (7.62), the expression for

the temperature distribution is obtained as

e(_,_) : [6(_-_2)((-2_3+_)/J3(_)]{exp[-J3(_)T/x(_)]-1}

+ [6(_ .._2 )(_2.2_S +_', )/j,, (_) ]{ exp[ -J,, (_)T/y( { ) ]-1} (7.70)

The bulk temperature in this case is given by

I

eb = 36 fo (2)(( . 2(3 + (_)/j3(()]{exp[.j3(()T/x(()] -1)d(

!

+ 36 /o[(( - _2)((2 . 2() + (w )Ij_(()]{exp[-J_ (()Tly(()]-1)d(
(7.71)

where x and y are defined in Eq. (7.64).

By substituting Eqs. (7.62) and (7.63) into Eq. (7.15b), there is

obt ained

xg' + JS(E) g(T) + yh' + JG(E) h(T) = -Z (7.72)

where again x,y,z are defined in Eq. (7.64) and functions Js(() and J6(()

are defined in Appendix F. The solution procedure for this equation is
l
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identical to that for Eq. (7.64) and the results for temperature distri-

bution and bulk temperature are given respectively by Eqs. (7.70) and (7.71)

with J3 replaced by Js and Jw by J6"

In the large path length limlt, the two appllcable governing equations

are Eqs. (7.45b) and (7.45d). The solutlons of these equations can be

obtained from the general solutions by evaluating the integrals in J

function in the large path length llmit.

Alternately, for a quadratic temperature distribution, Eqs. (7.45d) and

(7.45b) are transformed respectively to

(_ g(T) + 12-- 0 (7.73)

I

where JT(_) and Je(_) are defined in Appendix F. The solution of Eq.

(7.73) is given by Eq. (7.59) and expressions for B(_,T) and eb can be

obtained from Eqs. (7.60) and (7.61) respectively. Of course, proper care

should be taken to use the correct relatlon for J functions for different

equations. The large path length limit solutions for a quartic temperature

distribution can be obtained in a slmilar manner.
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8. PLANSFORSPECIFICRESULTS

Somespecific results have been obtained and these are being analyzed.

The present plans are to obtain extensive results for the followlng cases with

varying physical and flow conditions:

L_

A. Physical Geometries

1. Parallel Plates: One-Dimensional Radiation
2. Parallel Plates: Two-Dimensonnal Radiation
3. Diffusing Channel Flow: One- and Two-Dimensional Radiation
4. Channel Flow: Top Plate Flat, Bottom Plate with a 5-15 ° ramp
S. ScramJet Inlet Configurations

B. Radiative Interaction Cases

I. Transient Radiative Transfer in Homogeneous Gases

2. Transient Energy Transfer By Radiation and Conduction in Homogeneous
Gaseous Systems

3. Transient Energy Transfer By Radiation, Conduction, and Convection in
Homogeneous Gaseous Systems

4. Applications to Flow of Homogeneous Gaseous Mixture

5. Applications to Flow of Chemlcally. Reactlng Gaseous Mixtures
6. Applications to the ScramJet Inlet Configurations.

C. Boundary Condltlons

I. Isothermal Black Boundaries

2. Isothermal Gray Boundaries
3. Nonisothermal Boundaries

4. Boundaries with Uniform Heat Flux

5. Actual ScramJet Inlet Configurations

D. Flow Conditlons

1. Incompressible - Various Cases
2. Compressible - M® = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
3. Temperature Range - 300, 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000 K
4. Pressure Range - 0.1, 1, 2, 5, and 10 arm.
5. Realistic Conditions for ScramJet Inlet Flows

E. Participating Medium

I. CO - One Fundamental Band

2. CO2 - Three Important Bands

3. H20 - Five Important Bands
4. OR - One Fundamental Band

5. CO_ + H20 (Different Concentrations)

6. OH-+ H20 (Different Concentrations)
7. OH + H2 + 02 + H20 (Different Concentrations)
8. A RealTstlc-Comb_stlon Model for the Hydrogen Air System
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F. Specific Results

I. Nongray Solutions Based on Band-Model Correlations
2. Optically Th_n Solutions
3. Large Path Length Limit Solutions
4. Gray Solutions
S. Nongray Solutions for ScramJet Inlet Flows

The procedure developed tn this study has been applied to several realistic
problems. This has resulted tn various publications fn foms of technical reports,
technical papers (presented at national and international conferences) and journal
articles. Results of selected studies are presented in appendices G through J.
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g. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A brief review Is presented on various band models and band model

correlations that are useful in nongray radiative transfer analyses.

Different formulations for one-dimensional radiative flux are provided. These

are used to develop the basic governing equatlons for transient energy

transfer In gaseous systems. Limiting forms of these equations are obtalned

In the optlcally thin and large path length limits. Numerlcal procedures are

described to solve the governing equations for different physlcal and flow

conditions. The plans for obtaining extensive results for different cases are

provided. The formulation and numerical procedure presented In this study can

be extended easlly to multf-dlmensional analyses. In the near future, the

influence of radiative interactlons will be investigated for the realistic

flow of hydrogen-air mixture in the scramJet Inlet configuration.
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EXPONENTIALINTEGRALSANDEXPRESSIONSFORRADIATIVEFLUX

Someimportant relations for the exponential integrals are given in

Appendix B of Ref. 8; and it is noted that

[ En(t) dt = - En + I (t); En(O) = I/(n-i) (A.I)

Now, consider the first integral in Eq. (3.1) as

I(1) = [o E2 (Tx-t) (A.2)

By defining x = Tx - t, dt = - dx, and Eq. (A.2) becomes

T_
I(1) = j,o E2(x)(-dx) = J'o E2(x)dx

X

'rx
= - [E3(X)]o = E3(O) - E3 (TX)

Thus,

. T),
E3(Tx) = E3(O) - I(I) = I_ /o E2(Tx't)dt

2
(A.3)

The second integral In Eq. (3.2) Is written as

I(2) = -[TOx E=(t-T2)dt
TX

(A.4)



By defining x = t - T_, Eq. (A.4) is expressed as
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TO_ . T_ TO_ . T_
I(2) = /O E2(x)dx --[E)(X))o

--- [E3(Tox-tx) - E3(O)]

or

E3(To_r;k) = E3(O) - I(2) =-_I. JTx'TOXE2(t-T_)dt . (A.5)

A substitution of Eqs. (A.3) and (A.5) into Eq. (3.1) results in (for

the case B1;k= e]_ and B2x = e2_)

qRx = elx - e2_,

T),
+ 2 If o [eb_ (t) - e,_] E2(T_-t) dt}

T

- 2 (/ O_k [eb_(t ) _ e2),]E=(t_Tx)dt}
TI

(A.6)

This equation when expressed in terms of the wave number m is exactly the

same as Eq. (3.4). Following a similar procedure, Eq. (3.5) is obtained

from Eq. (3.2).
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APPENDIX B

ALTERNATE FORMS OF RADIATIVE FLUX EQUATIONS

In radiative formulatinns, it is desirable to express the rel_t_ons for

qr and dlv qr in terms of A and A , and avoid the use of A . This

is accomplished by expressing the integrals containing A and • in

alternate forms through the procedure of integration by parts. This is

performed by using the relation

(B.I)

Consider now the first integral in Eq. (3.21) and express as

BI(1)=feDFI=(E') ,2 u°i(E-E)] dE

For integration by parts, let

(e.2)

Then,

'F3_m = F)=; dn = R uo (E-E')] dE' •
2

dm = (dF]u/dE') dE' = (de/dE') dE' .

In order to get n, let

3
u =-u o (E-E'), du/dE' = - 3 Uo/2

2

and

dn = [dA(u)/du] dE' = [dA(u)/dE' x dE'/du] dE'

- - (2/3u o) [d A(u)/d('] dE' = (- 2/3Uo)dA(u) •



{

Thus,

n = -(2/3Uo) A(u) = -(2/3Uo)A [_ Uo(E-E')]
2
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Consequently Eq. (8.2) can be written as

2 X 3
JL _(o))-F,=(O)r-3u--° _;Uo_)]BI(1) = F],.(_)F- 3Uo

3% Io Fde(¢')/d_'J_ uo (_-_')Id_'
(S.3)

i

Note that by the definitions given in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.8), A(O) = O. In

the present case, only the definition given in Eq. (2.8) is acceptable for

A(O) = O. Also by definition, FlU(0) = O. Thus, Eq. (8.3) reduces to

BI(1) = (2/3Uo) /_o [dem(E')/dE'] _ [_3 Uo(E.E,)]dE,
2

(8.4)

The second integral In Eq. (3.21) Is written as

Let,

BI(2) = (213Uo) :o_ rde=(_') A _3_Uo (I'-I)?d_'
2

(B.s)

m = F2=; dn = x,r 3 Uo(E'-E)]d E,
2



Then,
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dm = (dF2Jd_')d_' = _de=Id_')d_'

Now, to get n, let

u = 3--Uo(_,__), duld_' = 3Uo12
2

and

m

dn = [dA(u)Idu]dl_' = [dA(u)/d_' x d_'/du]d_'

= (2/3uo)rdA(u)/d_' ] d_' = (213Uo) dA(u)

Thus,

n = (2/3Uo)A(u) =(2/3Uo) r 

Consequently, Eq. (B.5) is expressed as

BI(2) • F2=(I ) {(2/3Uo) A r-_Uo(I'E)]}'{F2=(E) [(Zl3uo) A(0)]}
!

- (2/3u o) /'_ [de=(_')/d_'] A" [3 u (_;'-_;)] d_'
2 o

(B.6)

Since, by definition, F2=(1) - 0 and A(O) = 0, Eq. (B.6) reduces to



BI(2) = - (213uo) j,1 [de (E')IdE'I A [_3Uo (E'-E)] dE'
E 2
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(B.7)

By use of Eqs. (B.4) and (B.7), the Integrals in Eq. (3.21) can be

expressed in alternate forms and this results in Eq. (3.23).

as

Consider now the integrals in Eq. (3.22); the first integral is written

BI(3) /'t FI=(E') _' F-3Uo ((-E')) dE'
2

(B.B)

For integration by parts, let

Then

" 3

m = FI,.,(E'); dn = X" [2 u° (E-E')] dE'

dm= (dFl¢o/dE') dE ' = (de/dE') dE'

As before, to obtain n, let

U s

3
-- Uo(E-E'), du/dE' = - 3Uo/2
2

and, therefore,
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dn = d (dX(u)/dul dE'
du

-I d dE'[d_(u)/dul dE'
dE ' du

Thus,

m

= d{(-2/3 Uo)rdA(u)/du])

n = (-2/3uo) _'(u) = (-2/3%) _ [! u° (¢-E')]
2

and Eq. (B.8) can be written as

x' {3_u (C-E')]}E
BI(3) = {Flu (-2/3 Uo) 2 o o

-,[__3 , , ,- [{o ((-2/3 Uo) A Uo(E-C )] }[dFlw(E )/dE'] dE
2

(B.9)

Since Flu(O) = 0 and (0) = I Eq.(B.9) reduces to

BI(3) = (2/3Uo) {-Flu(C ) , f(o [de (E')/dE°] A'[3--Uo (C-E')]d{') (B.IO)
2

Similarly, for the second integral in Eq. (3.22), one can find

1 --" 3

BI(4) = /E Fa= (E') A [2 u° (C'-E)] dE'

1
= ('2/3Uo)(F2(E) + [E {de (E)/dE ] _'[3-' ' u (C'-c)]dE't (_.11)

2 o
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A substitution of Eqs. (B.lO) and (B.11) in Eq. (3.22) results in Eq.

(3.24). Also, a differentiation of Eq. (3.23) with respect to E, by using

the Leibnitz formula, gives

dqr(E) n d%l (E)
--= 2 Aoi {
dE i=I dE

x(o) - o

3Uoi E
/ {

2 o

d%i(E')Xi_.[3_ , ,
dE' 2 u°i (E-E)]dE

+0 de_i(E) Xi(O )
dE

3Uoi I de=lEE') ' 3

---2/E dE' _ir_Uoi(E')dE')

SinceA(0) --0, Eq. (B.12) reduces to Eq. (3.24).

(B.12)
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APPENDIX C

DEFINITION AND EVALUATION OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS

For the convenience and use in the computatlonal procedure, the follow-

ing definitions are employed in expressing the relations for the integral

functions:

bi = 3Uoi/2

ci = I/b I : 2/3Uoi

c(_)= t/(_-d)

r --I/(oT31)

Various integrals are defined and simplified as follows:

GI(_) --C(_)[3NI(_-I 2) ÷

n _ 2 .
+ 9 X M1iU2oi {I0 (('-{') X i [bi (_-_')] d{'

4 i=l

1

÷.r_ (_,__,2)XI,, Ibl([,._) ] d_'}) (C.la)

- C(() (3N1(_-(2) ÷

n bl_
÷ _ z Mzl Uol{/o

2 I=I

I!

[(-ciu-(2+2(ciu-(ciu)21 7[ (u)du

bi(l-(_)
÷/ [_+cIu-(2 -2[ cIu-(CIu)2]"@("(u)du)) (C .Ib)



G2(_) : C(E) (3Nl(1-- _2)
2

9 n ,,
"_ !Z_.I(Mll U_l [f(o _,2 AI [bi(E_(,)]d_ ,

I 2 --"

+ F_ (_' -1) AI [bl(_'-_)]d_'})
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(C .2a)

= C(() [3N! (I__(2)
2

3 n bl( ,,
-- 7 Mli Uoi (fo [(2-2( ClU + (clu)2] XI (u)du

2 I--i

b {i-() ,,

+.Fo i [(2 + 2( ci u + (ciu)2 -I] XI (u) du})
C.2b)

n

G3(() - C(() (3_. Z
2 I:I

m

N11 {]'t (1-2(')Ai [bl((-(')]d('

I !

-I((1-2(') X I [b I (('-()]d('})
(C.3a)

n blI

• C(() (iy= 1 Mli ('F°
[I-2( + 2 ciu ] "_l(U)du

bl{1-()
" /o FI-2( - clu] "Al(u)du))

(C.3b)

n i

G_(()- C(_) (-3_ { ( -
I:i NIl )'o(' AI [bl(('I')]d('

-/_ (' A( [bi (e'-_)]d_'}) (C.4a)
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n bt_
--c(_)(- 22 M1i{/o

i=1

!

[c'ctu] Xi (u) du

b.i(i-{ )
+ [1{ rE + CtU] X((u)du_)

(C4.b)

Gs(_ ) = (3r/8)
n _; 2 --'

Uoi HI1 ([o (E"E') AI [bI(E-E')]dE'
I=I

1 2 J (C.Sa)

= (r/A)
n bl(; 2
Z HII {[o [(_ciu .(2 + 2(ClU.(Ci u) ) A((u) du
I=I

I

bi (l'()[(,ClU_(2 _ 2(ClU .(ClU)2] Xl(U) du}-)'o
(C.5b)

n 2-

_(() = (3 r/8) i_I uOl HII ([(o(' A( [bl((-(')]d('

! 2

,/'((I-(') X( [bl(('-()] d('}
(C.6a)

= (r/4)
n bl( _,

7 HII{)"0 [_2"2_ ClU +(ClU)2] AI (u) du
i-l

bl(l-()

+ /o [I_2"2( clu " ciu)2) _l(u) du}
(C.6b)



L

(_) = (r,.,,)
n

r HI I_I=I | J'o (I-_') A| _'bl((_=(,)I d(i'
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!

(C.7a)

rl
,bt4_

-- (r/6) _ (H1)/uo)) {Jo (1-Z_ + 2ciu) )Ft(uI duf=l

bj (1-4_)

--/'o (l'_-2cju) _j(u) du}
(0.7b)

#1

Ge(_) = (r/4)
I=I

_/'l (2(')Xi (bi((,.())d(')
( (C.8a)

n bl(
-"(r/6) _ (Hll/Uol)_/o

i=l (?_ " 2ciu) _i (u) du

bi(l-()

-/o (2_+ 2clu);Tf(u)du}
(C .8b)

Gg = (3r18)
n

): I/'° ((,_(,2I=1%1 Hi1 )A'i(hi(')de') (C.ga)

- (r/4) n bf

(Io {clu- (clu)2))Fi (u),_,j}I=i Hll (C.gb)



n

G,o -- (3r/e) i_=iUoiH1t (/_o(1-_')At (bt_') d_'}
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(C .lOa)

n bI ,

" (r/4) 2 HII {fo (1-ciu) Xi (u) du)
I=I (c.lob)

G]l = (r/4)

n
l

7 HII {/'o (I-_')AI
I=I (bi(') d(') (C.lla)

n bi

= (r/6) T (HII F[o
i-I (i-2cju) xt (u)du) (C.iZb)

GI2 = (r/4)

n
l

l_l(Hll/U°i) f/'o (_')'Ai (bl (') d(') (C.12a)

n

bi

= (r/6) i_l(Hll/Uol) {/'o (2 ci u) Ai (u) du) (C.Z2b)

!

t t 2
GI) (() = C(() {3NI ((.(2) . _ [/'(o(( " ( ) d_

((_()2

, ,2 d_.'_))+ /I (( . ( ) (improper)
( ((,.()2" (c.13)

Gl_ (() - C(() f3N] (_- (2) +M I [/o('2
2

l

+/( ((,2 . I) d(': )

d_'

(improper) (c.14)



1

G_s(()--_ C(()fo (i-2_')
d( '

((-(')
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(C .15a)

= MI C(() f2 + (2_-1) _n [((-I)I(]) (C .15b)

G16 (() =
1 d('

(_.(')
(C.16a)

= 2 MI C(() [I + _ tn [((-i)/(I) (C.16b)

! d4_'
G17 (() = (rill/4)fo (('-(,2)

(_-_')
(C.17a)

_- (rill/4) {_ 1 + ( _ (( _ (2) _n [((-I)/(]}
2

(C.17b)

I d('
GI8 (() = (rill/4) [/'o('2

((-_,) /.! ((-('d(')](improper)
(c.18)

n

G19 (_) -- (r14) r
t--1

HII fJ'((1-2(') P-nrbi((-_')]d('
o

1

+ .f'((I-2(')(n [bi (('-()]d(') (C.19a)

1

= (rHll4) {-_.+ ( + ((2-() _n [(I-()/(]]
(C.19b)

n

_o (() = (r/q) ir=1Hli f-ft2(' (n [bi((-(' )] d('



!

+ J'( 2(' tn [b i (_'-_)] d_'}
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(C.20a)

I
= (r/4) _Hl{{2 _n [[/(1-_)] - ( - -]

2"

n

+ 2
i=1

Hi1 _n [bi(1-{)]) (C.20b)

!

G2z = (trill4)/o (_,__,2) d_'l_' = (rH218) (c.21)

!

G22 = (rill/4) J'o (1-_ ,2) d¢ '/('

1 + _.n (0)1
= " (rill/4)

(improper)

(C.22a)

(C.22b)

n
!

G23 = (r14) i}'__iHli J'o (I-2{') tn (bi _') d(' (C .23a)

= - (r HI18) = - HII(8aT! 3) (C.23b)

n !

G2_ " (r/4) i_! Hli "fo 2_' _.n (b i (') d('
(C.24a)

n

- (r/4) [- (H!/2) +
I-I

HII _n (bl)] (C.24b)
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APPENDIX D

ii Data:

INFORMATION FOR NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

T = 300, 500, I000, 2000, 5000, etc. ~ K

P = 0.1, I, 2, 5, 10, etc. ~ arm

L = 1, 2, 5, I0, 20, etc. ~ cm

* x = 0.0+ 1.0; x = U(1)

2. Thermal conductivity of the gas:

Kf = Kf (T, P)

3. The Planck function and its derivative:

C]

ebw(T ) = _ PF (D.2)
exp (C2/T) - I

deb_ Cl C2 exp (C2/T)
S

dT T2 [exp (C2/T)-1] 2
- PFD (D.3)

where

CI = (2Trhc2)uJ3

C2 = (hc/k)

C! C2 - (ZTIh2 c3/k)(__

and w = w c = wo = wave number center of the Ith band.



By deftning

TEXP = exp(C2/T )
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Eq. (D.3) is expressed as

PFD = (CIC2)(TEXP)/[(T2)(TEXP - 1)2] (D.4)

All values tn Eqs. (D.2) - (0.4) should be evaluated for each band.

4. Information or relation for Ao for each band, Ao = f(T).

5. Information on C02 for each band, Co2 = f(T).

6. Information on uo for each band, uo = Co2 PL (nondtmenstonal).

7. Information on B2(T) for each band (nondimensional).

8. Equivalent or effective pressure relation for each band.

Pel = [(P/Po ) + (Pi/Po) (bl " 1)In (nondimensional) . (0.5)

In Eq. (0.5), Po = 1 atm and, therefore, Pi and P must be In the units

of atm. Note that PI is the partial pressure of the Ith species in a

gases mixture and P Is the total pressure; bI (the self Oroadening

coefficent) and n are different for different bands. For a single

component system, Eq. (0.5) is usually expressed as

Pe " (b P/Po )n (nondimensional) (0.6)

9. Llne structure parameter for each band:



= B2 P - BETA
e

81

(D.7)

10. Correlation for each band (for Tien and Lowder's correlation):

f(B) = 2.94 [I - exp(-2.6Oe)] ---F (D.8)

11. Band absorptance correlation for each band (Tien and Lowder's

correlation) :

(u,B) = Cn [uF I
u+2

u+ 2F
.)+ i] -=AU (D.9)

12. The derivative of the band absorptance correlation for each band (Tien

and Lowder's corre]ation)

!

(u,B)= rF(u2+ 4 u F + 4F)I/DEN _ AUO (D.IO)

where

DEN : rF (u2 + 2u + 2) ÷ u](u ÷ 2F)

These basic relations are used in the governing equations of Section 6

to obtain numerical solutions for specific gaseous systems. The spectro-

scopic and correlation quantities needed for these calculations are available

in [22,24].
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EVALUATIONOFCONSTANTSFORSTEADYLAMINARFLOWS
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To determine the consta,lts in Eq. (7.47), Eq. (7.49) is evaluated at

= 0 and _ = I/4. To avoid excessive writing, the following notations are

used (some of which are also used in Appendix C)

_' = n, d_' = dn

bi = 3u01/2 ; ci = 1/bi = 213u0i

For ( = O, Eq. (7.49) reduces to

n !

a! + i + 3--(L/k) I: HllUoi {fo[al(n-2nm+n")
2 i=l

+ a2 (n2-2n3"hlw)] A_(btn)dn ! = 0 (E.I)

By defining u = bin, Eq. (E.I) is expressed in an alternate form as

al{ l+(L/k)

+a21 (L/k)

n b

T H foi[ClU-2(c iu)4] (u)du}i-III iu)3+(c xi

n

I: fbi[(clu)2-2(c iu)W] (u) du) -I
i=I HI1 0 lu)3+(c Xi =

(E.2)

NOW, by defining the fol]owing integral functions,



Eq. (E.2) is expressed as

b

= t ui _((ui) duRli fo i

b
i

R2i--/o u_X((ui)dui
b °

= 1 u3' ) du
R31 fo 1 XI (ui i

R

4i

b

f i )dulo u_x;(ui
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(E.3a)

(E.3b)

(E.3c)

(E.3d)

al al ÷ a2 a2 = -I

where

n
4

al : I + (L/k) iI::lHII (ClRII - 2 c_ R3i + ci R4i)

n

m2 : (L/k) S Hll (c_R2i
i=l

3 , )2 ci R3i c_ R4i

(E.4a)

(E.4b)

(E.4c)

For E = 1/4, Eq. (7.49) reduces to

11 __3 11

al * a2+"--"
16 16 16

3_ (L/k)

2

n fl/4E HliUoi { O(n) X_ [bi (I_ n)] dn
i=l o 4

1

" fl/4 e(n) X( [bi(n - I_.)]dn}
4

(E .5)
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By defining u = bI (I_._ n) for the first integral and u --bi (n -_I) for the
4 4

second integral, Eq. (E.5) is written as

11 11 3 n bi/41

+ _ at +_ a2 = (L/k) ti:=1 Hli r /" e(--
o 4

ciu)X((u)du

" [o3bi/4e(1-4+ clu) _((u) du (E.6)

By denoting d = ciu , the following relations are obtained from Eq. (7.47):

and

e(_-l- d) = al(57 11 d - _d2 + d) + d_)
4 256 16 8

+ _(. 9 13 d - _d2 - d3 + d_) (E.7a)
256 16 8

0(+--I+ d) = ai(.,,_+ I__1.1d - _ d_ - d) + d_)
4 256 16 8

+ a2 (9_9._.+ ._3.3d _ _.1.1d2 _ d3 + dW)
256 16 8

(E.7b)

A combination of Eqs. (E.6) and (E.7) results in

n

al(L r
K I=I

bi/4 3bi/4

57 [/o X_ (u) du - fo X((u) du]Hll {2-'_

_/4 3bI/4ii Cl[.#.iuA--((u)du + [0 uA'((u)du]
16



9 b_/4 3bt/4

- _ c_ [/o'U_i(u>du-/o u2_((u)du]

/hi/4 3bt/4
* C_ [" u33_;(U) du * ]" uSA':(u) du]0 0 1

3bt/4 _)+ c_[/obt/4u"_((u) du- /o u"_;(u)du]}- 16

n

+ a2 (L r.t=1

9 bi/4

Hlt{_; [ /o
3bi/4

"_i(u) du - _o _;(u) du]

b t/4 3b t/4
ct[ I u "_;(u) du + I u R;(u) du]

16 o o

1 bt/4 3b t/4

--8 C_ [ f0 u2]_;(u) du - [0 u2RII(U) du]

b I/4 3b i/4
u3_((u)du , / .3A'((u)du]• cl [/o o

b i/4 3b t/4
+c_[y u,_;(u)du-r u'_;(u)do])-__3)

o o 16
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= 11/16 (E.8)

By noting that for any continuous function F(x)

3/_

Io F(x) dx = /I/WF(x) dx + F(x) dx
0 II_

and defining



t

3bt/4
Sll = f A](u|) du t

bt 14
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(E.ga)

bt/4

s2t fo (E.gb)

3bt/4

S3i = fo ul _i(ul ) dul
(E.gc)

3b i/4
S41 = f uI X((ul) dui

bi/4

(E.gd)

bl/4 3

$51 = f uI X_(u I) duI
o

(E.ge)

3bi/4 3 _

S61 fo= ui A((u i) duI (E.gf)

3bi/4 4

$71 = f uI X((u I) du t
bt/4

(E.gg)

Eq. (E.8) can be written as

where

al a3 + a2 a4 = - 11/16 (E.lOa)



n

=3 = (L/k) _:
I=I

H1i [(57/256) Sli + (11/16) ci (S2i÷S3i)

- (9/8) c_ S4i -c I (S5i+S6i) ÷ c_ S7i) + 11/16

87

(E.1Ob)

n

ew = (L/k) r
I=I

HII[(9/256) Sll + (3/16) ci (S2i+S3i)

- (i/8) c_ S4i - cI (S5i÷S6i) + c_S71] + 3116 (E.lOc)

By solving Eqs. (E.4a) and (E.lOa) simultaneously, there is obtained

the results for constants aI and a2 as

at = (11 _2 - 16 _w)/DEN (E.11a)

where

= (16 _3 - II al)/DEN

DEN = 16 (ala_ - a2a3)

(E.11b)

(E.llc)

The governing equation for the large path length limit is Eq. (7.44a)

for which the solution is also given by Eq. (7.47). For the large path

length limit, Eq. (7.47) Is expressed in the form of Eq. (7.52) which is

represented here as

ThUS,

e(() "-bl (( - 2_) + (w) + bI ((2 _ 2(3 + (w)

e'(() = bl(1 - 6(2 + 44_3) + b2 (2( 6(2 + 4l_3)

(E.12)

(E .13)



t_

Alsubstltutlon of Eqs. (E.12) and (E.13) in Eq. (7.44a) gives
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bI (1 - 6() * 4()) + b2 (2( - 6(2 + 4())

--M f'e((')
0

2 (3(2 2_3) + 1

(E.14)

For ( = O, Eq. (E.14) reduces to

bI + 1 = - M Fl [8(t')/('] d('
o

(E.15)

Upon substituting for 8((') from Eq. (E.12) into Eq. (E.15), the integrals

can be evaluated in closed form and there is obtained

where

b I 81 + b2 8 2 = - 1

BI = 1 + (7/12) M; B2 = (1/12) M

(E.16a)

(E.16b)

For _ = 1/4, Eq. (E.14) reduces to

II.b) +__3 b2 + I_.I M FI 8(t') d('/(_- _,) (E.17)
16 16 16 o 4

By substituting for e(E') in this equation, another relation between b] and

b2 can be obtained in terms of _3 and _4. But, this appears to involve the

evaluation of a few improper integrals. Thus, this approach is abandoned In
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favor of an alternate procedure discussed below.

The solution in the large path length 11mit can be obtained from the

general solution by evaluating the integrals Ri and Si in the limi_ of large

path length. Since in this limit A'(u) = I/u, the integrals in Eqs. (E.3)

and (E.g) are evaluated to obtain

R1i --bi; R2i = b_/2; R3i --b_/3; R4i = b_/4

S1i --rn (3); $21 = bil4; S3i = 3bi/4; S4i = b_14 ;

Ssi- bi/192;%1 ; gb /64;SZl= 5b /64

(E.18a)

(E .18b)

From Eqs. (E.4) and (E.18a), there is obtained for the large path length

limlt

bl B! + b2 B2 --- I (E.Iga)

BI = I + (7/12) M; B2 = (I/12) M (E.19b)

which is the same result as given by Eq. (E.16). From Eqs. (E.IO) and

(E.18b), one obtains in the large path length limit

where

bl B3 + b2 Bw = - 11/16

B3 = 11/16 + M [(57/256) _n(3) + 65/192]

- 11/16 + 0.583 154 55g M

(E.2Oa)

(E.2Ob)



i

Sw = 3/16 + M [(9/256) _n(3) + 17/192)]

= 3/16 + 0.127 164 755 M
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(E.20c)

The solution of Eqs. (E.19a) and (E.2Oa) yields

bl = (lIB2 - 16 Bw)/BOTTOM (E.21a)

where

b2 = (16e3 - 11 BI)/BOTTOM

BOTTOM : 16 (ele _- B2B3)

(E.21b)

(E.21c)

Wlth bl and b2 known, the solutlon for the t_nperature distribution is

obtained from Eq. (E.12).



APPENDIX F

INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS FOR TRANSIENT LAMINAR FLOWS

gl

For convenience and use in the computational procedure, the following

definitions are employed in expressing the re|ations for the integral

functions:

b i = 3 Uoi/2; cI = 1/bl; C(6) = I/(6-62 )

x = 6 - 263 + 6w; Y = 62 -263 + 6_; z = 12 (6-62)

a(6) = 1 - 662 + 463; bE6) = 2E - 6E2 + 463

Various integrals are defined as follows:

n E

Jl(41) = 3 N + C(E) (2 + 9_ (L/k) I: HII u_)i(.F
4 I--I 0

!
2

+ ,#'(6'-6') X_' [bl (E'-4_)jdE'})
(

2

(E'-E') A_ [bi(E-E')] dE'

CF.I)

n 6

J2(E) --C(6) (2 + 3--(L/k) I: HllUOl(J"

2 i=I o

!

- J" (1-_') X([bl(E'-E)]dE'))
6

{I-2(') )_( [bl(6-E')]d('

(F.2)

J3(6) = z + 3Nx ÷_g (L/k)
4

n

Ir=l Hliu2°t{/'o x(6') _' [bl((-E')] dE'



{

I

+ /" x(_') "A_' I'bi(_'-_)]d_' 1
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(F.3)

n

J,,(E)= (z-2) + 3Ny + 94 (L/k) i_=I HliU_i{J'o

!

+ / y({') A_' [bi(E-_')]d_')

l

y(E') A_ [bi(_-_')]dE'

(F.4)

n3
(_) = z +: (L/k)):. H1iUoi{ [

z I=1 o

!

- / a((') A( [bl(('-()]d(' )

a(E') A_ [bl((-(')] diE'

(F.5)

n

J6(_) = (z - 2) +3(L/k) z _J'
2 |=I HllU°i o

!

- /
E

b(E') "A_ [bi(E'-¢)]d_;')

b((') A( [bl(4_-(i')] d_'

(F.6)

!

JT(E) = 3N + C({) [2 + M J" (1-2E') _'/(_-E')]
o

= 3N ÷ C(_) {2 4.M [2 ÷ (2_-1) 9.n (E-I)]}

E
(F .7)

Je(() = J_(E) - 3N (F.B)
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TRANSIENT RADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER IN NONGRAY GASES

S. N. Tlwarl* and D. J. Slngh+

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23508

and

A. Kumar t+

NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665

Abstract

A general formulation Is presented to
investigate the transient radiative interaction
tn nongray absorbing-emitting species between two
parallel plates. Depending on the desired
sophlstlcatlon and accuracy, any nongray absorp-
tion model from the llne-by-llne models to the
wlde-band model correlations can be employed in
the formulation to Investigate the radiative
interaction. Special attention is directed to
investigate the radiative interaction in a system
initially at a uniform reference temperature and
suddenly the temperature of the bottom plate is
reduced to a lower but constant temperature. The
interaction Is considered for the case of

radiative equilibrium as well as for combined
radiation and conduction. General as well as

limiting forms of the governing equations are
presented and solutions are obtained numerically
by employing the method of variation of
parameters. Specific results are obtained for

CO, CO2, H20, and OH. The information on species
H20 and OH is of special interest for the
proposed scramJet engine application. The
results demonstrate the relative ability of
different species for radiative interactions.

Nomenclature

band absorptence - A(u,)), cm"I

band width parameter, cm -I

correlation parameter, arm -I - cm-I

specific heat at constant pressure,
kJ/kg-K = erg/gm-K
Planck's function, (W-cm-2)/cm -I

Planck's function evaluated at wave

number w°
emtssive power of surfaces wtth

temperatures T! and T2, W-cm-2

gas property for the large path length
limit
thermal conductivlty, erg/cm-sec-K

gas property for the optically thln
limit

distance between plates

A

Ao

Co

Cp

e
w

e
w

o

el,e 2

HII,HI

k

KII,KI

L

*Eminent Professor, Department of Mechanical
Engineering and Mechanics. AIAA Associate
Fellow.

+Graduate Research Assistant, Department of

Mechanical Englneerng and Mechanics. AIAA
Student Member.

++Senior Research Scientist, Computational

Methods Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics
Division. AIAA Associate Fellow.

MII,MI

NII,N I

N

P

q

qR

qc

qRw

g
0

R

S

t

t*

T

TI,T2

U

U o

Y
e
K"

p

%

large path length parameter,
nondlmenslooal

optically thin parameter,
nondimenslonal
optically thln radlatlon-conductlon

parameter - NI/R, nondimenslonal
pressure, ai_
conduction plus radiation heat flux -

qc + qR, w/cm2
total radiative heat flux, w/ca 2

conduction heat flux, w/ca 2

spectral radiation heat flux,

(w-cm-2)Icm -!

nondtmensional radiative heat flux
nondtmenstonal conduction plus
radiation heat flux
nondtmenstonal transient conduction
parameter

integrated intensity of a wtde band,
atm-l,cm-2
time, _ec (also used as t*)
characteristic time, sec

nondimenstonal time = t/t m
temperature, K

wall temperature, K; T1 = Tw

nondfmensJonal coordinate -=SPy/A n
nondtmenstonal path length SPL/A o
transverse coordinate, cm
nondlmenslonal temperature
spectral absorption coefficient, cm-1

nondJmensional coordinate • y/L - u/u o
density, kg/m 3
Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
erg/(sec-cm2-K 4)

wave number, cm-1

wave number at the band center, cm-|

I n troduc tion

The fteld of radiative energy transfer in
gaseous systems Is getting an ever Increasing
attention recently because of its applications in
the areas of the earth's radiation budget studies
and cltmate modeling, ftre and combustion
research, entry and reentry phenomena, hypersonic
propulsion and defense-oriented research. In
most studies involving combined mass, momentum,
and energy transfer, however, the radiative
transfer formulation has been coupled mainly wtth
the steady processes I-!! and the interaction of

radiation tn transient processes has received
very llttle attention. Yet, the transient

approach appears to be the logical way of
formulating a problem in a general sense for
elegant numerical and computational solutions.
The steady-state solutions can be obtained as
limiting solutions for large times.

A few studies available on radiative
interactions reveal that the transient behavior of
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a physical system can be influenced significantly
in the presence of radlation 12-17. Lick Investl-

gated the transient energy transfer by radiation

and conduction through a seml-finlte medium 12. A

kernal substitution technique was used to obtain
analytic solutions and display the main features
and parameters of the problem. Steady and

transient heat transfer in conducting and radia-
ting planar and cylindrical mediums were analyzed
in Refs. 13 and 14 according to the differential
formulation. The analyses based essentially on
the gray formulation provide some qualitative
Insight into the effect of absorption and emis-
sion on the transient temperature distribution in

the gas. Ooornlnk and Hering 15 studied the

transient radiative transfer in a stationary
plane layer of a nonconducting medium bounded by
black walls, A rectangular Milne-Eddlngton type
relation was used to describe the frequency
dependence of the absorption coefficient. It was
found that the cooling of the layer initially at
a uniform temperature is strongly dependent on
the absorption coefficient model employed.

Larson and Viskante 16 investigated the problem of
transient combined laminar free convection and
radiation in a rectangular enclosure. It was
demonstrated that the radiation dominates the
heat transfer in the enclosure and alters the

convective flow patterns significantly. The
transient heat exchange between a radiating plate
and a high-temperature gas flow was investigated

by Me]nlkov and Sukhovich 17. Only the radiative
interaction from the plate was considered; the

gas was treated as a non-partlcipating medium,
It Was proved that the surface temperature is a
function of time and of longitudinal coordinate.
Some other works on transient radiation and
related areas are available In Refs. 18-22.

The goal of this research is to Include the
nongray radlatlve formulation in the general
unsteady governing equations and provide the
step-by-step analysis and solution procedure for
several realistic problems. The specific objec-
tive of the present study Is to investigate the
interaction of nongray radiation in transient
transfer processes In a general sense. Atten-
tion, however, wlll be directed first to a simple
problem of the transient radiative exchange
between two parallel plates. In subsequent
studies, the present analysis and numerical
techniques will be extended to include the flow
of homogeneous, nonhomogeneous, and chemically
reacting species in one- and multl-dlmonslonal
systems.

Basic Theoretical Formulation

The physical model considered for the
present study is the transient energy transfer by
radiation in absorblng-emlttlng gases bounded by
two parallel gray plates (Fig. l). In general,
TI and Tz can be a function of time and position
and there may exlst an Initlal temperature
distribution in the gas. It is assumed that the
radiative energy transfer In the axial direction
is negllglble in comparison to that in the normal
direction.

For radiation participating medium, the

equations expressing conservation of mass and

momentum remain unaltered, while the conservation

of energy, in general, Is expressed as I

p Cp_- dlv (k grad T) + )T_y_+ _ $- dlv qR

(1)

where _ Is dynamic viscosity, _ is the
coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid and
+ is the bylelgh dissipation function. For a

seml-lnflnlte medium capable of transferring
energy only by radiation and conduction, (q. (I)
reduces to

where q is the sum of the conductive heat flux

qc"" k (bT/By) and the radiative flux qR"
For the physlcel model where radiation is the

only mode of energy transfer, the energy equation
can be written as

_qR
p Cp _( - - _ (3)

Use of this simplified equation is mede to
investigate the transient behavior of a radiation
participating medium.

For many engineering and astrophysicel
applications, the radiative transfer equations
are formulated for one-dlmenslonal planar
systems. For diffuse nonreflecting boundaries

and in the absence of scattering, the expression
for the total radiative flux is given, for a n-
band gaseous system, by 1,8.23

qR(y) - e I - e 2

+ <SYoF!.,(.)..,.xp(-""i(y-z)]dz

L

- Jy F2.t(z) Kwf exp[- _ _wl(Z-y)]dz)dw t
(4)

where

Fill(z) - ewl(z) - ei_i; F2ui(z) - ewl(z) - e2w I

Equation (4) ts in proper form for obtaining the
nongray solutions of molecular species. In fact,
this is an ideal equation for the line-by-line
and narrow-band model formulations. However, in
order to be able to use the wide bend models and
correlatlons, Eq. (4) Is transformed in terms of
the correlatlon quantities as 1,7-11.23



qR (_} = el - e2

n

L

- S F2_I(¢') A_ [-_%t (_'-_)]d_')
IS)

where

¢ = u/u o = y/L; ¢' • u'/u o - z/L; A = A/Ao;

u - (S/A o) Py; uo = (S/A o) PL; PS - S_ r dm

It should be noted that Flu and F2u in Eq.

iS) represent the values at t_ center _f the tth

band and _'(u) denotes the derivative of A(u)
with respect to u. Upon performing the Integra-
tion by parts, Eq. (5) can be expressed in. an
alternate form as 23

qR(E) - • l - e 2

n ¢

t-rE Aot (/o [de=t(¢')/d¢'] At [_ Uot(¢-¢')]d¢'

1

+ S [de=i(¢')/d¢'] Ai [_ Uot (E'-E)]d¢'}
(6)

A direct differentiation of Eq, (6) provides the
expression for the divergence of radiative flux
as

dqR(¢) n iA°t "ot{S [de=tiC'l/de]x

1

_ [_ UolC¢-{')]dE' - J Cdeui(E')/d¢'] x¢

X; Uoi(C'-C)]dC') (7)

Equations (5) through (7) are the most convenient
equations to use when employing the band-model
correlations in radiative transfer analyses.

Upon defining nondlmensional radiative heat
flux by

q (¢,t) - qe(E,t)/[el(t) - e 2 (t)] (8)

Eq. (5) can be written as

n ¢

3 2 (/ (¢',t) xQ (¢,t) - 1 +_ i I u°I o (li

1
- 3
A_ 6)Uoi(¢-¢')]d _' - / ¢11 (¢',t) x

(9)

where

¢I ((,t) - F=I ((,t)l[et(t) - ez(t)]Aol

Equation (g) provides the general expression for
the radlatlve flux In the nondtmenstonal form.

Radiative Interaction

Specific consideration ts given first to the
case where radiation Is the sole mode of energy
transfer.

By defining ¢ ((,t) - T(¢,t)/T o with TO
representing some constant reference temperature,
Eqs. (3) and (7) can be combined to yield the
energy equation In nondimonsfonal form as

n

- _* ([,t)/_t-_ £ (f _ut ([',t) x
t"1 o

I

x; UolCC-C')]dC'- / (c'.t)x

(10)

_ui([,t) - {PSI(T)[_ e_t(_,,t)lSE]l(p Cp To/tin)}

The tie t in Eq. (10) Is defined as t* - _t_

with t_ representing some characteristic tlme

scale of the physical problem; however, for the
sake of convenience, the asterisk is left out
here as well as In further developments. From the
definitions of $(E,t) and _.,([,t), it should

be noted that Eq. (10) ts a n_nll_ar equation In
T((ot). Equation (10), therefore, represents a

general case of the transient energy transfer by
radiation between two sem1-1nfinlte parallel
plates.

As a special case, it is assumed that the
entire system initially is at the fixed
(reference) temperature To. For all time, the

temperature of the upper plate Is maintained at
the constant temperature equal to the reference



temperature,i.e., T2 - To. The temperature of
the ]ower p3ate ts suddenly decreased to a lower

but constant value, t.e., T1 ( TZ. The problem,
therefore, ts to Investigate the transient
cooling rate of the gas for a step change In
temperature of the lower plate.

In any radiative transfer analyses, It Is
often convenient (although not essential) to
employ the relatton for the ltneartzed radiation
as

ewi(T) - ewl(T w) = (d e_l/dT)Tw (T'Tw) (11)

where again the subscript t refers to the tth

band such that "t Is the wave nu_er locatton
of the band and TW represents the temperature of

the reference _111 which could he e|ther T1 or

TZ. For the spectal case cons|dered, since we
are Interested In investigating the t_ans/ent
behavior of the gas because of a step change In
temperature of the lower plate, Tw Is taken to be

equal to T1. It should be po|nted out that for a
single-band gas, the 11neartzatfon Is not
requtred because the temperature dtstrlbotlon can
be obtained frum Eq. (10) and the radiative heat
flux can he calculated from Eqs. (5), (6), or
(9). However, for the case of multlband gases

and for systems Involving mixtures of gases, tt
ts convenient to employ the llnearlzatton
procedure tn order to use the tnformtIon on band
model correlations. The following definitions
are useful In expressing the governing equations
tn llnearlzed forms:

e - (T-TI)/(T2-T1)

N11

N1

(12a)

• (Ptm/p Cp) Kl1 , K1t - SI(T) (d ewf/dT)Tl

(12b)

n

• (P tmlP Cp) K1 , K1 t_ 1 KIt 112c1

Hl1 - (tall p Cp) Hl1 , HII - Aoj(T)(d • t/dT)TI

(12d)

n

H1 - (talL p Cp) H1 , H1 • i[ 1HII (12e)

MIt Uoi - Nil , u ot HII " PL KI1 (12f)

vhere HI, Xl, W1 and N1 represent the values of

Ho K, N and H evaluated at the temperature T1.

AS explained In Refs. 1 and 8, these quantities
represent the properties of the gaseous medium.

By employing the definitions of Eqs. (11)
and (12), Eq. (10) Is transformed to obtain a

convenient form of the energy equation as 23

_e(_.t) 3 n _ _e({',t)

at "_tEz Nlt (I _xo

1
-, 3 _e(_.'. t)
At[g Uotle.-_.')ld_' - J _ x

X_[_ Uot(_'-_)]d_') (13)

The parameters tn Eq. (13) are N1 and uo. For a

given gas, the parameters are the gas pressure
and the temperature of the lower _11.

The tn|ttal and boundary conditions for the
physical problem considered are

e([,O) - 1 ; e(O.t) - 0 ; e(l,t) = I (14)

It Is |mportant to note that the boundary
conditions given tn Eq. (14) are not applicable
to Eq. (13) because this equation does not
require a boundary condition. Thus, In thts
case, the temperature of the medium adjacent to a
surface differs from the surface temperature.
Thts ts because the temperature of the medium
adjacent to a surface ts affected not only by the
surface but also by all other volume elements and
surfaces. The radiation sltp method is a means
of accounting for such temperature Jumps and this
ts discussed In Ref. 1.

By employing the definitions of Eqs. (8),
(11), and (12), relations for the radiative flux,
as gtven by (qs. (5) and (6), are expressed as

n1

O([,t) - l- (3/8 o r_) .z %1 H;I (/ e([',t) xt 1 o

1
[1 - e(_',t)) x

(15a)

and

Q(_,t) - 1 - (1/4 o T_) 1_1 1t o

Xt[_ Uot(['-()]d[') (tSb)

4



It should be pointed out that Eq. (ISa) Is a

convenient form for the optically thin and
general solutions while Eq. (ISb) Is useful for
solutions In the large path length limit, Once
the solutions for O((,t) are known from the
energy equation, the appropriate relations for

the heat flux can be obtained from (qs. (15J. It

should be noted that the quantity HI/(OT _) In
Eqs. (iS) Is nondJmenslonal.

Radiation and Conduction

For this case where conduction heat transfer
takes place simultaneously with radiative
transfer, the energy equation is given by Eq.
(2). Thus, a combinatlon of Eqs. (2), (113 and
(12) results In

_e _2e 3 n _ 8eEl',t)i[I.11(Y

I

Uoi(<-<')Jd<'-S

where

Xl cl Uoi( '-

R • k tm/(p Cp L2)

(16)

The nondlmenslonal parameter R In Eq. (16) Is
analogous to the Fourier number. For R - O, Eq.
(16) reduces to Eq. (13). Since the presence of
conduction implies continuity of temperatures at

the boundaries, the boundary conditions for Eq.
(16) are those given In Eq, (143. The qgantlty

NI/R can be expressed as N - NI/R - (PLL/k)K1 .
The nondfmenslonal parameter N denotes the rela-
tive importance of radiation versus conduction in
the gas. For particular values of P and L, it is

actually the dimensional gas properl_ NI/(RPL2)

Kl/k that represents the relative importance of
radiation versus conduction.

For the case of no radiation, Eq. (16)
becomes

(17)

The separation of variables results in a general
solution of Eq. (173 as

e - exp(-k 2 Rt) (B 1 sin k( + B2 cos X _) (183

where k2 Is the separation parameter. The
particular solution of Eq. (18) can be obtained
by satisfying the boundary conditions.
Alternately, by defining a similarlty varlable

= _//41_, Eq. (17) can be written as

(19)

The solution of Eq. (Ig), with initial and

boundary conditions given by Eq. (143, Is found
to be

niT,t) • (2lYe) erf n (20)

Thls solution Is applicable for relatlvely large
separations between the plates.

In the case of simultaneous conduction and
radiation beat transfer, the nondJmensional heat
flux Is defined as

= [qc([,t) + qR(_,t)]/[el(t) - e2(t)] (21)

Expressions similar to Eqs. (ISa) and (lSb) can
be obtained eastly tn this case also (Ref. 24).

Hethod of Solutions

The solution procedures for the radiative
equilibrium and radiation with conduction cases
are available in Ref. 24. For the sake of
brevity, only the solution procedure for the
radiative equilibrium case is given here.

For the general case of radiative
equilibrium, the temperature distribution is
obtained from the solutton of the energy
equation, Eq. (13). Once e((,t) is known, the
radiative heat flux ts calculated by using the
appropriate form of Eq. (15). Before discussing
the solution procedure for the general case,
however, tt is desirable to obtain the ltmlttng
forms of Eqs. (13) and (15) in the optically thin
and large path length limits and investigate the
solutions of resulting equations.

Opticall_ Thin Limit

In the optically thln limit X(u) = u and

A'(u) = I, and therefore, Eq. (13) reduces
tol,8,23

_+ 3 N1 e([,t) -_ N1 • 0 (22a)

From an examination of Eq. (22a) along with the

definitions given In Eq. (12), It Is evldlent
that In the optically thln limit the temperature
distribution In the medium Is independent of the
(-coordinate for the case of pure radiative

exchange. Thls Is a cherateristic of the
optically thin radiation In the absence of other
modes of energy transfer. Thus, Eq. (22a) can be
written as

dOitS + 3 N e(t) 3
d"T-- 1 -_ "1 " o; sit,o) - 1

(22b)

Since gas properties are evaluated at known
reference conditions, N1 is essentially constant,
and solution of Eq. (22b) is found to be



1

O(t) -_y[l + exp(- 3 Nlt)] (23)

In the optically thin llmlt both forms of
Eq. (1S) yield the same ftr_l relation for the
radiative flux as 23

Q([.t) - 1 - [3/(8aT_)] (PLK[) [(X-t) +

* (2_ - 1) e(t)] (24)

It should be potn_d out that tn Eq. (24) the

(PLKI/OT _). is nondlmenstonal. Thequantity

relation for O(t) In Eq, (24) is obtained from

Eq. (23). Thus, evaluation of the temperature
distribution and radiative heat flux in the
optically thin ltmlt does not require numerical
solutions.

Large Path Length Limit

In the large path length limit (i.e., for

>> 1 for each bend), one has [(u) 2-UO l

- Xn(u), X'(u) - l/u, and _"(u) - - 1/U .
Thus, tn this limlt, [q. (13) reduces tol,8,23

1 _e(_',t) d_'

" " "1 /o (25)

An analytical solution of Eq. (2S) may be
possible, but numerical solution can be obtained
quite easily.

In the large path length limit, Eqs. (ISa)
and (ISb) reduce respectively to

I
d['

O(¢,t) - 1 - (l/a4T_) HI[ I O([',t)
o

1

-/ _] (26a)

and

n

q(c,t)" 1- (1/4aTe) t IT t111{So _x_e(['°t)

I _e({',t)
ln[._ Uoll_-_'l]d{' + S _ x

Xn[_ Uoi({'-[)]d[') (26b)

The expressions for dimensionless radiative heat
flux from or to the wall are obtained by setting

- 0 in Eqs. (26).

Numerical Solutions of Governing Equations

The general solutions of Eqs. (13) and (25)
are obtained nmmrtcally by employing the method

of variation of parameters. For this, a
polynomial form for O([,t) Is assumed In powers
of _ with ttme dependent coefficients as

n

e(¢,t) - Z cm(t)
IIItO

(27)

By considering only the quadratic solution in
¢, and satisfying the boundary conditions of

Eq. (14), one finds

e(¢,t) - ¢2 + g(t) (¢_¢2) (28)

where g(t) represents the time dependent
coefficient. At t - O, a combination of Eqs.
(14) and (28) yields the result

giG) - (1-¢2)/(6-¢ 2) (29)

Equations (28) and (2g) are used to obl_in
specific solutions of Eqs. (13) and (25). Once
the temperature distribution Is known, the

expressions for heat flux are obtetned by
numerically Integrating the corresponding
equations. The entire numerical procedure is
described in detail in Refs. 23 and 24. The
numerical procedure ts similar for higher order
solutions in _ of Eq. (27), but computational
resources required are considerably higher.

Phxstcal Conditions and Data Source

For the phystcal problem considered (Fig. 1)
four specific absorbing-emitting species were
selected for an extensive study; these are CO,

CO2. OH and H20. The species CO was selected
because it contains only one fundamental
vibration-rotation (VR) band and all spectral
Informatlon are eastly available in the

literature. It is a very convenient gas to test
numerical procedure wltt_)ut requiring

excessive computational resources. Specles OH
and H_ are the primary radiation participating
species for the pressure and temperature range
antlclpated in the combustor of the scramjet
engine. Species CO2, and combinations of CO2 and
HzO are important ibsorblng-emlttlng species in
many other combustion processes.

In radiative transfer analyses, It ts
essential to employ a suitable model to represent
the absorption-emission characteristics of
specific species under investigation. Several
line-by-line, narrow-band, and wide-band models
are available to medel the absorption of a VR
band (Refs. 7-11). However, tt ts often
desirable to use a stmple correlation to
represent the tote1 absorption of a wide band.
Several such correlations are available In the
literature (Refs. 7-11). The relatlve merits of
these correlations are discussed in Ref. 11. In
this s;udy, the correlatlon proposed by Tlen and
Lowder _ ts employed and thtsts given by

u+2
X(u) - In (uf(p) [u + Zftp) ] + 1_ (30)



where

fiB) = 2.9411 - exp(- 2.60 _)]

and B represents the line structure parameter.

The spectral information and correlation
quantities needed for CO, CO2 and H20 were
obtained from Refs. 7-9. The spectral data for
OH were obtained from Ref. 25 and correlation
quantities were developed tn Ref. 24. The
specific VR bands considered for each species
are: CO (4.7p fundamental), OH (2.8p
fundamental), CO2 (15p, 4.3p and 2.7p), and H20

(20tl, 6.3+,, 2.7_, 1.871,, and 1.38p).

For the specific problem considered, the
dependent variables are O, Q, and _, and
independent variables are _ and t. The
parameters for general solutions are T1, T2/T 1,
uo, and t m. For the radiative equilibrium case,

9 and Q depend only on t and NL tn the
optically thin limit and on 4, t, and M l tn the
large path length 1trait. For the _ase of
combined radiation and conduction, e and Q depend
on _, t, and M1/R in the large path length ltmtt.
The parameters-for specific solutions for differ-
ent species are TI, T2/TI, P, L, and tm.
Extensive results, therefore, can be obtained 5y
varying these parameters. For parametric
studies, however, only certain values of
pressure, temperature, and plate spacing were
selected and results were obtained for the

general as well as ltmittng cases. Unless stated
otherwise, specific results were obtained for T2
- 2 T I.

Results and Discussion

Results have been obtained for different

radiation participating species for both cases,
the radiative equilibrium and radiation wtth
conduction. Selected results are presented here
and extensive results are provided tn Ref. 24.
It should be realtzed at the outset that,
according to the physics of the problem, the gas
initially is at a high temperature T1 - T2. At t
- O, the temperature TltS lowered _o a constant
value. The energy exc_nange then occurs and the
gas cools down tn time until a steady-state
conditon is reached. At thts time, a certain
temperature proftlets estebltsbed and a fixed
amount of energy exchange occurs irrespective of
the time. The rate of cooltng of the gas layer,
therefore, is dependent on the nature of the
participating species and on the physical
parameters of the problem.

Some ltmittng solutions that are independent
of any participating species are presented ftrst
tn Fig. 2 for the radiative equilibrium case.
The temperature distribution in the channel ts
plotted as a function of the optically thtn
parameter N1 for different times. These results

show an exponential decay with ttme reaching the
steady-state value of 9=1/2 for t+®. The
temperature distribution for the large path
length 11mtt is shown In Fig. 2 (with broken
ltnes) as a function of the large path length
parameter M1 and for different times. Although

the numerical values are entirely different,
these results also show the exponential decay
wtth time and reach the limiting value of
e - 1/2 for t ÷ ®. It should be noted that
while the optically thin solutions are
independent of the {-coordinate, the large path
length solutions do depend on _ and they have
been obtained for _ - 0.5. In the case of
simultaneous radiation and conduction, both
optically thin and large path length solutions
for temperature distribution depend on {. These
results, however, can be expressed In terms of

the radiation-conduction parameter N=NI/R tn the
optically thin llmtt and M - M1/R in the large
path length limit.

The radiative equilibrium temperature
distribution for CO are shown tn Ftg. 3 for three
different characteristic times and for P - I a_,

L - I0 cm, and Tw - 500 K. For small t_, t* -

t/t_ becomes large and, therefore, e varies

slowly with t ; the reverse is true for large tm

values. Thls trend is evident clearly from the
simplest case of the optically thin solution
given by (q. (23). Similar trends in results

were observed also for other species for

different values of P, Tw and L. Thus, to

demonstrate typical transient trends, other
results presented In this study were obtained for
an intermediate value of the characteristic time

tm - 0.00001 sec.

The centerltne temperature variations wtth
time are Illustrated in Ftg. 4a for CO and in
FIg. 4b for OH. General and limiting solutions
are shown for pure conduction, radiation, and

radiation with conduction for P - 1 arm, Tw - 500
K, and L 10 cm. It is noted tMt for both
gases the optically thin solutions approach the

steady-state conditions faster than the large
path length and general solutions. For the
physical conditions considered, the energy Is
transferred faster by conduction than by
radiation, and the steady-state conditions are
reached earlier by the combined radiation and

conduction process. Although OH I$ a relatively
better heat conducting gas, CO Is seen to be more
effective in the radiative transfer. For the
same physical conditions as tn Figs. 4, the
radiation and radiation with conduction results

are compared for CO, OH, H20, and CO2 tn Ftg. 5.
It ts seen that H20 is most effectiVe and 01t ts
least effective in transferring the radiative
energy. The abtlity of a gas to transfer
radiative energy depends on the melecular
structure of the gas, band intensities and

physical conditions of the problem. Thus, H20
wtth five strong VR bands Is a highly radiation
participating species and the steady-state
conditions are reached quickly for H20 than for
other species. However, CO with one fundamental
band is seen to be a better radiating gas than

CO2 wtth three VR bands. Thts Is because for the
given physical conditions, the opttcal thickness
of CO ts sufficiently large and tn the large
path 2length llmlt CO2 is relatively less
effective tn transferring the radiative energy
(Ref. 8). Further results for CO and OH are
illustrated in Figs. 6 for different wall
temperatures. It ts seen that whtle radiation ts



lesseffective than conduction at T, - 500 K, tt
Is highly effective at Tw - 1,0(_) K. This.
however, would be expected because radiation
becomes considerably important at higher tempera-
tures. The steady-state condition ts reached
quicker for TW - 1,000 K than for Tw- 500 K. In
fact for the characteristic time coiisidered (t, -
0.00001 sac.), the steady-state condition "ts
reached quickly for all species for temperatures
higher than Tw - 1,000 K. Results for the pure
radiation case are Illustrated in Ftgs. 7 for CO
and OH for L - 1 cm and 10 cm. It Is seen that
whlle the general and large path length solutlons
depend on the plate spacing the optlcally thln
solutlons are independent of the spacing. Thls
fact was pointed out earlier tn the method of
solution. In the presence of other modes of
energy transfer, the optically thtn solutions
also depend on the plate spacings. As would be
expected, for the same physical conditions, the
steady-state condition is reached quicker for the
lower plate spacing.

The temperature variations within the plates
are shown tn Figs. 8-11 for different species and
for P - I aim and L - 5 cm. In the absence of
molecular conduction, temperature Jumps (radia-
tion sltps) occur at the boundaries and, there-
fore, the general solutions for the case of
radiative equilibrium are not presented.
However, general as well as llmlttng solutions
are presented for the case of radiation wtth
conduction. It Is noted, In general, that for
the case of radiation wtth conduction, the
steady-state cond|ttons are reached for all

species at t > 0.1 and for Tw _> 500 K. For
the case of pure radiation, the steady-state
conditions are reached at relatively longer
times. The optically thin resulta are seen to be
independent of the E-coordinate for the case of
radiative equilibrium and are seen to vary slowly
tn the central portion of the plates for the case
of radiation with conduction. This is because,
tn thts limit, the gas interacts directly with
the boundaries and conduction ts predominant near
the walls. Spectftc results for CO are
Illustrated tn Figs. 8 for Tw - 1,000 K. For the
case of radiation with conduction, general and
l(mlttng solutions are coq)ared tn Fig. 8a; and
for both cases, the radiative equll(brtum and
radiation wtth conduction, lfm|ting solutions are
compared tn Ftg. 8b. The steady-state results
for pure conduction are also sbown In Ftg. 8b for
com_rattve purposes. The resulta demonstrate
the typtcal trends for lla!ttng and general
solutions, I.e., a lower temperature gradient
Impltes a htgher rate of energy transfer.
Specific resulta for OH are Illustrated In Figs.
g for Tw - 500 K. General and ltmtttng solutions
are shown In Ftg. ga; and limiting solutions are
compared tn Figs. 9b and 9c. For the case of
radiation with conduction, the llmlttng and
general solutions are seen to be in good
agreement for ail ttmes (Fig. ga). This Is
because for the conditions of the Illustrated
results, conduction dominates the energy transfer
process tn OH. The typtcal trends in results for
the optically thin and large path length ltmtts
are shown tn Figs. 9b and 9c, respectively.
Figure 9b clearly shows that for all times the
radiative equilibrium resulta are independent of
the _,-coordtnate in the optically thin limit.

Figure 9 shows that at earlier times the rate of

energy transfer is higher In the presence of
conduction. Spectftc results for H20 are
Illustrated tn Figs. 10 for the case of radiation
wtth conduction. It is seen clearly that the
rate of cooling ts stgnftcantly higher tn the
large path length 1trait (Fig. lOa), and the
steady-state conditions are reached at relatively
longer times for lower TW values (Fig. lob). For
the case of combined ra_latlon and conduction, a
comparison of results for different species ts
shown In Ftg. 11 for t - 0.01 and 0.1. The
results for t - 0.1 essentially correspond to the
steady-slate conditions. For t - 0.01, the
variation tn temperature is seen to be relatively
mall betueen [-0.2 and 0.9. The centerllne

temperature is found to be the lowest for H20,

and thts Is followed by OH, CO, and CO2.
However, tt Is noted that OH ts very effective tn
transferring the net energy In coe_artson to the
other species. As discussed earlier, thts Is
metnly due to relatively higher conductive
abtltty of OH at Tw - 500 K.

The centerltne temperature distributions are
shown tn Figs. 12-15 for different gases as a
function of the spacing between the plates. %n
most figures, results are presented for both
cases, the radiative equilibrium and radiation
with conduction. In selected figures, results
for the case of pure conduction are tncluded also
for comparative purposes. For a particular gas,
specific results are presented for various tlls
to demonstrate the radiative nature of the gas
under different pressure and temperature
condl tlons.

The results for CO are presented tn Figs. lZ
for different cases. For P - 1 and Tw - 500 K,
the results illustrated tn Fig. 12a show that the
ttme required to reach the steady-state condition
increases wtth Increasing plate spacings. For a
particular plate spacing, the centerllne tempera-
ture Is lower for the case of radiation with
conduction than for pure radlat#on for all times.
For P - 1 at_ and Tw - 1,000 K, results presented
In Ftg. 12b show that the large path length
solutions are closer to the general selutlons for
L > 20 cm; and the results for pure radiation and
radiation wtth conduction are Identical for

t > 0.5. The centerllne temperature variations
are shown tn Fig. 12c for t - 0.5 Tw- 500 K, and
different pressures. It Is noted t_hat whtle the
heat transfer by conduction Is Insensitive to the
change In pressure, the radiative heat transfer
is strongly dependent on It. The rate of
radiative interaction Increases with increasing
pressure unit1 the large path length ltmtt Is
reached for sufficiently large values of L. For
the case of pure radiation, the results for P -
0.1 aim differ considerably froa other results.
This Is due to use of the Tten and Loader's
correlation which ts suitable only at relatively
higher pressures (Ref. 11). The centerline
temperature variations are shown In Ftg. 12d for
t - O.S, P - I ate, and different values of Tw-
As would be expected, both conductive and radia-
tive interactions increase wtth increasing
temperatures, although the Increase tn radlatlve
transfer Is comparatively higher. It should be

noted that for Tw - 300 K, T2 - Z TW - 600 K, for
TW - 500 K, T2 1,000 K, an_ so on. Thus, for •



higher value of T_ = T,, the energy interactions
occur at a sufflc_'entlyAlarge temperature differ-

ence between the upper and lower plates. At
these temperatures, if the plate spacing Is

small, the energy Is transferred quickly and the
steady-state condition is reached at relatively
shorter times. This fact was pointed out also In
the discussion of results of Figs. 7.

The centerline temperature variations for OH

are illustrated in Figs. 13 for different condi-
tions. The results presented In Flg. 13a for P =

I aim and Tw - 500 K show the similar trend as CO
in FIg. 12a, although the extent of energy trans-
fer by simultaneous radiation and conduction is
relatively higher. Thts Is because at T,, = 500
the energy transfer In OH is dominated Wby the
conduction heat transfer. General and llmlting
solutions for radiative equilibrium are shown In

Fig. 13b and for radiation with conduction In
Flg. 13c. These results clearly demonstrate the
typical radiative interaction trends for
different times. The results show that the

optically thln solutions are independent of the
plate spacing In the case of pure radiation but
depend on the spacing when molecular conduction
is included. The large path length results are
seen to be valid only for large values of L for
the case of pure radiation (Fig. 13b), but they

appear to be valid in the entire range for the
case of radiation with conduction (Fig. 13c). The
results for pure conduction, pure radiation, and
conduction with radiation are illustrated in Fig.

13d for P - I aim and Tw = 1,000 K. For this
temperature, the results for pure radiation and
radiation wlh conduction are found to be

identical. Thls indicates that at higher temper-
atures, OH becomes a highly radiation partlclpat-
Ing gas. The results for varlatlon of the
centerllne temperature for OH with pressure and

temperature are given In Ref. 24 and they show
the same general trend as the results for CO
shown In Figs. 12c and 12d.

Extensive results of O(E-0.5) versus L

have been obtained for H20 and CO2 for different
conditions and these are discussed in Ref. 24.
In general, these results show similar trends as
exhibited by the results for CO and OH but the
extent of radiative Interactions is enttrely
different. For example, a comparison of results
presented in Fig. 14a for H20 with the results of
Fig. 12a for CO and FIg. 13a for OH for identical
conditions reveals that HL_Ois a hlghly radiation
participating gas even for shorter times. For
H20, results presented In Fig. 14b demonstrate
that the large path length solutions are closer
to the general solutions for both cases, the
radiative equilibrium and radiation with
conduction.

The centerline temperature variations are
compared for different gases tn FIg. 15 for P = 1
aim, T= = 500 K, and t = 0.05. For the case of
radiat]'ve equilibrium, it is noted that OH is the

least effective and H20 is the most effective gas
In transferrln9 the radiative energy for plate

spacings greater than two centimeters. When
molecular conduction is included, OH becomes more
effective because of Its relatively higher
conductive ability. These points were noted also
in earlier discussions. The story, however, can
be entirely different for other physical

conditions because of the radlative/conductlve

nature of participating species (Refs. 8 and
24). Thls fact is partially evident from the
steady-state results, for the case of combined

radiation and conduction, presented in Fig. 16
for two different temperatures, T= 300 K and
500 K. For example, for Tw - 30_ ;and L - I0

ca, the temperature values for CO and CO2 are
about the same, for H20 it Is lower, and for OH
it Is the lowest; however, for plate spacing
greater than L = 20 ca, the trend is entirely
different. Also, It should be noted that the

steady-state (t = 0.5) results for Tw - 500 K In
Flg. 16 show different trend than the results for
the same temperature In Fig. 15 for t - 0.05.
Thus, In order to predict the relative ability of
a gas for radiative interactions, it is very
important to consider the exact physical
conditions for all species. These predictions
may not be applicable if physical conditions of
the problem are changed.

Extensive results for the variation In heat

transfer can be presented analogous to the
variation of temperature for different condi-
tions. However, this should not be necessary
because the heat transfer variation follows the
trend of the temperature variation in a reverse
manner. If the temperature differences are
higher, the rate of heat transfer will be higher
and the steady-state conditions will be reached
at earlier times. The results for heat transfer
variations have been obtained for selected
conditions and these are available In Ref. 24.
Only a few results are presented here to show the
trend In cooling rates for different wall
temperatures and plate spacings.

For P = 1 aim, the results,for Q and Q are
illustrated, as a function of t , in Figs. 17 _or
H20 and tn Ftg. 18 for CO2. The results for t =
0.0 - I.O are shown ]n Fig. 17a for H20.
However, it is found that for the t m value
selected In this study, the steady-sta t_
conditions are reached in most cases at about t

= O.Z Consequently, the results tn Figs. 17b_
17c, and 18 are presented only In the range of t
= 0.0 - 0.2 to demonstrate the rate of cooling at
different temperatures. As would be expected,
the results show that for a given plate spacing
the gas layer reaches the steady-state condition
faster at higher values of Tw because of stronger
radiative interactions. It should be noted that
the rate of energy transfer increases with time
for a gas layer clns_r to the upper wall
(( = 0.75) and decreases with time for a gas

layer closer to the lower wall ((- 0.25) until
the steady-stete conditions are reached. The
rate of cooling is entirely different if the

plate spacing is changed (Fig. 17c). From a
comparison of results of Figs. 17 and 18, it Is
noted that the trend and rate of energy transfer
are different for different species. This,
however, would be expected because of the rela-
tive ability of different species to participate
In the radiatlon-conductlon interaction process.

Conclusions

The problem of transient radiative Interac-
tion tn nongray absorbing-emitting species has
been formulated in a general sense such that
sophisticated absorption models can be used to



obtain accurate results if desired. Results have
been obtained for the special case of radiative
interactions tn a plane gas layer bounded by two
parallel plates when the temperature of the
bottom plate ts suddenly reduced to a lower but
constant temperature. The energy transfer by
pure radiation, and by simultaneous radiation and
conduction were considered and specific results

have been obtained for CO, COz, H20, and OH by
employing the Tten an Lowder's correlation for
band absorption. It ts noted that the extent of
radiative Interaction ts dependent on the nature
of the participating species and parameters TI,
T2/T 1, P, L, and _tm. The steady-state conditions
are reached at relatlvely longer times for radIa-

tive equfllbrlum than for radiation wlth conduc-
tion. For a particular value of P and TI, the
time required to reach the steady-state condition
increases wlth Increasing p]ate spacing. For a
fixed plate spacing, the energy Is transferred

quickly for higher TI values because of large
temperature differences between the plates. The
rate of radiative interaction Increases wtth
Increasing pressure until the large path length
limit Is reached. The radiative equilibrium
solutions are found to be Independent of the
plate spacing tn the optically thin limit. In
the case of simultaneous radiation and conduc-
tion, both optically thin and large path length
solutions depend on the y-location between the
plates. At moderate temperatures, OH Is a poor
radiating but better heat conducting gas. For
most conditions, HI0 ts found to be highly
radiation participating species, and the steady-
state conditions are reached quickly for H20 than
for other species. The Information on radiative
interactions for OH and H20 ts useful tn the
analysis of the flow field In the scramJet
engine.
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INTERACTION OF TRANSIENT RADIATION IN FULLY DEVELOPED LAMINAR FLOWS

S. N. Tlwarl I and 0. J. Singh2

01d Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508

Abstract

Analysis and numerical procedures are
presented to investigate the transient radiative
interactions of nongray absorblng-emlttlng
species in lamlnar fully-developed flows between
two parallel plates. The particular species

considered are OH, CO, CO2, and H20 and different
mixtures of these species_ Transient and steady-
state results are obtained for the temperature

distribution and bulk temperature for different
plate spacings, wall temperatures, and pressures.
Results, in general, indicate that the rate of
radiative heating can be quite high during
earlier times. This information is useful in

designing thermal protection systems for
transient operations.

A

Ao

CO

Cp

e

e

_o

el,e2

HII,HI

Nomenclature

band absorptance = A(u,B), cm-1

band width parameter, cm-I

correlation parameter, arm -I - cm"I

specific heat at constant pressure,
kJ/kg-k = erg/gm-k

Planck!s function, (W-cm-2)/cm -I

Planck's function evaluated at wave
number

0

emlsslve power of surfaces wl)h
temperatures TI and T2, W-cm "_

gas property for the large path length
limit

thermal conductlvity, erg/cm-sec-K

KI gas property for the optically thin limit
distance between plates

large path length parameter,
nondlmenslona I

optically thtn parameter, nondtmenstonal

P

qR

pressure, arm

total radiative heat flux, w/cm2
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qRu

qw

S

spectral radiation heat flux,
(w-cm'2)/cm -1

wall heat flux, w/cm 2

Integrated Intenslty of a wlde band,
a tm--.cm-2

t time, sec

T temperature, K

T 1

Tb

U

U o

Y

wall temperature, K; T1 - Tw

bulk temperature, K

nondtmenstonal coordinate - SPy/A o

nondtmonstonal path length - SPL/A o

transverse coordinate, cm

ltne structures parameter

nondtmenstonal tempera ture

e b

K
b)

p

dimensionless bulk temperature

spectral absorpttn coefficient, cm-1

nondtmenstonal coordinate - y/L - u/u o

density, kg/m 3

"c

b)

%

nondtmenstonal time

wave number, cm-!

wave number at the band tenet, cm-I

Introduction

The radiative energy transfer tn participat-
ing medium has received spectal attention tn
recent years because of tts applications In the
areas of the remote sensing, earth's radiation
budget studies and climate modeling, ftre and
combustion research, entry and reentry phenomena,
hypersonic propulsion and defense-oriented
research. In most studies Involving combined
mass, momentum, and energy transfer, however, the
radiative transfer formulation has been coupled
mainly with the steady processes [1-13] and the
interaction of radiation tn transient processes
has received very little attention. However, the
transient approach appears to be the logical way
of formulating a problem in general sense for
el,gent numerical and computational solutions.
The steady-state solutions can be obtained as
ltmtttng solutions for large times.

The limited number of studies available on
the transient radiative transfer tn gaseous



systems[14-24]are reviewed critically In [25-
27]. The literature survey reveals that the
transient behavior of a phystcal system can be
influenced significantly in the presence of
radlatlon.

The goal of thls research Is to Include the
nongray radiative formulatlon In the general
governing equations and provide the step-by-step
analysis and solution procedure for several
realistic problems. The basic formulations are
presented tn [25] and the specific case of
transient radiative exchange In nongray gases
between two parallel plates Is investigated tn
[26, 27]. The objective of this study is to
investigate the interaction of transient radia-
tion tn fully-deve]oped lamtnar flovs between two
parallel plates. Thus, special attention ts
directed to tnclude the nonsteady phenomenon only
tn the energy equation. Homogeneous as well as
nonhomogeneous mixtures of absorbing-emitting
species are considered. ]n subsequent studies,
the present analysts and numerical techniques
wtll be used to investigate the unsteady flow of
compressible and chemically reacting species tn
one- and multi-dimensional systems.

Basic Formula tton

The physical system considered ts the energy
transfer tn lamtnar, Incompressible, constant
properties, fully-developed flow of absorbing-
emitting gases between parallel plates (Fig. 1).
The condition of uniform surface heat flux for
each plate ts assumed such that the temperature
of the plates varies tn the axtal direction.
Extensive treatment of this problem ts available
tn the literature under steady state conditions
[8, 11]. The primary motivation of this study ts
to investigate the extent of transient radiative
interaction for high temperature flow conditions.

For the physical problem considered, the
energy equation can be expressed as [1]

aT aT _2T

r_U_2
+ pt-t_-_j - dlvqR (1)

where u and v denote x and y components of
velocity, respectively. In deriving Eq. (1) tt
has been assumed that the net conduction heat
transfer tn the x direction ts negligible
compared with the net conduction tn the y direc-
tion. Thts represents the physical condition of
a large value of the Peclet number. By an
analogous reasoning, the radiative heat transfer
tn the x direction can be neglected in comparison
to that transferred tn the y direction. If, In
addition, It Is assumed that the Eckert number of
the flow Is stall, then Eq. (1) reduces to

aT aT aT B2T . 1 _qR (2)

where =- (k/pC_) represents the therml
dtffustvtty of thePflutd.

For a steady fully-developed flov, v = O,

and u Is given by the we11-known parabolic
proflle as

u - 6 u m ([ - [2); _, = y/L (3)

where um represents the mean flutd velocity.

Also, for the flow of a perfect gas with uniform
heat flux. 8T/Sx is constant and ts given by

_T/Sx • (2aqw)/(umL/k) (4)

Nov, by combining Eqs. (2) (4), the energy
equatton ts expressed tn nondimenstonal form as

8e . _2e. 1 _qR

+ (c- c2) (5)

where

- _t/L 2 ; e • (T - T1)/(qL/k)__

By assuming that the tntttal temperature
distribution tn the gas Is some unlform value TO

- T1. the lnlttal and boundary conditions for
thts problem can be expressed as

e(L o) - o (Ga)

e(o, _) - e (1, _) - o (6b)

eE(E - x/2) • 0 ; e¢lE - O) - - e_(_ = x) (6c)

It sheuld be noted that all the boundary
conditions gtven In Eqs. (6) are not independent
and any two convenient conditions can be used to
obtain solutions. Also. the tnlttal temperature
distribution can be any specified or calculated
value of O([, O) = f([).

As discussed tn Refs. 25-27, the radiative
transfer equations are formulated for one-
dimensional planar systems for mny engineering
and astrophysical applications. For diffuse
nonreflecttng boundaries and In the absence of
scattering, the expression for the total
radiative flux ts given, for an n-band gaseous
system, by [1, 8, 25]

qR(y) " el " e2

I n
+ i-if: J'_l (_Y° Fill(z) K I exp[- I K l(Y-zi]dz

L

- jy F2=I(z) _wl exp [-I _=l(z-yi]dzid=l
(7)



where

Fret(z) = eet(z) - ele ; Fzet(z) - eet(z) - e2e t

Equation (7) is tn proper form for obtaining the
nongray solutions of molecular species. In fact,
this is an tdeal equation for the line-by-line

and narrow-band model formulations. However, In
order to be able to use the wide band models and
correlations, Eq. (7) ts transformed in terms of
the correlation quantities as [1, 7-13, 25]

qR (_) ffi el - e2

n E

+ 'o, Uoi(SoFI°t u°t

1

- _ F2e t (¢') _ [_ Uol(¢'-¢)]d¢') (s)

where

= u/u ° = y/L; E' = u'/u o • z/L; A • A/Ao;

u = (SIAo) py; uo • (SIAo) PL; PS = S z de
Ae e

It should be noted that Flet and Fze i in Eq. (8)

represent _the values at the center of the lth
band and A'(u) denotes the derivative of A(u)

with respect to u. Upon performing the integra-
tion by parts, Eq. (8) can be expressed in an
alternate form as [25]

qR(_) = eI - e2

n

_ A°] (fo [de_i({')Id{I=1
'] At [_ Uot (¢-¢')]d¢'

1

+ [ [dee1 ({')/d¢'] X t [_ Uot ({'-{)]d¢')
(9)

A direct dlfferentlatlon of Eq. (9) provides the

expression for the divergence of radlatve flux as

dqR({) = 3 n
dE _ i_ ! Aot %f if{ o [dewj({')/d¢'] x

1

_ [_ Uot(F-{')]d{' - f [de i(¢')/d{'] x

(10)

Equations (8) through (10) are the most
convenient equations to use when employlng the
band-model correlations In radiative transfer

analyses.

For the present physical problem, e I - e2

and Fle I - F2_ t. Thus, for the case of

lJneartzed radiation, a combination of Eqs. (5)
and (8) results in [8, 18]

- 3Ne - 12 (__E2)
eEE - e

; n u2 {f,= (L/k) £ Hit ot 0(¢', _) x
I'I 0

I

_;' c_Uot(_-_')]d¢'+f e(¢', "d x

X;' [_ Uot(¢'-¢)]d¢'} (11a)

where

N • (pL2/k) K1 = (pt2/k) n
£ SliT) (de_t/dT)Tlt-1

n

=

Hi1 • AoI(T) (de_i/dT)T I , H I i£1 Hll

The dimensionless gas property N characterizes
the relative importance of radiation versus
conduction within the gas under optically thin
conditions. Also, by combining Eqs. (5) and (10)
another form of the transient energy equation is
obtained as

e_E - e - 12 ({_¢2)

n ¢

=-_ (L/k) E HI] %t (S (_)0/_)¢') X

t=1 o

I

xl c_Uo,(¢-¢');d¢'- Y
¢

(oo/a¢') x

x; [_ Uot(¢'-¢)]d¢') (11b)

Note again that Eq. (lib) can be obtained
dlrectly by integrating the rlght-hand side of Eq
(lla) by parts. Quite often, Eq. (llb) is the
convenient form to use in radiative transfer

analyses.

For flow problems, the quantity of primary
tnterest is the bulk temperature of the gas,
which my be expressed as [11]



I

e b - (Tb-Tl)/(qwL/k) - 6 f 6(_,x)(6-_Z)dE
0

(12)

The heat transfer qw ts given by the expression,

qw " hc (Ti-Tb), where hc is the convective heat
transfer coefficient (W/cmZ-K). In general, the

heat transfer results are expressed in terms of

the Nusselt number Nu - hc Dh/k. Here, Oh

represents the hydraulic diameter, and for the

parallel plate geometry it equals twice the plate
separation, i.e., Oh - 2L. Upon eliminating the

convective heat transfer coefficient hc from the

expressions for _ and Nu, a relation between the

Nusselt number and the bulk temperature Is
obtained as

Nu = 2 Lqw/k(TI-T b) - -2/% (13)

The heat transfer results, therefore, can be

expressed either in terms of Nu or eb.

Llmitin_ Cases and Solutions

Before discussing the method of solution for
the general case, tt is advisable to explore the
various limiting cases. Quite often, closed form
solutions can be obtained for some of these
cases. Specifically four limiting cases are
considered here and these are the steady laminar
flows, the case of negligible radiation, the
optically thin limit, and the large path )ength
limit.

Steady Laminar Flow

For steady-stete conditions _e/Oi = 0 and

Eqs. (II) provide two forms of the energy
equation for thls case. Another convenient form
is obtained by letting _e/Oi - 0 in Eq. (5) such
that

e" - 12 (E-62) - (I/q W) dqRld6 (14)

By fntegratlng Eq. (14) once and using the

conditions that at E " I/Z, qR(() and
(de/dE) are equal to zero, one obtains

e' - 2(362 - 263 ) + ! = qR(E)/qw (15)

A combination of Eqs. (8) and (151 results in

e' - 2(362 - 263 ) + I

n3
-_ (L/k) £ HIm Uot {S 6(6') x

1-1 0

I

A; [_ UoJ c_-_) )]de( m y e(( ' ) x

i; Uoi(C'-C))dE') (16)

It should be pointed out that by combining Eqs.
(9) and (15} another useful form of the energy
equation can be obtained for the steady case,

For the case of negligible radiation, Eq.
(16) reduces to a very simple form and utilizing
the boundary condition e(O) - O, the solution
of the resulting equation is found to be

e(6) l 6(2 62 - 63- l) (I7a)

The result for the bulk temperature is found by
combining Eqs. (121 and (17a) as

- eb - 17/70 (17b)

The results provided by Eqs. (17) are useful in
determining the extent of radiatve contributions.

Negligible Radiation

For the case of negligible radiation, N = 0
and both forms of Eq. (11) reduce to

eEE - e t = 12 (6-6 2) (18)

By employing the product solution procedure, the
solution of Eq. (18) can be obtained and the
result can be expressed In terms of the bulk
temperature through use of Eq. (12).
Alternately, the solution of Eq. (18) ts assumed
to be of the form

O(6,1) - g(E) + h(_,x) (19)

From Eqs. (18) and (19), there is obtained two
separate equations as

g" - 12(6-62) (20)

h6E - h i = 0 (21)

Solutions of Eqs. (20) and (21) are found
separately from which the complete solutlon for
the temperature distribution is obtained as [25]

e(6,_) - 6(2 62 - 63- 1}

+ £ Cn sin (a E) exp(-a 2 _); a - n_
rim1 (22a)

where

Cn - (4/a 5 )[(12- 12a2+ a 4) COS(a)



- 24], n = 1, 2 .... where

Finally, the expression for the bulk temperature
ts found by using Eq. (12) as

8b = -]7/70 + 6 £ Cn
n=l

+ (4/a3)] exp(-a2¢)

[(l/a)

(22b)

Equations (22) are useful in determining the
extent of radiative contributions for the
transient case.

Opttcall_ Thin Limit

In the optically thin limit, the expression
for the bulk temperature for the steady case is
found to be [11, 25]

9b = [1/(3N) 3] (576(3N)-l/2(NEXP) - 21.6N 2

+ 72N - 288) (23)

where

NEXP = (1-exp [-(3N1/2])/(1 + exp[-(3N)l/2])

Both forms of the transient energy equation,
Eqs. (lla) and (llb), reduce to a simplified form
In the optically thin limit as [25]

BEE - e - 3NB = 12(_-E 2) (24)

Assuming a solution of the form given by Eq.
(19), Eq. (24) Is written as

h{{ - h - 3Nh = - gEE + 3Ng + 12(_ - E2) (25)

Consequently,

g" - 3Ng - 12(_ - _2) (26)

and h{{ - h - 3Nh = 0 (27)

From the solution of Eqs. (26) and (27), the
solution for Eq. (24) is obtained as

B(E,_) = (1613N2) [slnh (-_2)Islnh(_)]

cosh [/)l_ (_-1/2)] + (4/N)(E 2 - _ + 2/3N)

aD

£ Cn
n=I

sin (aU exp [-(3N + a 2) z]; a = nn

(28a)

Cn = 0 , for n even (2Bb)

= 32 (3N + a2)/(3N 2 a 3)

+ 2a/[3N2(3N + a2)] , for n odd (28c)

By combining Eqs. (12) and (28), the expression
for the bulk temperature ts obtained as

0b = 6 (([6/3N2)[stnh(-V_/2)/stnh(v_JW)] x

[(1/3N) cosh(?Jl(/2) - (4 + V'31_) (3N) -3/2 x

slnh(_12)] + (4IN) [-1/30 + I/(9N)]

m

+ £. Cn(1/a + 4/a 3) exp[-(3N + a2),_]} (29)
n=l

Large Path Length Limit

In this limit, the steady-state energy
equation, Eq. (16), reduces to [8, 11, 25]

1
O' - 2(3_ 2 - 2_3) + 1 = M S e(E') d{'/(E - _')

0 (30)

where

n

M = H1L/k = (L/k) i=IE Aoi (de i/dT)TI

The nondimenstonal parameter M constitutes the
radiation-conduction interaction parameter for
the large path length limit. Equation (30) does
not appear to possess a closed form solution; a
numerical solution, however, can be obtained
easily.

In the large path length limit, the
transient energy equations, Eqs. ilia) and (llb),
reduce to

oEE - o- 3NO- 12(E- E2)

--ME/
0

Oil',c) d{'/(_ - _,)2

1
+ f O({',_)d{'/({'-{) 2] (31a)

eel- o - 12 (E - 42 )



I

= B f (_e/_.°)d_.'/(_,-4_ ') (31b)
0

Since Eq (31a)ca. be
written as

e_ - e - 3Ne - 12(_ - _Z)

I
• - M / e((',t) d('l(C - _,)2 (31c)

0

Through integration by parts, Eq. (31c) can be
expressed as

- e - 3Ne - 12(_ - _2)

1
= M j (OelOE')d('/(E-C') (31d)

0

Equations (31a) - (31d) represent different forms
of the governing equations in the large path
length limit. With the exception of the term
(-3NO) on the left-hand side, Eq. (31d) Is

Identical to Eq. (31b). Since N represents the
radiatlon-conduction interaction parameter only
in the optically thln limit [8], It should not
appear in the governing equation for the large
path length limit. Thus, Eq. (31b) Is the
correct equation to use for solution in the large

path length limit; the solution of this equation
is obtained by numerical techniques.

Method of Solution

The solution procedures for both steady and
unsteady cases are presented in thts section. In
principle, the same numerical procedure applies
to both the general and large path length limit
cases.

Steady-State Solutions

The general solution of Eq. (16) is obtained
numerically by employing the method of variation
of parameters. For this, a polynomial form for
e(_) Is assumed In powers of ( as

n

e(_)- _ am F,m
m-O

(32)

By considering a five term series solution (a
quartlc solutlon In _) and satisfying the
boundary conditions e(O) - e'(I/2) - o and
e'(O) - -e'(1), one obtains

e(c) = al(E - 2_3 + E4) + a2(E2 _ 2C3 + E4) (33)

$'(_) - a1(1 - 6_ 2 + 4(3) + a2(2_ - 6( 2 + 4(3)

(34)

A substitution of Eq. (34) tn Eq. (16) results tn

al(l - 6E2 + 4C3) + a2(2E - 6E2 + 4E 3)

- 2(3_2 - Z_3} + I -_ (L/k)
n

£ HII Uol x
n=l

(/ o(c')X_[_Uoi(C-C')]dC'
0

!

- / e(c'))[_[_Uoi(C'- c)]d¢') (35)

where expressions for e(_') are obtained from
Eq. (33).

The two unknown constants a 1 and a2 In Eq.
(35) are evaluated by satisfying the tntegral
equation at 11_o convenient 1ocatlons (_=0 and
C-I/4 tn the present case). The entire

procedure for obtaining a! and a z is described in

[25]. With known values of a! and a2, Eq. (33)
provides the general solution for e(¢). The
expression for the bulk temperature is obtained
by combining Eqs. (12) and (33) as

eb • (1/70) (17a I + 3a z) (36)

It should be noted that for the case of no

radiative interaction az = 0 and aI = -I, and Eq.

(36) gives the result of £q. (17).

The 9overning equation for the large path
length limtt is Eq. (30). For this equation also
the solution Is given by Eqs. (33) and (36) but
the values of a's are completely different In
this case [25].

Transient Solutions

The governing energy equations for the
transient case are Eqs. (!la) and (lib). General
solutions of these equations are obtained also
numerically by employing the _thod of variation

of parameters. For the present problem, a
polynomial form for e(_,t) ts assumed as

n
e(t,t) - £ a (_) 4_m (37)

m=0 In

For a quadratic temperature distribution tn
(with time dependent coefficients), [q. (37) ts
written as

e(_,_) = ao(_) + al(_) E + a2(_) EZ (38a)

By using the boundary conditions 0(0,_) = 0 and

eE(E=I/2) = O, this reduces to

e((,=) - g(=) (_:-r. 2) (38b)



where g(t) represents the time dependent
coefficient. Consequently,

0{(4,_) = g(_) (1-24); 044(4,_)

= -2g(_); e (4,_) = (4-42) g'(_) (39)

Also, a combination of Eq. (6a) and (38b) yields
the initial condition

e(4,0)= g(O)= 0 (40)

Note that essential boundary conditions are used
already in obtaining the solutlon represented by
Eq. (38b).

By employing Eqs. (38b) and (3g), Eqs. (lla)
and (llb) are transformed in alternate forms
which are expressed in a compact form as

[Jl (4)']g'(1) + j2(4 ) g(_) + 12 = 0 (41)

where Jl(4) and J2(4) are defined in [25]. The

function Jl({) is used for solution of Eq. (lla)

and J2(_) is used for solution of Eq. (llb). The

solution of Eq. (41) satisfying the initial
conditions of Eq. (40) is given by

g(1) "_T (exp [-J(4)_]-l} (42)

The temperature distribution given by Eq. (38b)
can be expressed now as

e(4,_) =T_ {exp['J(4)_]-l}(4"42) (43)

The expression for the bulk temperature is

obtained through use of Eq. (12) as

I

eb = 72 f [((-42)2/J({)](exp[-J({)_]-1} (44)
0

Note that in Eqs. (42)-(44), J(4) becomes J_(_)

for solution of Eq. (11a) and J2(4) for solution
of Eq. (lib).

For a quartic solution in {, Eq. (3l) gives
the result similar to Eq. (33) which for the
transient case is expressed as

e(4,1) = g(_) (4 - 243 + _4)

+ h(_) ({2 _ 243 + 44) (45)

By substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (lla), one

obtains

x g'(_) + J3(4) g(1) + yh'(_) + J4(() hie) - - z

(46)

where

x = (4 - 2_3 + 44); Y = ({2 _ 243 + 44);

z = 12(4 - _2)

and functions J3(4) and J4(() are defined in
[25]. Equation (46) constitutes one equation in

two unknowns, namely g(_) and h(_). However,
since the equation is linear in _, the principle
of superposltlon can be used to split the
solution Into two equations as

x g'(z) + J3(() g(x) - -z/2 (47)

yh'(i) + J4(4) h(_) = -Z/2 (48)

The initial condition for this case can be
written as

o(C,O) - g(O) (( - 24 + (3)

+ h(O) (_2 _ 2_3 + {4] = 0 (4ga)

Consequently,

g(O) = O; h(O) = 0 (49b)

The solution of Eqs. (47) and (48)
satisfying the appropriate initial condition of
Eq. (4gb) is given respectively as

g(_) - [z({)/2J3({)] (exp[-J3({)_/x({)]-I} (50)

hit) - [z({)/2J4({)] (exp[-J4({)t/y(()]-l} (Sl)

By substituting Eqs. (50) and (St) into Eq. (45),
the expression for the temperature distribution
is obtained as

e(_,x) - [6(E-E2)(4-2E3+_4)/J3(_)] x

(exp[-J3(E)_/x(E)]-l} + [6(E-E 2) x

({2-2{3+{4)/j4({)] (exp[-J4({)_/y({)]-I} (52)

The bulk temperature in this case is given by



1

eb = 36 f [(E-E2)(E-2E3+E4)/J3(E)] x
0

!

(exp[-J3({)_/x({)]-l}d{ + 36 f [(__{2) x
0

({2-2E3+{4)/J4(E)](exp[-J4({)t/y({)]-l}d{. (53)

where x and y are defined in Eq. (46).

By substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (llb),
there ts obtained

xg' + Js([) g(¢) + yh + J6(E) hit) - -z (54)

where again x,y,z are defined tn Eq. (46) and

functions JS(E) and J6(E) are defined in
[25]. The solution procedure for thts equation
is identical to that for Eq. (46) and the results
for temperature distribution and bulk temperature

are given respectively by Eqs. (52) and (53) with

J3 replaced by J5 and J4 by J6"

In the large path length limit, the two
applicable governing equations are Eqs. (31b) and
(31d). The solutions of these equations can be
obtained from the general solutions by evaluating
the Integrals in J function tn the large path
length limit [25].

Physical Conditions and Data Source

As discussed in [25-27], four specific
absorbing emitting species were selected for an

extensive study; these are CO, CO2, OH and H20.
The species CO was selected because it contalns
only one fundamental vibration-rotation (VR) band
and all spectral lnform tion are easily available
in the literature. It is a very convenient gas
to test the numerical procedure without requiring
excessive computattnal resources. Spectes OH and
H20 are the primary radiation participating
species for the pressure and temperature range
anticipated in the co_J_ustor of the scramjet
engine. Spectes C02, and combinations of CO2 and
H20 are important absorbing-emitting spectes in
many other co_W)ustton processes. Different
mixtures of various species (such as CO2 + H20,
OH + H20, and COb + H20 + OH) were selected Yor
parame[ric studies. Thermophyslcal properties of
these species are given in [26] for different
temperatures.

In radiative transfer ar_lyses, it is
essential to employ a suitable model to represent
the absorption-emission characteristics of
specific species under investigation. Several
line-by-line (LBL), narrow-band, and wide-band
models are available to model the absorption of a
VR band [7-12]. However, it ts often desirable
to use a simple correlation to represent the
total absorption of a wide band. Several such
correlations are available tn the literature [7-
12]. The relative merits of these correlations

are discussed tn [12]. In this study, the
correlation proposed by Tien and Lowder [7] is

employed and thls is given by

+2
A(u) = In (uf(p) [ u 2fll]) ] + 1} (55)

where

fiB) = 2.9411 - exp(- 2.60 p)]

and p represents the ltne structure parameter.

The spectral information and correlation
quantities needed for different species were
obtained from Refs. 7-9, 26 and 28. The specific
VR bands considered for each species are: CO
(4,7_ fundamental), OH (2.8p fundamental), CO2
(15p, 4.3_ and 2.7v), and H20 (20_° 6.3_,
2.7_, 1.87_° and 1.38_).

In a mixture of several species, spectral
lines and bands overlap in certain spectral
regions. The total absorptance in such regtons
cannot be calculated simply by adding the
contributions of different bands and corrections
should be made to account for the partial
overlapping. If line-by-line or narrow band
models are employed in the general formulation of
the physical problem° then there ts no need for
such corrections [12o 29, 30]. The solution of
LSL formulation, however, requlres considerably
large computational resources. Use of narrow
band models offers some computational relief but
certatn spectral tnformtion needed are not
available for many species for temperatures
higher than about 600 K. A relatively easier
procedure (called the block method) is suggested
by Edwards [13] and Is useful in calculating the
total emissivity of a mixture of several spectes.
Another method suggested by Penner and Varanast
[31] is probably the most convenient method to
use tn the frame work of the radiative flux
formulatln expressed in terms of the ,id-band
model absorptance and correlations.

For a homogeneous path,
absorptance of a band is given by

the total

A(y) = /= [1 - exp(- < y)] d_o (56)
¢d

0

where both K and = have units of ca "1. If In
(d

a spectral range _t' there are contributions
from bands of different spectes, then for a
homogeneous path the transmittance is given by

N

• A_t = exp(- Z _ y)

where N represents the number of participating
species in the gaseous mixture. Consequently,
Eq. (56) can be expressed as

N

Al'l [Z-exp(- _. _ y}]d= (58)
t_"l J'l ul J

If two bands of different (or same) species are



occupying approximately the same spectral range

A_I, then Eq. (58) reduces to

{z- exp(_ + %i )y))d_ (sg)
Af = JA_i Uil Z

By employing the relations for the exponentials,
Eqs. (59) can be expressed as [31]

[I - exp(- y)] d_

A i - /Aw I KWil

or

+ / [I - exp(- ] d= - AA (60aS
A_ i K_IZ)

A - AI + A2 - AA (60bY

where

([l- exp(- y)]x

[I - exp I- y)]} d_ (60c)
("12

Use of Eqs. (60) has been made by Felske and Tlen
[32] to calculate absorptances of homogeneous and

nonhomogeneous mixtures of CO2 and H(O In the 2.7
p region for different pressure ano temperature
conditions. A similar procedure is used in this

study to account for the overlapping effects of
different species [28].

For the physical problem considered, the

dependent variables are e and eh (or Nu) and
independent variables are _ and X. The para-

meters, in general, are T., P, and L. The large
path length and optlca_ly thin limits are
characterized respectively by parameters M and N.
Radiative and thermophyslca I properties of

participating species are evaluated at different
specified pressures and temperatures.

Results and Discussions

Extensive results have been obtained for
variation of e and eL for different conditions.
Selected results are ° presented here to compare

solutions of quadratic and quartlc formulations
and demonstrate the variation of e with • and

and of eh with L for single component systems
and homoge_neous mixtures. Some other results are
available in [28]. For all results presented
here, a lower value of e (or eh) in the figures
indicates a higher value of _mperature tn the
medium; this, in turn, tmpltes a relatively
higher ability of the gas to transfer radiative

energy.

Results of quadratic and quartic formula-
tions are compared tn Figs. 2-5 for different
species. The centerltne temperature variations
wtth nondtmensional time are compared tn Ftg. 2
for P = 1 arm, TW - SO0 K, and L - 5 ca. The

results show that the steady-state conditions are

reached at an earJler time for H20; and this is
followed respectively by CO2, CO, and OH.
Significant differences are noted between the
quadratic and quartlc solutions for larger
times. For the conditions of results presented

in the figure, the difference are found to be

greatest for OH and lowest for H20. The results
for e versus _ are compared for P - I arm, L

= I0 cm, and Tw - 500 K in Flg. 3 and TW - 1,000
K in Flg. 4. The results demonstrate that
considerable differences in solutions can occur
at different locations in the channel and that

the differences are larger for the lower wall

temperature. Results for eb versus t presented
In Fig. 5 show that the differences in two
solutions are relatively larger at lower plate

spacings and that quarttc solutions approach the
correct limtting solution for the case of no
radiative Interaction ((_. =-0.243). From the
results presented tn Ftg_. 2-5 and in Refs. 26
and 27 tt is concluded that whtle quadratic and
quartic solutions are identical for radiative
equilibrium and radiation wtth conduction cases,
they differ significantly for the case of
combined conduction, convection and radiation.
As such, all other results for thts study were
obtained by using the quarttc formulation.

The results for temperature variations with
nondimenslonal time are presented In Figs. 6-9
for various species and for different physical
conditions. The centerllne temperature
distribution for general and limiting cases are

illustrated in Flg. 6 for Tw = 500 K, P - I am,
and L = S cm. The results show that the steady-
state conditions are reached at about • = O.S
for all species. As noted earlier, these results

also demonstrate that H20 is a highly radiation
participating gas as compared to CO2, CO, and
OH. In comparison to other species _onsidered,
OH takes relatively longer times to reach the
steady state and is least effective in
transferring the radiative energy. For the
specified physical conditions, the large path
length solutions are closer to the general
solutions and optically thtn solutions provide
higher rate of energy transfer. For all species,
optically thin solutions reach the steady state
faster than other solutions. Also, tn the
optlcally thin limit, CO2 is more effective in
the radiative transfer process than other

species. The reasons for such trends are given
in [8, 26, 27]. The results for Tw - BOO K and
1,000 K are compared in Flg. 7, and they simply
indicate that the rate of energy transfer is

higher at the higher temperature. The results
for _ - 0.25 and 0.5 are compared In Flg. 8 for

TW - 1,000 K, P - I arm, and L - 5 ca. It Is
noted that the rate of energy transfer Is higher
at earlier times and at locations closer to the

wall. The centerline temperature variations for
L - S cm and I0 cm are illustrated In Flg. g for

Tw - 1,000 K and P - I arm. As would be
expected, the rate of energy transfer is seen to
increase with the increasing path length.

The results for temperature variations
within the plates are presented tn Figs. 10-14
for different conditions. Since the temperature
profiles are symmetric, most of these results are
illustrated only for _ - 0 to _ - O.S. The
stady-state solutions for various species are



compared in Fig. lO for P = 1 aim, L = lO cm, and
different wall temperatures. Results again
demonstrate the relative Importance of different
species for energy transfer. It ts noted that
the results for C02at Tw = 500 K are exactly the
same as for OH ate.. = -|,000 K, and the results
for CO and H20 are about the same at Tw= 1,000 K
and 2,000 K. This obviously is a coincidence for
the physical case considered. The general and

limiting solut|ons for OH, CO, 602, and H20 are
presented, respectively, In Figs. II through 14a
for Tw = 500 K, P = 1 atm, and L = 10 cm. These
results also show that the steady-state condi-

tions reach earlier for H20 and CO2 than for CO
and OH. In general, the differences between
limiting and general solutions are found to be
small at earlier times; the maxtmum difference
occurs at the steady-state conditions. In each
case, the large path length solutions are closer
to the general solutions, but the optically thin
solutions are found to deviate considerably.
This ts because for P = I atm and L = 10 cm, the
pressure path length Is sufficiently high and the
optically thin limit is not the correct limit for
the physical case considered, it should be noted
that for CO, C02, and H20, the optically thin
solutions are identical fo-r_ > 0.05. Additional

results given in [28] reveal that the differences

between general and large path length solutions
are insignificant at higher temperatures for all
species. The general solutions for the
temperature variation across the entire duct are
Illustrated in Flg. 14b for H_O for the physical
conditions of Tw = 1,000 K, P-- 1 aim, and L = 5
cm. The parabolic nature of the transient
profiles ts clearly evident and, in this case,
the steady-state is reached at • > 0.5.

The bulk temperature results as a function
of the distance between the plates are presented
in Figs. 15-19 for different times. General as
well as limiting solutions are Illustrated in
these figures. As mentioned earlier, the
limiting value of e. = - 0.243 corresponds to
negligible radiation, o For all species, the
results presented In the figures are for a
pressure of one atmosphere. However, for any
particular L, the large path length results
essentially represent the limiting solutions for
high pressures. The results, in general, demon-
strate that the rate of energy transfer is higher
at earlier times, the effect of radiation

increases with increasing plate spacing, and the
radiative transfer Is more pronounced at the
higher wall temperature.

General as well as llmittng solutions for
the bulk temperature are illustrated in Figs. 15-
18 for individual species. It Is seen that for
all species the general solutions for • = 0.5
and l.O are essenUally the same for all plate
spacings, and the large path length results are
valid for spacings greater than L = 10 cm for all
times. The results for OH are presented in Figs.
15a and ISb for Tw = SO0 K and 1,000 K,
respectively. It is noted that optically thln

results provide the correct limiting solutions
for plate spacings upt_ L = 3 cm for all times.

The results for T., = 500 K show only slight
difference between _eneral and large path length

solutions for • --0.5, and no significant
difference was noted at earlier times (Fig. 15a).
This, however, is not the case for the results

presented in Fig. ISb at Tw = 1,O00 K. This
trend in results for OH was noted also in [26,
27]. The results for CO are illustrated in Fig.
16 for Tw = 500 K and P = 1 aim. In this case,
the optically thin solutions are seen to be valid

only upto L = 1.5 cm. For Tw = 1,000 K and P = 1
aim, the results presented in Fig. 17 for CO2 and
in Flg. 18 for H20 show the same general trend
but the extent of radiative interaction ts

entirely different. For C02, there Is a
considerable difference in general and optically
thin solutions for a11 times. For H20 , however,
the optically thin results are closer to the
general solutions for spacings upto L = 2.5 cm,
The results presented in Figs. 15-18 clearly
reveal that for a fixed spacing between the
plates the rate of radiative heating wtll be
considerably higher at earlier times than at the
steady state. Thus, in a particular physical
system, the extent of radiative heating can be
very intense during the Initial stages of opera-
tion. It ts also important to note that both the
optically thin and large path length results
overestimate the influence of radiation. Since
these solutions can be obtained with less
numerical complications, they can be utilized to
assess whether or not, for a given gas, the
interaction of radiation is going to be
important.

A comparison of the general band absorptance
results for the four gases ts shown in Fig. 19
for a pressure of one atmosphere and a wall
temperature of 1,000 K. The results clearly
demonstrate the relative abillty of the four

species for radiative transfer at different path
lengths. For a plate spacing of greater than L =
3.0 cm, the results show the same trend as noted
in Figs. 2-I0. For lower plate spacings and

relatively higher temperatures, however, CO2
shows a significantly higher ability for radia-
tive transfer than other species. This is a

typical distinguishing feature of the CO2 under
optically thln conditions [8, 26, 27].

For steady-state conditions, bulk tempera-
ture results were obtained for mixtures of
dt f ferent absorbtng-emt tung species under
various condtttons and some of these are
presented in Figs. 20-27. The relattve amount of
each species in the mixture and the relative
ability of the species for radiative transfer In
a given physical condition determine the extent
of radiative interaction.

As mentioned before, in many combustion
processes involving fossil fuels, the predominant
products of combustion are carbon dioxtde and
water vapor. Extensive studies have been
conducted in the literature to determine the

total emissivity of CO2 and H20 for homogeneous
and nonhomogeneous conditions. However, only
limited studies are available involving mixtures
of CO2 and H20 for realistic and important
physical condffions. The bulk temperature

results for three different mixtures of CO2 + H20
are presented In Figs. 20-23 for d#fferent
temperatures and pressures. As would be
expected, the results, in general, show that the
extent of radiative Interaction increases with
increasing temperature, pressure, and Bath
length. It is seen that the radiative interac-

tion ts stronger for higher amount of H20 tn the

lO



mixture. However, for the optical ly thin
conditions, the radiative contribution Is seen to

increase with increasing amount of CO2 at
rela tlvely higher tempera tures.

The bulk temperatures results for mixtures

of OH and H20 are illustrated in Figs. 24-26 and
for mixtures of CO2, H20, and OH in Fig. 27 for
different pressures and temperatures. All these
results clearly demonstrate that the radiative
ability of a gaseous mixture essentially depends

on the amount of highly radiation participating
species in the mixture. For example, a
comparison of results presented in Figs. 24 and
27 for P = I arm indicates that the rate of

radiative transfer is significantly higher with

the inclusion of 20Z CO2 in the mixture of OH and
H)O. It is further noted that OH becomes a
h)ghly radiation participating species at higher
temperatures and pressures.

Concl udin_ Remarks

Analytical formulations and numerical
procedures have been developed to investigate the
transient radiative interaction of absorbing-
emitting species In laminar fully-developed
flows. Extensive results have been obtained for

OH, CO, CO2 and H 0 for different physical
conditions, lllus_ra tive results for the

temperature distribution and bulk temperature are
presented for different pressures and wall
temperatures. In these results, a lower value of
temperature implies a relatively higher ability
of the gas to transfer radiative energy.

Comparative results of quadratic and quartlc
formulations confirm the need to use the quartic
formulation in the numerical procedures for the
case of combined conduction, convection, and
radiation. The results, in general, demonstrate
that the steady-state conditions are reached at

about • - 0.5 for all species, H20 Is a highly
radiation participating species (as compared to

CO2, CO, and OH), the rate of energy transfer is
hlgher at earlier times and at locations closer
to the wall, differences between the limiting and
general solutions are small at earlier times, the

effect of radiation increases with increasing
plate spacing, and the radiative transfer is more

prounounced at higher wall temperature and
pressure. Similar conclusions can be drawn from
the results presented for various mixtures. The
results clearly show that for a given physical
condition the radiative ability of a gaseous
mixture depends essentially on the amount of
highly radiating species tn the mixture. From
the results presented in this study, the extent
of total heating can be determined for different
times. This information is essential in design-
Ing thermal protection systems for operations
during the initial stages of intense heating.
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RADIATIVE INTERACTIONS IN LAMINAR

INCOMPRESSIBLE AND COMPRESSIBLE INTERNAL FLOWS

S. N. Tiwari 1, D. J. Singh 2 and P. A. Trivedi 3
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Abstract

Analyses and numerical procedures are presented to investigate the radiative interactions of

gray and nongray absorbing-emitting species between two parallel plates and in a circular tube.

Laminar fully developed incompressible as well as entrance region subsonic flows are considered.

The participating species considered are OH, CO, CO2, CH4, and H20. Results obtained for

different flow conditions indicate that the radiative interactions can be quite significant in fully

developed incompressible flows. For subsonic flows, however, the flowfield is not changed

significantly due to radiative interaction.

Nomenclature

A

Ao

Co
cp
ew

ew o

e I ,e2

k

L

P

Pi

Pt

Pr

qR

qc

qRw

r

ro (Xl

band absorptance = A(u,B), cm t

band width parameter, cm a

correlation parameter, atm -1 - cm l

specific heat at constant pressure kJ/kg-K ---erg/gm-K

Planck's function, (W-cm2)/cm 1

Planck's function evaluated at wave number Wo

emissive power of surfaces with temperature T1 and T2, W-cm -2

thermal conductivity, erg/cm-sec-K

distance between the plates

pressure

partial pressure

stagnation pressure

Prandtl number

total radiative heat flux, J/m2-s

conduction heat flux, j/m2-s

spectral radiation heat flux, (w-cm2)/cm 1

physical coordinate for circular tube

radius of the tube
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T1 ,T2

Tb
U

Uo

0

t¢W

top
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P

O*

C_o,CJi

integrated intensity of a wide band, atm-l-cm 2

temperature, K

wall temperature, K; TI = Tw

bulk temperature, K

nondimensional coordinate = SPy/Ao

nondimensional path length = SPL/Ao

flow angle

spectral absorption coefficient, cm 1

Planck mean absorption coefficient, cm 1

computational coordinate

density, kg/m

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, erg/(sec-cm-K 4)

wave number, cm -1

wave number at the band center, cm I

I. Introduction

There is a renewed interest in investigating various aspects of radiative energy transfer in

participating mediums. Radiative interactions become important in many engineering problems

involving high temperature gases. Recent interest lies in the areas of design of high pressure

combustion chambers and high enthalpy nozzles, entry and reentry phenomena, hypersonic

propulsion, and defense oriented research.

Basic formulations on radiative energy transfer in participating mediums are available in

standard references [1-8]. The review articles presented in [9-15] are useful in understanding

the radiative properties of participating species and the nature of nongray radiation. The validity

of radiative transfer analyses depends upon the accuracy with which absorption-emission and

scattering characteristics of participating species are modeled. There are several models available

to represent the absorption-emission characteristics of molecular species and these are reviewed

in [12, 13].

The purpose of this study is to present analyses and solution procedures for infrared

radiative energy transfer in molecular gases when other modes of energy transfer simultaneously

occur. Attention is directed to investigate radiative interactions in laminar incompressible and

compressible internal flows between two parallel plates and in a circular tube. Radiative

interactions in incompressible duct flows have been investigated extensively in the literature

with certain inherent simplifying assumptions [16-35]. The main thrust of this research is to

develop procedures for investigating radiative interactions in subsonic compressible entrance

region flows and provide a parametric study for different participating species. However, basic

formulations, numerical procedures, and certain results of incompressible fully-developed duct

flows are also presented for comparative purposes.
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II. Basic Formulation

Basic governing equations and boundary conditions are provided here for the two physical

problems considered in this study. These are fully developed laminar incompressible flow

between two parallel plates and within a circular tube, and developing laminar compressible

flow in ducts.

A. Fully-Developed Incompressible Flow

The physical problem considered is the energy transfer in laminar, incompressible, constant

properties, fully developed flow of absorbing-emitting gases between two parallel plates (Fig. l a)

and within a circular tube (Fig. lb). The condition of uniform surface heat flux is assumed such

that the surface temperature varies in the axial direction. Extensive treatment of this problem

for the parallel plate geometry is available in the literature. However, only limited attentions

have been directed in obtaining nongray solutions for the circular tube geometry [19, 20, 23,

26]. One of the objective of this study is to obtain extensive nongray solutions for the circular

tube geometry for different flow and physical conditions.

For the parallel plate geometry (Fig. la), the energy equation can be expressed as [1]

OT OT 02T 10qR

+ vb-y-y= (1)0y 2 pCp Oy

where a = (k/p Cv), represents the thermal diffusivity of the fluid. In deriving Eq. (1), it has

been assumed that conduction as well as radiation heat transfer in the x direction are negligible

compared to that transferred in the y direction. In addition, it has been assumed that the Ecken

number of the flow is small. These assumptions are consistent with the formulations presented

in [4, 6, 8, 10, 11].

The justification for a fully developed flow in the presence of radiative interaction is provided

in [4, 8] and in cited references. For a fully developed flow, v = 0,and u is given by the well-

known parabolic profile u = 6 urn (( - (2), where ( = y/L and Um represents the mean fluid

velocity. Also, for the flow of a perfect gas with uniform heat flux, aT/0x is constant and

is given by

OT/Ox = (2aq_)/(,,:,. k) (2)

A combination of Eqs. (1) and (2), therefore, results ,;l

d20 12(_-_2)- 1 dqR
d_ 2 qw d_ (3)

where

0 = (T - Tl)/(qwL/k); T1 = Tw

Equation (3) is the governing energy equation in nondimensional form for the parallel plate

geometry. The boundary conditions for this problem can be expressed as

0 = (0)=0(1)-- 0;06(_ = 1/2) -0; 0_(_ = O)= -0_(_ = 1) (4)
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It shouldbe notedthat all boundaryconditionsgiven in Eq. (4) are not independent; any two

convenient conditions can be used to obtain specific solutions. By integrating Eq. (3) once and

using the conditions that at _ = 1/2, qR(_) and (d0/d_) are equal to zero, one obtains

d0/d_ - 2(3_ _ - 2_ 3) + 1 = qR(_)/qw (5)

Either Eq. (3) or Eq. (5) can be used to investigate the effect of radiative interaction.

For the circular tube geometry (Fig. lb), the energy equation, as given by Eq. (1), can

be expressed as

0T a 0 fr0T_ 1 1 0
- ffr(rqR) (6)u 0x r Or k, -_-r ] pCp r

where u is given by the relation u = Urn [1 -- (ro)2]. For a uniform wall heat flux and fully

developed heat transfer, in this ease, OT/Ox is given by

0T/0x = (2aqw)/(Um ro/k) (7)

Consequently, Eq. (6) may be expressed as

where

1 d

_ (_) - 4(_ - _3) = ___--_(_qR) (8)

0 = (T - T.)/(qwro/k),_ = r/ro

It is important to note the difference in the definitions of 0 given in Eqs. (3) and (8). Upon

integrating Eq. (8) and noting that d0/d_ = 0 and qR = 0 at _ = 0, there is obtained

d0/d_ + _3 _ 2_ = qR/qw (9)

The boundary condition for this equation is given as 0(1) = 0.

For incompressible flow problems, the quantity of primary interest is the bulk temperature

of the gas. For a fully-developed flow between parallel plates, this is expressed as

/olOb--(Tb-T1)/(qwL/k)=6 0(()(( - (2)d( (10)

where qw = fi (TI - Tb), and ii represents the equivalent (or effective) heat transfer coefficient
(W/cm 2 - K).

For the fully-developed flow in a circular tube, the expression for the bulk temperature is

given by

0b(Tb -- Tw)/(qro/k) = 4 0(()(( - _3)d( (11)

where qw h (Tw - Tb).

In general, the heat transfer results are expressed in terms of the Nusselt number Nu =

Dh/k. Here, Dh represents the hydraulic diameter. For the parallel plate geometry, Dh equals

twice the plate separation, i.e., Dh = 2L. For the circular tube geometry, Dh represents the actual

diameter of the tube, i.e., Dh = 2ro. Upon eliminating the heat transfer coefficient h from the

expressions for qw and Nu, a relation between the Nusselt number and the bulk temperature

is obtained for both geometries as Nu = - 2/0b. The heat transfer results, therefore, can be

expressed either in terms of Nu or 0b.



B. Laminar Compressible Flow

The physical problem considered for basic understanding of radiative interaction in com-

pressible flows is two-dimensional variable property laminar flow between two parallel plates.

For this model, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in fully conservative form are used to

describe the flow field. These equations, in physical domain, can be written as (Fig. lc)

0U OF 0G

0--( + _ + cg--y-= 0 (12)

where vectors U, F and G are expressed as

U

p

pu

pv

pH - P

F

p

pu 2 + P - rxx

puv -- rxy

(E + P)u - urxx - Vrxy + qcx + qax

P
puv -- rxy , P = pRT

G = / pv2 + P - ryy

L (E + p)v - Urxy - VTyy -{-qCy + qRy

The viscous stress terms appearing in the definitions of F and G are given in [36]. The relations

for conduction heat transfer in x and y directions are given by

0T = _k0T
qcx = -k_-x; qcy 0y

(13)

The terms qRx and qRy represent radiative fluxes in x and y directions, respectively; expressions

for these are provided in the next section. The total energy flux in a given direction is given by

the corresponding last term in the definition of F or G. Consequently, this formulation involves

all kinds of energy interaction including frictional (aerodynamic) heating. The coefficient

of viscosity is evaluated by using the Sutherland's formula and the coefficient of thermal

conductivity is calculated by using a constant value of the Prandd number.

Equation (12) can be used to obtain solutions for all kinds of compressible flows. However,

boundary conditions and numerical procedures for different flows are quite different. For

subsonic flows the treatment of the inflow conditions is guided by the theory of characteristic.

A locally one-dimensional flow has four characteristic equations with slopes u, u+c, u and u-c.

If the flow is subsonic at the inflow, then the u-c characteristic has a negative slope and it

propagates informations from the interior upstream to the inflow boundary. In this case, only

three quantities can be specified at the inflow and the fourth quantity must be allowed to vary

as the solution progresses.
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In this study, the stagnationpressure,stagnationtemperatureandflow anglearespecified
at the inflow. Thesequantitiesare relatedto the statepressureand statetemperatureby the
following equations

--P-=Pt (1 + __M2) "r/('r-1)

Tt ( __ ) V=Tan(0iF )--_-= 1+ M2 ;u (14)

Equations (14) is a system of three equations in four unknowns, P, T, u and v. To complete

the system of equations, a zero order extrapolation is used for the pressure at the inflow. The

outflow boundary is also calculated based on the theory of characteristic. For subsonic flow

at the outflow, the u-c characteristic propagates information upstream from the boundary to the

interior, i.e., only one quantity can be specified at the outflow. The state pressure is specified

at the outflow while u, v and T are calculated using a zeroth-order extrapolation. Along the

surfaces, following boundary conditions were applied

u = 0,v = 0,0P/0y = 0,T = Tw (15)

The density is obtained from the equation of state using the computed surface pressure and

prescribed surface temperature.

HI. Radiative Transfer Models

Evaluation of the energy equation presented in Eqs. (3), (5), (8), (9) and (12) requires an

appropriate expression for the net radiative flux. A suitable radiative transport model is needed

to represent the true nature of participating species and transfer processes. In this section, a

brief discussion of various absorption models is given and essential equations for the radiative

flux are presented.

A. Absorption Models

Several models are available in the literature to represent the absorption-emission character-

istics of molecular species. The total band absorptance of a vibration-rotation band is given by

FA = [1 - exp (-g_X)d(w - wo)] (16)
00

where _w is the volumetric absorption coefficient, w is the wave number, wo is the wave number

at the band center, X = Py is the pressure path length, and the limits of integration are over the

entire band pass. Various models are used to obtain the relation for A in Eq. (16).

The gray gas model is probably the simplest model to employ in radiative transfer analyses.

In this model, the absorption coefficients is assumed to be independent of frequency, i. e., _w
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is not a functionof w. A convenient model to represent the average absorption coefficient of a

gray gas is the Planck mean absorption coefficient _p which is defined as [1]

fo °
np = t. e_(T)dw/%(T) (17a)

For a multiband gaseous system, this is expressed as

n

_p = [Pj/(o'T4)] _ e_,(T)Si(T) (17b)
i

where Pj is the partial pressure of jth species in a gaseous mixture, e,,,i (T) is the Planck function

evaluated at the ith band center, and Si(T) is the integrated band intensity of the ith band.

Several other models for the mean absorption coefficient are available in the literature [ I, 37].

Since these models account for detailed spectral information of molecular bands, this approach of

radiative formulation is referred to as the "pseudo-gray formulation." The gray gas formulation

for radiative transport is very useful in parametric studies.

There are several nongray models available in the literature to represent the absorption-

emission characteristics of vibration-rotation bands. These are classified generally in four classes,

(1) line-by-line (LBL) models, (2) narrow band models, (3) wide band models, and (4) band

model correlations. A complete discussion on usefulness and application of these models is

provided in [12, 13]. For many engineering applications, wide band model correlations provide

quite accurate results. The most commonly used wide band model correlations are due to

Edwards [11, 16] and Tien and Lowder [9]. The Tien and Lowder correlation for the total band

absorptance is a continuous correlation and is given by the relation

A(u, 3) = A(u, fl)/Ao = In {uf(t)[(u + 2)/(u + 2f(t)) l + 1} (18)

where

f(t) = 2.9411- exp (-2.60t)],t = 3/2

and u = SX/Ao is the nondimensional path length, fl = 27rT/d is the line structure parameter, 3'

is the line half width, S is the integrated band intensity, and Ao is the band width parameter.

Equation (18) provides accurate results for pressures higher than 0.5 atmosphere [12, 13].

Spectral properties and correlation quantities for various radiation participating species are

available in [5, 9, 11]. These are useful in gray as well as nongray radiative formulations.



B. Radiative Flux Equations

For many engineering and astrophysical applications, the radiative transfer equations are

formulated assuming one-dimensional planar systems. For diffuse nonreflecting boundaries and

in absence of scattering, the expression for the spectral radiative flux is given by [1, 38]

qRw(Y) = elw - e2_

3 Y

+2/o Flw(Z)_ exp [- _tcw(z - y)] dz

-_ F2_(z)x_o exp - y) dz
(19)

where

F_,(z) = %,(z) - el_; F2_(z) = ew(z) - e2_

It should be pointed out that the exponential kernal approximation has been used in obtaining

Eq. (19). The total radiative flux in a given direction is expressed as

/5qR = qR_ dw (20)

A combination of Eqs. (19) and (20) provides a proper form of total radiative flux equation

for obtaining nongray solutions of molecular species. Any convenient absorption model can be

used to obtain nongray results.

For a gray medium, Eq. (20) reduces to a simpler form and upon differentiating the resulting

equation twice, the integrals are eliminated and there is obtained a nonhomogeneous ordinary

differential equation as [1, 39]

1 d_qR(y) 9 3 de(y)
_qR(Y) -- - (21)x 2 dy 2 x dy

where x = Xp. Equation (21) is a second order differential equation and, therefore, requires two

boundary conditions. For nonblack diffuse surfaces, these are given as

([1 _) 1 [dd_ ] :0 (22a)1 [qR(Y)]y=0 -- _ y=0

(e-_ _) 1 [dd-_] =0 (22b)1 [qR(Y)Iy=L -- _XX y=L

Equation (21) along with boundary conditions can be used to obtain the energy equation for gray

gas radiative interaction. In this formulation, there is no need to linearize the radiative interaction.

For linearized radiation, however, "1q - TI = 4T_ (T - Tt) and Eq. (21) can be written as

where

d2qR/d_ 2 - _ro2 qR = 71q_, d0/d_ (23)

71 = 3ro2/N; N = k %/(4aT13); ro = xpL



For blackwalls and T1 - T2, the boundary conditions for Eq. (21) become

3qR(1/2) = 0; _qR(0) = (dqR/d_)_= 0 (24)

Equation (23) is useful in obtaining closed form solutions of simplified problems such as fully-

developed flows. The parameters for this equation are lq and to; I'7Icharacterizes the relative

importance of radiation versus conduction for a gray gas.

For a black circular tube, the spectral radiative heat flux is given by the expression [23]

qRw(r) = --
71"-,o sin

-- jfr !'0

+ f_°
sin 7

r r)]dr
F,.,(r),c,oaexp t-c--0- sT(r+ - 2rsinT)dr' d7

(25)

where Fw(r') = ew(d) - ew(Tw), and constants a and b have values of unity and 5/4, respectively.

A combination of Eqs. (20) and (25) provides a convenient form of the total radiative flux for

nongray analyses.

For a gray medium, the expression for the total radiative flux can be obtained from differential

approximation as [1, 23]

d[Id ]9 dT 4_rr r_rr (rqR) - 4 r2qR = 3¢Y_--_-r (26)

For linearized radiation, dTa/dr = 4 T_ (dT/dr) and Eq. (26) is expressed as

d-'-_ (_qa) -- _ roqR = 72qw_-_- (27)

where

72 = 3 "_o2/N; N = k Xp/(4(rT_); fo = ,¢pro; _ = r/ro

The difference in definition for ro for parallel plate case and _o for the circular tube case should

be noted. For a black tube, the boundary conditions for Eqs. (26) and (27) are found to be

_qR(1)--1 [_d-_o (_qR) ] ;qa(0)=0_¢=l
(28)

Equation (26) is used for general one-dimensional gray gas formulation and Eq. (27) for the

case of linearized radiation.
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IV. Transformed Equations and Limiting Forms

Depending upon the physical problem considered, a convenient form of the total radiative

flux should be used in the governing energy equations. For nongray formulations, in order to

be able to use the band model correlations, the equations for radiative flux must be expressed in

terms of the correlation quantities. These equations are provided in this section.

For a nongray gas consisting of n-molecular bands, a combination of Eqs. (5), (19) and (20)

provides the governing equation for black parallel plate geometry as [17, 35, 40]

dO/d_ - 2(3_ 2 - 3_ 3) + 1

-----3L_niu°i{fo'2k i---, 0(_t)m_[_u°i(_-_t)]d_t

(29)

where
= utuo = y/L;4' = u'/uo = z/L;A = A/Ao;

= ($/ho)Py; Uo = (S/Ao)PL; PS = [ a_dto;I1
JA la)

Hi = Aoi(T)(de_/dT)T,

and _:(u) denotes the derivative of A(u) with respect to u. Equation (29) is the most convenient

equation to use when employing the band model correlations in nongray radiative transfer

analyses. The limiting forms and their solutions, in the optically thin and large path length

limits, are provided in [35, 40].

A combination of Eqs. (9), (20) and (25) provides the nongray form of the energy equation

for the circular tube geometry as [23]

dO _3+ - 2e

:-.{/' ]= 4r___o Hiuoi 0(_')h_ (/_ - _') d_'
7rk i=l -' o sin

1 ["buoi , I

/, r-o ,+ 0(_')ii (_ + - 24sinT) d('
sin _, [COS 7

where

= u/uo = r/ro; u = (S/Ao)Pr, uo = (S/Ao)Pro

The limiting forms of Eq. (30) are available in [23]. The large path length limit (large uoi limit)

constitutes a very useful limit for analyzing the radiative transfer capability of gases like CO2

at room temperature and at one atmospheric pressure. For gases such as CO and C4, the results
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obtainedin this limit constitute an upper bound in radiative transfer capability. In the large path

length limit, Eq. (30) reduces to

dO _adX+ - 2¢

4ro Hi cos 7
rbk i=l .,o sin "r

0(_') [_d__l_t + _ + _, d_sinT] }d 7 (31)

Equations (30) and (31) are useful in determining the extent of radiative interaction of partic-

ipating species in a circular tube.

For linearized gray gas radiation, a combination of Eqs. (5) and (23) provides the equation

for the radiative flux for the parallel plate geometry as

d2qR/d(2 - (71 + _ro2) qR = 71qw(6_2 - 4_3 -- 1) (32)

The solution of Eq. (32) is obtained first, then the solution for 0 is obtained from Eq. (5), and

finally the relation for the bulk temperature is obtained from Eq. (10) as [17]

where

0b = CI [24 - 12M, + M_ + (M13 - 12M1 - 24)e -M']

12 71 17 71 17

5 M14 + 70 M_ 70
(33)

71 [ 48 - 3roM_ + 36roC1 = M--_.3to(1 ---e---M_}72_O 7 e-M' )

Limiting forms (optically thin and optically thick) of Eqs. (33) are available in [17].

From a combination of Eqs. (9) and (27) the relation for linearized gray gas radiative flux
for the circular tube is obtained as

_2 d2qR EdqR
+ - (1 + M_2)qR = 72qw(2_ 3 - _5) (34)

where

M_= _%2 +72

Equation (34) is solved first for qR, then the solution for 0 is obtained from Eq. (9), and finally

the bulk temperature result is obtained from Eq. (11) as [23]

Ob = C2[M2(8- M_)Io(M_) - 16 I,(M2)]

11 72 8 72 11
+

24 M_ 3 M_ 24
(35)
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where

Limiting forms of Eq.

72 [ 3_oM_-24% - 32 ]

(35) are available in the cited reference.

No attempt is made to simplify the radiative flux equation for use in Eq. (12). In this study,

however, the nonlinear form of Eq. (21) is used to obtain solutions for laminar compressible

flow between two parallel black plates.

V. Method of Solution

The solution procedure for the fully-developed incompressible flow is completely different

than the solution procedure for the laminar compressible flow. These procedures are discussed

here briefly.

A. Fully Developed Incompressible Flow

For both the parallel plate and circular tube geometries, the general nongray solutions are

obtained numerically by employing the method of variation of parameters. For both geometries,

it was essential to assume quartic formulations for 0(0 to obtain converged solution. In principle,

the same numerical procedure applies to both the general and large path length limit cases. The

entire solution procedure for the parallel plate geometry is provided in [38, 40] and for the

circular tube in [41].

B. Laminar Compressible Flow

The governing equations, Eqs. (12) and (13), are transformed form the physical plane (x,

y, t) to computational domain (_, r/, t) to facilitate the treatment of general geometry. Equation

(12) is expressed in the computational domain as

oO oF
O---t-+ _- + Or/ 0 (36)

where

0=U J; (_=Gx_-Fy¢;

1_=Fy, 1-Gx,1; J=x¢y, 1-y_x, 1

Equation (35) is solved by a time-asymptotic two step, explicit MacCormack method [42]. This

method is second order accurate in space. If a solution to Eq. (35) is known at some time t =

nAt, then the solution at next time step t = (n+l) At can be calculated from

U.n.+1 = L(At)0_,jl,J

for each grid point (i, j). The operator L consists of predictor and corrector steps. For this study,

the code developed by Kumar [43] was modified to include the radiation model. The details of

the solution procedure are available in [44].
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The radiativeflux equations,Eq. (21), is discretizedusingthe centraldifferencingscheme
as [39, 44]

2 [2(1 A---_j)9_1
Aye(1 +/_j)qj-1 - Ayj(i+/_j) /_j/_yj "1- q- t¢ qj

2 fl )fl qj+l = 1.5_j [ej+l -_ej ej -- ej-1 ] (37)-_ Ay2(1 + j j [ /_jAyj + Ayj ]

where

Ayj=yj-yj_l; /3j- Yj+I-Yj
Yj - Yj- 1

Equation (37) along with Eq. (22) forms a tridiagonal system of equation which can be solved

efficiently by the Thomas algorithm.

In the nongray gas formulation, the divergence of the radiative flux is evaluated using

a central differencing scheme and is treated as radiative source term in the energy equation.

Since the nongray formulation involves an integro-differential equation, the radiative flux term

is uncoupled and treated separately [39].

VI. Results and Discussion

Extensive results have been obtained fro fully developed incompressible laminar flows

between two parallel plates and within a circular tube for participating species OH, CO, CH4,

CO2 and H20. For the case of compressible flow between two parallel plates, however, results

have been obtained only for pure H20 as participating species and different mixtures of H20

and air. Selected results for both cases are presented and discussed in this section.

A. Fully-Developed Laminar Flows

A complete discussion (and physical interpretations) of the various parameters entering into

the present problem is given in [1, 10, 17, 23]. Numerical solutions were obtained in terms

of nondimensional temperature and bulk temperature. Specific results were obtained for OH

(2.8# fundamental), 4.7/* fundamental + 1st overtone bands), CO2 (15/*, 4.3/* and 2.7/* bands),

H20 (rotational, 6.3/*, 2.7/*, 1.87/, and 1.38/* bands), and CH4 (7.6/* and 3.3/* bands) for which

spectral information were obtained from [5, 9, 11, 16].

For CO, CO2, H20, and CH4, the results obtained by employing the "Hen and Lowder's

correlation for band absorptance are illustrated in Figs. 2-6 for the parallel plate geometry. The

limiting value of 0b = -0.243 corresponds to negligible radiation, and the effect of radiation

increases with increasing plate spacing. As would be expected, radiative transfer is more

pronounced for higher pressures and wall temperatures. Also shown in Figs. 2-5 are the limiting

solutions for large uo (LLU). It is seen that, for a given wall temperature, the large uo limit can

be obtained either by going to large values of L or to high pressures. These results also indicate

that, for a particular wall temperature, the large Uo limit for CO2 is achieved at a relatively lower

pressure than for other gases. As a matter of fact, for most practical purposes involving CO2

at room temperature, the results for the four gases is shown in Fig. 6 for a pressure of one
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atmosphereanda wall temperature of 1,000 °K. As discussed in [1, 10, 17], the relative order

of the four curves, for small values L is characteristic of the interaction parameter for optically

thin radiation, and for large L is characteristic of the interaction parameter for the large Uo limit.

For the circular tube geometry, preliminary results have been obtained for different gases

under varying conditions and selected results are presented in Figs. 7-12. The results for

temperature variations within the tube are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for different conditions.

Since the temperature profiles are symmetric, the results are illustrated only for _ = 0 to _ = 0.5.

The general band absorptance and large uo solutions for OH are illustrated in Fig. 7 for Tw =

500K and 1000K. It seems that the LLU limit is achieved for OH at Tw = 500K and P = 1 atm.

General results for differnt species are compared in Fig. 8 for "1"2= 300K, P = 1 atm, and ro

= 5 cm. These results demonstrate the relative importance of radiative interactions in a circular

tube. This is analogous to the case of parallel plate results presented in [40].

The bulk temperature results for the circular tube geometry are presented in Figs. 9-12

for different gases. The results are expressed in normalized form as 0b/gb(NR), where 0b (NR)

represents the case with no radiative interaction. The results, in general, exhibit the same

trend as presented in Figs. 2-6 for the parallel plate geometry. However, the extent of radiative

interactions is entirely different. This is because the circular geometry provides additional degrees

of freedom for radiative interactions [23]. This is the first effort where general nongray band

absorptance results have been obtained for the circular tube geometry.

B. Laminar Compressible Flow

A computer code was developed to solve the two-dimensional NavieroStokes equations for

radiating subsonic laminar flows between two parallel black plates. The dimensions of the

duct were taken as 3cm x 15cm. The radiative interaction was considered only in the normal

direction. Extensive results have been obtained for pure H20 as participating species and different

mixtures of H20 and air flowing laminarly between the plates. These are available in [39, 44]

and selected results are presented in this section.

The results for subsonic flows were obtained for two specific Mach numbers, Moo = 0.3

and Moo = 0.8. Most results presented here are for Moo - 0.3; however, certain results for

Moo - 0.8 are also presented for comparative purposes. For Moo = 0.3, the free stream (inflow)

conditions considered are, Pt = 1.064 Poo, "It = 1.018 Too, Poo = 1 atm, Too = 500 K, frl2o

= 0.5, and f_ = 0.5. The freestream conditions corresponding to Moo = 0.8 are; Pt = 1.524

Poo, "it = 1.128 Too, Poo = 1 atm, Too = 500K, fR2o = 0.5, and fair = 0.5 For both flows,

the wall temperature was maintained at Tw = 1,500K and the pressure at the channel exit was

taken to be one atmosphere.

The variation in axial velocity across the channel is shown in Fig. 13a for different x

locations. It is clearly evident that the fluid velocity in the inviscid core increases along the axial

length due to increase in the boundary layer. A fully-developed flow has not been achieved at

the channel exit. Figure 13b shows the variation of normal component of velocity across the

channel at various axial locations. The two-dimensional effects are clearly evident from the

results x = 0.015 m which is predominantly in the entrance region. The magnitude of v velocity
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decreasesasx increases;it is positive in the lower half andnegativein the upperhalf of the
channeldue to the symmetryof theproblem. For a fully-developedflow, the v componentof
velocity shouldbe zero.

Thevariationin temperatureacrossthechannelis shownin Fig. 14 for differentx locations.
Thetemperaturedecreasesfrom thewalls to thecenterof thechannelindicatingthedevelopment
of thethermalboundarylayer. Theflow is not thermallydevelopedat theexit of thechannel.

Thevariationsin conductiveandradiativefluxesalongthelengthof the plate are shown in

Fig. 15 for different y locations. The fluxes are zero along the centerline of the plate because

of physical symmetry. The conductive flux increases slowly with increasing x and becomes

essentially constant at the channel exit. The radiative interaction is strong in the first ten percent

of the length and then it slowly decreases and reaches about the same value as conductive flux
at the exit.

The variations in qcy, qRy and qty with y are shown in Figs. 16, 17 and 18, respectively. It

is noted that the variation in conductive flux across mainly with the first 20% distance from the

wall (Fig. 16). The situation, however, is not the same with respect to the radiative transfer (Fig.

17). The radiative interaction occurs in the entire width of the channel. The results presented

in Fig. 18 demonstrate that the rate of total energy transfer in the y direction is highest closer

to the entrance (x = 0.015 m) than any other x locations. This is a result of high enthalpy flow

and strong radiative interaction in this region.

Figure 19 shows the variation of radiative and conductive flux across the channel. The

radiative flux peaks at some distance away from the wall while conductive flux peaks at the

wall. This is because at the lower wall the effect of positive heat flux is partially cancelled by

the negative flux from the layers of hot gases next to the wall. At a small distance away from

the wall, however, the positive flux from both the wall and gas combine to give a maximum

heat flux. Farther into the gas, the flux from the wall and hot gas is attenuated bya the cooler

gas and is partially cancelled. At the center of the channel, the fluxes from both modes cancel

each other. This effect prevails throughout the length of the channel as is clearly evident from

the results of Figs. 19a and 19b and in Ref. 44.

The variation of the radiative, conductive and normal component of the total flux across the

channel is shown in Fig. 20 for x = 0.06 m and 0.15m. The total flux includes the convective

(flow), radiative and conductive fluxes. It is increasing to note that except very near the boundary,

the total flux is about an order of magnitude higher than the radiative flux and much higher than
"11 !

the conductive flux. In other words, according to the definition used in this study, the convective

(flow) energy is the predominate mode of energy transfer. This trend is result continues for

all axial stations [44].

The results for Moo = 0.8, in general, show the same trend as the results for Moo = 0,3.

Certain definite changes, however, are noted specific cases. For Moo = 0.8, the magnitude of

velocity variations obviously are relatively higher but the velocity boundary layers are thinner

[44]. The temperature variations shown in Fig. 21 for Moo = 0.3. This is because Too and Tw

are the same for both flows. The thermal boundary layer, however, is thicker for Moo = 0.3.
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A comparison of Moo = 0.8 and 0.3 results for qey, qRy and qty is shown in Fig. 22 for x

= 0.12 m. The results demonstrate that while conductive and total energy fluxes are influenced

considerably by changes in the Mach number, the radiative energy transfer is insensitive to such

changes. This is because radiation is influenced primarily by specified temperature and pressure
conditions and these conditions are the same for both cases.

VH. Concluding Remarks

Analytical formulations and numerical procedures have been developed to investigate the

radiative interaction of absorbing-emitting species in laminar fully-developed flows between

parallel plates and within a circular tube. The general nongray results for the circular tube

geometry have been obtained for the first time. The results demonstrate the relative ability of

various participating species for radiative interactions.

Two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations have been used to investigate the

influence of radiative energy transfer on the entrance region flow under subsonic flow conditions.

Computational procedures have been developed to incorporate gray as well as nongray formu-

lations for radiative flux in the general governing equations. Specific results have been obtained

for different amount of water-vapor in water vapor-air mixtures. Results demonstrate that the

radiative interaction increases with an increase in pressure, temperature and the amount of water

vapor. This can have a significant influence on the overall energy transfer in the system. Most

energy, however, is transferred by convection in the flow direction. As a result, the radiative

interaction does not alter the flow field significantly. Further parametric studies are needed to

make definite recommendations.
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INVESTIGATION OF RADIATIVE INTERACTIONS

IN HIGH-SPEED ENTRANCE REGION FLOWS

S. N. Tiwari and D. J. Singh

Abstract

The influence of radiative energy transfer on the entrance region flow is investigated under

supersonic flow conditions in a channel. Two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations

are solve numerically in conjunction with the radiative flux equations. The channel walls are

assumed to be black. Nongray as well as pseudo gray gas models are used to represent the

absorption-emission characteristic of the medium. The participating species considered are

different amounts of water vapor in water vapor-air mixtures. Results obtained for different

flow conditions indicate that the radiative interaction can moderately influence the overall energy

transfer, but the flowfield is not changed significantly.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of combined modes of heat transfer involving conduction, convection and

radiation has been the subject of considerable research in the last several years. The problem of

combined modes of energy transfer is a very complicated phenomenon. While conduction and

convection processes can be described by differential equations, radiation is described by integral

equation. The integrations are with respect to frequency, solid angle, and spatial coordinates. At

present, there is no analytical solution available for governing equations describing the combined

modes of energy transfer, even for simple geometries. However, with the availability of fast

computers, it is possible to solve these complicated equations numerically.

In many engineering problems involving high temperature gases such as reentry, hypersonic

propulsion, design of combustion chambers for high pressure spacecraft engines, chemical

transfer vehicles, heavy lift launch vehicles, and furnaces, the radiative interaction becomes very

important. Under certain conditions, the radiation is the predominant mode of heat transfer.

Basic formulations on radiative transfer in participating mediums are available in standard

references [1-8]. The review articles presented in [9-15] are useful in understanding the radiative

properties of participating species and the nature of nongray radiation. In most of the studies

involving radiation, certain simplifying assumptions such as gray gas [16-18], fully developed

flow [19-22], constant thermophysical properties [23-25] and linearized radiation [10, 20-22,

26-30] are invoked. The validity of radiative transfer analysis depends upon the accuracy with

which absorption-emission characteristics of participating species are modeled. There are several

models available in literature; and these are reviewed critically in [12, 13].

In general, there has been a lack of studies on radiative interaction in the entrance region of

ducts. In this region, momentum and energy equations cannot be decoupled. Some simplified

studies on this problem are available in [5, 31-33] and the cited references. Most of these

studies are restricted to constant properties and incompressible flows. Im and Ahluwaiia [34]

analyzed the combined conduction, convection and radiation in rectangular ducts by solving



simultaneously the fluid dynamical and the radiation transport equations. The flow was assumed

as parabolic thereby excluding the possibility of flow re,circulation. Soufiani and Taine [35]

studied the thermal and dynamical entrance region for a steady laminar flow between two parallel

plates. The walls were considered diffuse and fluid as homogeneous absorbing, emitting and

nonscattering medium. The viscous dissipation effects and axial diffusion were neglected in

the energy equation. The results showed a significant difference in temperature and velocity

profiles by inclusion of radiation. Mani et al. [36] studied the chemically reacting and radiating

supersonic flow between parallel plates in a channel with a ten degree ramp. They showed that

in the case of flow without chemical reaction, most of the energy is transferred by convection.

As a result, the flow field is not affected significantly.

The objective of this study is to investigate the influence of radiative interactions on the

subsonic and supersonic region flows. To accomplish this, a mixture of water vapor an air

flowing laminarly between parallel plates is considered. The walls are maintained at constant

temperatures. The strong temperature gradient between walls and the fluid requires the use of

temperature dependent fluid properties. The flow and energy conservation equations, therefore,

are solved simultaneously. The effects of various parameters such as Mach number, pressure,

amount of participating species, and the plate separation distance are investigated.

2. BASIC THEORETICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Flow Equations

Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in fully conservative form are used to describe

the flow field. These equations, in physical domain, can be written as (Fig. 1)

Ou OF OG
-- -- = 0 (2.1)
Ot +-5-_x + Ov

where vectors U, F and G are expressed as

U=[p pu pn-P]

F = [p Pu 2 + P - rxx puv - r_ v

G= [p puv- r=! F pv 2 + p- ryy

The viscous stress terms are given by

2 ( Our_ = _/J 20x

2 ['200

rxy = Iz

(Et + p)u - ur_ - vr:y + qc: + qR_]

(Et + p)v - ur_y - v%_ + qcy + qRv]

) (2.2a)

/gx + _ = ryz (2.2c)
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whereqc_ and qRy are component of conductive flux in x and Y directions, respectively, and

are expressed as

K OT (2.3a)
qc_ = -

K OT
qcy=- _ (2.3b)

The terms qRz and qRy in the definitions of vector F and G represent the radiative flux in x and

y directions, respectively. The relations for the radiative flux are developed in Sec. 3. The total

energy flux in a given direction is given by the corresponding last term in the definition of F and

G. The coefficient of viscosity/t is evaluated using the Sutherland's formula and the coefficient

of thermal conductivity is calculated by using a constant value of the Prandtl number equal to

0.72. In order to complete the system, the equation of state is used as

P = pRT (2.4)

The above equations can be used for subsonic as well as supersonic flows. However, the

boundary conditions are numerical procedures for the two flows are quite different.

2.2 Inlet and Boundary Conditions

The treatment of the inflow boundary conditions is guided by the theory of characteristic.

A locally one-dimensional flow has four characteristic equations with slopes u, u+c, u and u-c.

If the flow is subsonic at the inflow, then the u-c characteristic has a negative slope and it

propagates information from the interior upstream to the inflow boundary. In this case, only

three quantities can be specified at the inflow and the fourth quantity must be allowed to vary

as the solution progresses.

In this study, the stagnation pressure, stagnation temperature and flow angle are specified

at the inflow. These quantities are related to the state pressure and state temperature by the

following equations

P, (1 + ___lM2) "r/('r-l)-- = (2.5)
P

(2.6)

v tan (OIF) (2.7)
U

Equations (2.5)-(2.7) are a system of three equations in four unknown, P, T, u and v. To

complete the system of equations, a zero order extrapolation is used for the pressure at the

inflow. The outflow boundary is also calculated based on theory of characteristic. For subsonic

flow at the outflow, the u-c characteristic propagates information upstream from the boundary to
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theinterior,i.e. only onequantitycan be specified at the outflow. The state pressure is specified

at the outflow while u and v and T are calculated using a zeroth-order extrapolation. Along the

surfaces, following boundary conditions were applied

0P
u=0, v=0, --=0, T=Tw (2.8)

0r

The density is obtained from the equation of state using the computed surface pressure and

prescribed surface temperature. Fourier's heat conduction law is used to calculate the conductive

heat flux.

For supersonic flows, the inflow properties are assumed to be chemically frozen. The

outflow conditions are calculated from adjacent nodes using a first order extrapolation. The

pressure at walls are calculated by a second order one-sided differencing procedure. The free

stream conditions considered for each case are indicated in discussing the results.

3. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELS

Radiative transport is a quite complicated phenomenon, as an element not only exchanges

energy with its neighbors, but also from all other elements. This results in an integral expression

with integration with respect to frequency, solid angle, and spatial coordinates. The applicability

and validity of the radiative transfer in a physical problem depends on the accuracy with which

the radiation is modeled. In most studies, the "tangent slab approximation" [8, 10, 36] is invoked;

it treats the gas layer as one-dimensional slab in evaluation of the radiative flux (Fig. 1). In recent

years, there have been few studies [36-39] which include the multidimensional effects. In this

section, a brief discussion of various absorption models is given and essential equations for the

radiative flux are presented.

3.1 Absorption Models

The gray gas approximation is the simplest model to calculate the radiative flux. Although

unrealistic, this model has yielded accurate prediction of heat flux burning rates in moderate size

fires [40]. It has also been useful for estimating the total radiative flux in furnaces [41]. In this

model, the absorption coefficient is assumed to be independent of f_luency. It overestimates the

radiative flux because participating gas is actually transparent over large region of spectrum, and

may be practically opaque in other regions. Thus, an attempt to represent the entire spectrum

with a mean absorption coefficient will lead to overestimation of radiant flux in the transparent

and opaque regions. The model, however, is very useful as first approximation in providing

insight into the parametric trends to be expected in the system and in estimating the significance
of radiation.

There are various nongray models available which relax the gray gas assumption. A few of

these are line by line models, narrow band models and wide band models. These are discussed

here briefly.

The line by line models [12, 13] by far are the most accurate models available. They

account for each line of the absorbing species. However, these models are very expensive to
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use. Since most applications require knowledge of only the properties averaged over spectral

range, the narrow band models which are computationally fast and accurate are widely used. Four

commonly used narrow band models are the elasser, statistical, random elasser and quasi random

[12, 13]. Next in order are the wide band models which provide correlations that are valid over

the entire band pass. These correlations are quite accurate for many engineering applications.

The most commonly used wide-band model correlations are the Edwards exponential wide band,

Tien and Lowder, and Cess and Tiwari [9-13]. The application of a model to a particular case

depends on the nature of the absorbing emitting species.

3.2 Radiative Flux

For a nonscattering medium and diffuse boundaries, the expression for the radiative flux is

given as [1, 42]

q_(y) = 2_,_E3(_y) - 2_2,_E3[,_,(L- y)]

+ 2{fo y _(¢),_,_2[_,(y- ¢)]d¢
L

where

E2(_)= _exp -

and

E3(r/)= _exp -

The total radiative flux is given by

(3.1)

_0 °°
qR --- qRa, do., (3.2)

For a gray medium, ,¢_ is independent of the wave number and an expression for the radiative

flux is obtained from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) as

qR = (Y) = el -- e2 + _ [e(_) - e,lexp -_,¢(y - £) xd£

_ _L [_(,)-_]exp [-_,_(y-,)],_d_} (3.3)

Differentiating Eq. (3.3) twice, the integrals are eliminated and there is obtained a nonhomoge-

nous ordinary differential equation as [1, 361

1 d2qR(y) 9 3 dr(y )
_qR(Y) - - (3.4)t: 2 dy 2 x dy



This is a second order differential equation; hence it requires two boundary conditions. For

nonblack diffuse surfaces, these are given as

(1 _) 1 [dqR] =0 (3.5a)[qR(Y)]y=0--_xx[. dy iV=0

(1 _) 1 rdqR] =0[qR(Y)]y=L + "_x l dy J,=L

In order to solve Eq. (3.4), one needs an expression for x, which is given as

(3.5b)

G n

-- _rT4(y) Z e_,,(T)Si(T) (3.6)
i=1

Here, x represents the Planck mean absorption coefficient and is function of temperature and

species partial pressure Pj.

An expression for the divergence of radiative flux in the optically thin limit is obtained from

Eq. (3.1) as [1].

dq/L
-- 2xw[2eb,o(y) -- el -- e2] (3.7)

du

In the optically thick limit, Eq. (3.1) reduces to [11

4 deb,,

qR_- 3xw dy (3.8)

Equations (3.7) and (3.8) can be used to obtain limiting solutions for the gray model.

For a nongray model consisting of n-molecular (vibration-rotation) bands, a combination of

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) results in [1, 42]

where

qR( ) = el - e2

3_-_Aoiuoi{/Fl,.,,(,',ft_[3uoi(_-,')]d,'+2i=1
0

FI,,,(_) = e,.,,(_) - el,.,,, F2,.,,(_) = e,,,,(Q - e2,o,,_ = y/L = u/uo

and ,4'(u) denotes the derivative of A(u) with respect to u. Equation (3.9) is the most convenient

equation to use when employing the band model correlations in nongray radiative transfer

analyses. Spectral properties and correlation quantities for various participating species are

available in [9, 11].
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In theoptically thin limit [1, 10], ,4(u) = u and ,4'(u) = 1. In this limit, the divergence of

radiative flux is obtained by differencing Eq. (3.9) as

dq_...ffR= 3__ Aoiuoi
dy 2. L

t--'--|

(3.10)

In the large path length (i.e., for Uoi >> 1 for each band), ,4'(u) = In (u) and /i'(u) = 1/u.

Consequently, in this limit, one obtains a simple relation from Eq. (3.9) as [1, 10]

f01 de_ d_'dqR _ Ao, d_' _ - _'
d_ i=1

(3.11)

Equations (3.10) and (3.11) are used to obtain limiting solutions for nongray radiation.

For nongray radiative interactions, the continuous correlation proposed by Tien and Lowder

[9] is employed in this study. This correlation is relatively simple and provides accurate results

for pressures higher than 0.5 atmosphere.

4. METHOD OF SOLUTION

The governing equations, Eqs. (2.1) through (2.3), are transformed from the physical plane

(x, y, t) to computational domain (_, ,7, t) to facilitate the treatment of general geometry.

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are expressed in the computational domain as

oO oP
-_ + --_- + -ff_-7= 0 (4.1)

where

(_: = UJ

_" = Fy, I - Gx,1; G = Gx_ = Fyf

J = x_y_ - y_z_

Equation (4.1) is solved by a time-asymptotic two steps, explicit MacCormack method [43].

This method is second order accurate in space. If a solution to Eq. (4.1) is known at some time

t = nAt, then the solution at next time step t = (n + 1)At can be calculated from

O n+l- -- L(A Q O/nji,j

for each grid point (i,j). The operate L consists of predicter and corrector steps. For this study,

the code developed by Kumar [44] was modified to include the radiation model. The details of

the solution procedure are available in [44, 45].



as

where

The radiative flux equations, Eq. (3.4), is discretized using the central differencing scheme

('
2 [ej+l-ej e_-ej_1]4 Aye(1 4"/3j)/3jqJ+l = 1.5_¢j[ _f._; + Ayj

qj

(4.2)

Ayj = yj - yj-m

/_j = Yj+l - Yj
Yj - Yj-I

Equation (4.2) along with Eq. (3.5) forms a tridiagonal system of equation, which can be

efficiently solved by the Thomas algorithm.

In the nongray gas formulation, the divergence of the radiative flux is evaluated using

a central differencing scheme and is treated as radiative source term in the energy equation.

Since the nongray formulation involves an integro-differential equation, the radiative flux term

is uncoupled and treated separately [45].

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the theory and computational procedure described in the previous sections, a

computer code was developed to solve the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for radiating

supersonic laminar flows between two parallel black plates. A similar but different code was

developed for radiating subsonic flows. The dimensions of the channel were taken as 3 cmx

10 cm for the supersonic flow case and 3 cmx 15 cm for the subsonic case. The radiative

interaction was considered only in the normal direction. Extensive results have been obtained

for pure H20 as participating species and different mixture of H20 and air flowing laminarly

between the plates. These arc available in [36, 45] for the supersonic case and in [46] for the

subsonic case. Selected results for both case are presented and discussed in this section; results

for supersonic flows are presented first.

For the case of supersonic flow, a comparison of the divergence of radiative flux for general

(nongray), gray, and their optically thin limit models is presented in Fig. 2 for two different

y-locations (y--0.2 and 1.5 cm). The inflow conditions for this case are Poo = 1 arm, T_o =

1,700 K, M_ = 4.3, fH2o = 0.5, fo2 = 0.1, and fN_ = 0.4. The gray formulation is based on

the Planck mean absorption coefficient which accounts for the detailed information on different

molecular bands. As such, this approach is referred to as the "pseudo-gray formulation." The

range of optical thickness calculated in [45] was found to be between 0.003 and 0.4. Thus, for

the physical model and inflow conditions considered, the radiative interaction is essentially in

the optically thin range. No significant difference in results is observed for the two y-locations;

this is a typical characteristic of the optically thin radiation [1, 10]. The solution of the gray

formulation requires about ten times less computational resources in comparison to the +solution



of the nongray formulation [45]. As such, for basic parametric study, all other results presented

in this section were obtained by using the pseudo-gray gas formulation.

Another case considered for the supersonic flow corresponds to the inflow conditions of Poo

= 1 atm, Too = 1,700 K, Uoo = 2574 m/s (Moo = 3.0), and various amounts of water vapor and

air mixtures. The results for radiative flux are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of the

nondimensional y-coordinate. For P = 1 atm, the results presented in Fig. 3 for different water

vapor concentrations indicate that the radiative interaction increases slowly with an increase

in the amount of the gas. The results for 50% H20 are illustrated in Fig. 4 for two different

pressures (P_ = 1 and 3 atm) and x-locations (x = 5 and 10 era). It is noted that the increase

in pressure has dramatic effects on the radiative interaction. The conduction and radiation heat

transfer results are compared in Fig. 5 for P = 3 atm and for two different x-locations (x =

5 and 10 cm). The results demonstrate that the conduction heat transfer is restricted to the

region near the boundaries and does not change significantly from one x-location to another.

The radiative interaction, however, is seen to be important everywhere in the channel, and this

can have significant influence on the entire flowfield. The results presented in Figs. 3-5 should

be physically symmetric; but, due to the predictor-corrector procedure used in the McCormack's

scheme, they exhibit some unsymmetrical behavior.

The results for subsonic flows were obtained for two specific Math numbers, Moo = 0.8 and

Moo = 0.3. Most results presented here are for Moo = 0.8; however, certain results for Moo =

0.3 are also presented for comparative purposes.

The free stream (inflow) conditions corresponding to Moo = 0.8 are, Pt = 1.524 Poo, Tt =

1,128 = 1 atm, Too, Poo -- 1 atm, Too = 500 K, fH20 -- 0.5, and fair = 0.5. The wall temperature

was maintained at Tw = 1,500 K. The pressure at the channel exit was taken to be one atmosphere.

The variation in axial velocity across the channel is shown in Fig. 6a for different x locations.

It is clearly evident that the fluid velocity in the inviscid core increases along the axial length

due to increase in the boundary layer. A fully-developed flow has not been achieved at the

channel exit. Figure 6b shows the variation of normal component of velocity across the channel

at various axial locations. The two-dimensional effects are clearly evident from the results of x =

0.015 m which is predominantly in the entrance region. The magnitude of v velocity decreases

as x increases; it is positive in the lower half and negative in the upper half of the channel

due to the symmetry of the problem. For a fully-developed flow, the v component of velocity

should be zero.

The variation in temperature across the channel is shown in Fig. 7 for different x locations.

The temperature decrease from the walls to the center of the channel indicating the development

of the thermal boundary layer. The flow is not thermally developed at the exit of the channel.

The variations in conductive and radiative fluxes along the length of the plate are shown

in Fig. 8 for different y-locations. The fluxes are zero along the centerline of the plate because

of physical symmetry. The conductive flux increases slowly with increasing x and becomes

essentially constant at the channel exit. The radiative interaction is strong in the first ten percent

of the length and then it slowly decreases and reaches about the same value as conductive flux

at the exit. The variation in total energy flux (qty) with x is illustrated in Fig. 9 for different
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y-locations. A comparison of results presented in Figs. 8 and 9 demonstrates that the rate of

convective (flow) energy is considerably higher than the rate of conductive or radiative energy
transfer.

The variations in qcy, qRy and qty with y are shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12, respectively.

It is note that the variation in conductive flux occurs mainly within the first 20% distance from

the wall (Fig. 10). The situation, however, is not the same with respect to the radiative transfer

(Fig. 11). The radiative interaction occurs in the entire width of the channel. This is similar to

the results for supersonic flow presented in Fig. 5, although the extent of interaction is entirely

different. The results presented in Fig. 12 demonstrate that the rate of total energy transfer in

the y-direction is highest closer to the entrance (x = 0.015 m) than any other x location. This is

a result of high enthalpy flow and strong radiative interaction in this region.

Figure 13 shows the variation of radiative and conductive flux across the channel. The

radiative flux peaks at some distance away from the wall while conductive flux peaks at the

wall. This is because at the lower wall the effect of positive heat flux is partially cancelled by

the negative flux from the layers of hot gases next to the wall. At a small distance away from

the wall, however, the positive flux from both the wall and gas combine to give a maximum

heat flux. Farther into the gas, the flux from the wall and hot gas is attenuated by the cooler

gas and is partially cancelled. At the center of the channel, the fluxes from both modes cancel

each other. This effect prevails throughout the length of the channel as is clearly evident from

the results of Figs. 13a and 13b and Ref. 46. This trend in result is somewhat similar to the

trend for the supersonic flow presented in Fig. 5.

The variation of the radiative, conductive and normal component of the total flux across

the channel is shown in Fig. 14 for x = 0.06 m. The total flux includes the convective (flow),

radiative and conductive fluxes. It is interesting to note that except very near the boundary, the

total flux is about an order of magnitude higher than the radiative flux and much higher than the

conductive flux. In other words, according to the definition used in this study, the convective

(flow) energy is the predominant mode of energy transfer. This trend in result continues for

all axial stations [46].

For Moo = 0.3, the free stream conditions considered are, Pt = 1.064 Poo, Tt = 1.018 Too,

Poo = 1 atm, Too = 500 K, flt2o = 0.5, and fair = 0.5. In this case also, the wail temperature

was maintained at T,, = 1,500 K and the channel exit pressure was one atmosphere.

The results for Moo = 0.3, in general, show the same trend as the results for Moo = 0.8.

Certain definite changes, however, are noted for specific cases. For Moo = 0.3, the magnitude

of velocity variations obviously are relatively lower but the velocity boundary layers are thicker

[46]. The temperature variations shown in Fig. 15 for Moo = 0.3 are about the same as shown

in Fig. 7 for Moo = 0.8. This is because Too and Tw are the same for both flows. The thermal

boundary layer, however, is thicker for Moo 0.3.

A comparison of Moo = 0.8 and 0.3 results for qcy, qRy and qty is shown in Fig. 16 for x

= 0.12m. The results demonstrate that while conductive and total energy fluxes are influenced

considerably by changes in the Mach number, the radiative energy lransfer is insensitive to such
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changes.This is because radiation is influenced primarily by specified temperature and pressure

conditions and these conditions are same for both cases.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations have been used to investigate the

influence of radiative energy transfer on the entrance region flow under supersonic and subsonic

flow conditions. Computational procedures have been developed to incorporate gray as well

as nongray formulations for radiative flux in the general governing equations. Specific results

have been obtained for different amounts of water-vapor in water vapor-air mixtures. Results

demonstrate that the radiative interaction increases with an increase in pressure, temperature and

the amount of water vapor. This can have a significant influence on the overall energy transfer

in the system. Most energy, however, is transferred by convection in the flow direction. As

a result, the radiative interaction does not alter the flow field significantly. Further parametric

studies are needed to make definite recommendations.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

Ao

Co

Cp

el ,e2

k

P

Pi

Pt

Pr

qR

qc

band absorptance = A(u, _), cm "1

band width parameter, cm a

correlation parameter, atm I - cm 1

specific heat at constant pressure kJ/kg-K = erg/gm-K

Planck's function, (W-cm-2)/cm a

Planck's function evaluated at wave number wo

emissive power of surfaces with temperature Tt and T2, W--cm "2

thermal conductivity, erg/cm-sec-K

pressure

partial pressure

stagnation pressure

Prandfl number

total radiative heat flux, j/m2-s

conduction heat flux, j/m2-s



qRw

S

T

TI ,T2

u

I.Io

0

_w

,_,_

P

o"

oJ

0,) o

spectral radiation heat flux, (w-cm2)/cm 1

integrated intensity of a wide band, atm'l-cm -2

temperature, K

wall temperature, K; TI = Tw

nondimensional coordinate = SPy/Ao

nondimensional path length = SPL/Ao

flow angle

spectral absorption coefficients, cm "I

computational coordinate

density, kg/m

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, erg/(sec-cm2-K +)

wave number, cm -I

wave number at the band center, cm I
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